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greatest amount of public recreation use directly associated with the river;
E) Designate rivers Ehat minirnize potential impacts on private lands and
minimizes administrative costs to the public agencies; F) Designate rivers
that would minimize impacts on other resource uses such as tinber management,
water and power development, and minimizes impacts on state and local
governments ability to utilize existing utility and transportation corridors;
G) Designates those rivers idencified to have the greatest botanical and
ecological values as related to the river environment.

The Preferr'ed Alt.rnative (Alternative E), which recommends designation of the
Upper Truckee River and Sagehen Creek as National Scenic Rivers and recommends
the Forest Service designate Upper Independence Creek as a Special Interest
Area (SIA), is consistent with the Tahoe National Forest Land and Resource
Management Plan and the Lake Tahoe Basin Land and Resource Management Plan.
Alternative E also recommends the Forest Service study the remaining portion
of Sagehen Basin, outside the Scenic River corridor, for possible SIA
designation in a separate site-specific study.

Reviewers should provide the Forest Service with comrnents during the revie\./
period of the study report/DElS. This will enable the Forest Service to
analyze and respond to the comrnents in the final study report/FElS and include
reviewer's comments in the decisionmaking process. Comments on the study
report/DElS should be specific and should address the adequacy of the
statement or the merits of the alternatives discussed (40 CFR 1503.3).

Comments to be received by:

ConLrnents should be sent to: Terry Randolph
P.0. Box 640
Carson City, Nevada 89701
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TNTRODUCTION

This wild and scenic River Draft Environmental statement/Study Report (DErs)analyzes the-suitability of eight rivers within the Truckee River Basin forinclusion in the National wild and scenic Rivers system. The DErs/StudyReport further evaluates the environmental consequences of sueh designation onthe hurnan ehvironment.

During the course of deve'loping the Tahoe National Forest (TNF) and Lake TahoeBasin Management unit's (LTBMU) Land and Resource Management plans, the publicpointed out that the National Forests had not adequ"t"Iy inventoried theirrespective rivers for possible wild and scenic river classifica.ion. Asubsequent inventory ltas conducted and nine rivers within the Truckee RiverBasin were identified ag potentially eligible for study.

one river, flartis creek, although etigible is not evaluated in this studyReport/DErS' Martis creek flows mostiy througl'r private lands, with only 10percent of the river flowing through the Tahoe National Forest. The NationalForest lands are located on the upper end of one fork of the stream. Martiscreek is a small stream consisting of four separate branches. Additionally,the outstandingly remarkable values are the .rltural resources that arelocated entirel-y on private lands. The eligibility information has beenprovided to state and local governments for use in their respective planning.
The eight rivers selected for study are located within the Truckee Riverdrainage, mosLly \^/ithin the boundaries of the Tahoe National Forest and theLake Tahoe Basin Management unit on the east slope of the sierra Nevada. Alteligible rivers are within the state of california and are located in Alpine,El" Dorado, Placer, Nevada, and Sierra counties. cord Stream is rocatedprimarily on state and private lands. The rivers studied have a total milageof 58 ' B miles of perennial streams. The main stem of the Truckee River is arelatively short river, only about 120 miles in length from Lake Tahoe toPyramid Lake, and the watershed drains an area of zlzo square miles.
This study Report\DErS summarizes and incorporates by reference the findingsof the eligibility study and focuses on the classifitation and suitability ofeligible segments for inclusion in the National Rivers System and provides anassessment of the potential environmental impacts of the alternatives underc ons ide rat ion.

The study Report/DErs is tiered ro the final Ers,s for the TNF and LTBI,{llLand and Resource Management Plans, and the actions are consistent with thedirection contained within the TNF and LTBMU plans. After completion of thereview process under the National Environmental policy Act (NEPA), theSecretary of Agriculture may recommend that all or some of the study rivers bedesignated as part of the wild and scenic Rivers system. rf the rivers arefound to be not suitable, the final report/ErS wirl not go further than the

SUMMARY
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Chief of the Forest Service
wild and scenic rivers.

Congress has final authori.ty for designating

POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT AND RISKS TO THE FREE FLOWING CHAMCTER OF THE RIVERS

A11 the rivers are free flowing and currently there are no active proposals
for any waLer or power development projects that might threatened their free
flowing status. Sierra Pacif{,c Power Cornpany (SPPCo), a utility that provides
municipal and industrial (M&I) water to the Reno/Sparks area, has identified a
potential dam and reservoir site on the Little Truckee River. However, this
project is one of a number of possible options to provide additional M&I water
needed for fucure development. No proposals have been submitted for actual
development as there are more feasible options currently being pursued by
SPPCo. The utility does want to retain the option in the event additional
upscrearn storage is needed in the future.

ELIGIBLE RIVERS

The Forest Interdisciplinary Team developed a preliminary classification for
each of the'rivers as part of the eligibility process. This determination was
based on the level of development at the time of the study and was completed
in accordance with the U.S. Department of Agriculture and Interior Final
Revised Guidelines for Eligibility, Classification, and Management of River
Areas (47 FR 39454; Seprember 7 , 1982).

Wild Classification - Upper Independence Creek (2.0 miles)

Scenic Classification
Sagehen Creek (8.0 miles)
Upper Truckee River (7.0 miles)
Perazzo Creek (3.2 miles)

Recreational Classificacion
Truckee River (13.0 miles)
Cold Srream (5.2 miles)
Alder Creek (6.4 miles)
Little Truckee River (14.0 miles)

SII}.{MARY OF ALTERNATIVES AND POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

The Study Report/DEIS documents the results of an analysis of eight rivers t<:determine their suitability for idild and Scenic River designation. Sevenalternatives are considered, including: A) No Action; B) Jesignacion of alleight rivers; C) designation of those rivers with the most extJnsive
outstandingly remarkable characteristics; D) designation of those rivers
receiving the greatest amount of public recreation use as related to theriver; E) designation of rivers that mi.nimize potential inpacfs to private
lands and minimizes cost to the public agenciesi F) designation of ttroserivers that would minimize impacts on other resource uses such as timber:
management, water and power development, and local governments ability to usethe corridors for existing and future utility and tiansportation corridors; G)
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designation of those rivers identified to have the greatest botanical andecol"ogical values as related to the river corridors.

These alternatives were developed in response to issues raised during thescoping process for this study. Principal issue raised included concern overthe possible effects of designation on the abitity to maintain existing water
and power developrnents and future developments; the possible effects onprivate lands; the effects of designation on existi.rg o."r.rp"ncies and usesalong the rivers, such as summer homes, campgrounds, and transportation needsalong the river corridors; and the need to piotect the free-flowing
characteristics and the outstandingly remarkable characteristics identifiedfor each river.

SPECIAL INTEREST AREA DESIGNATION

The study also considers alternative ways to protect the outstanding
remarkable characteristics in lieu of Wild and Scenic River designaiion. Thestudy evaluates the impacts of possible special rnterest erea (sia)
designation for Upper Independence Creek, a Forest Service administrativedesignation. Special Interest Area designation is a Regional Foresterdecision' For wild and Scenic Rivers, the Forest Service role is to recomnenddesignation to the Secretary of Agriculture. Actual designation is aCongressional action.

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

The Forest Service has selected Alternative E as the preferred alternative.Al-ternative, E recommends National Scenic River designation for the UpperTruckee River and Sagehen Creek. The Preferred Alternative also recommendsthe Forest service designate Upper Independence creek as a special rnterestArea and recommends the Forest Service study the remaining portion of Sagehencreek' outside the Scenic River corridor, ftr possible srI iesig'ation.
Table s.1 "Rivers by Alternative" describes the rivers evaluated byalternative; Table S.2 "summary of Environmental Consequences', from I./ild andScenic River Designation along with Table S.3 "Effects on Timber outputs'rdescribe the environmental consequences associated with each river andalternative.

I
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TABI,E S.1
R.ivers by Alternative

* indePendence Creek is recommended for Special Interest Area designation by
the Forest Service.

** Sagehen Creek is recommended to
designation by the Forest Service

*** The Sagehen Basin outside the
analyzed for Special Interest Area
separate si,te-specific study.

be analyzed for Special Interest Area
in a separate site-specific study.

Scenic River Corridor is recommended to be
designation by the Forest Service in a

t cold stream flows mostly
the California State Department

through private and State Lands managed
of Parks.

Mlles of Rlver by Alternative

A B c D E f G

Truckee River 13 .0 13.0 13 .0

Cold Stream 1 5.2

Alder Creek 6.4

Independence Creek 2.0 .L *
LittIe Truckee River 14. 0 14 .0 14. 0

Perazzo Creek 3.2 3.2 3.2

Sagehen Creek 8.0 8.0 8.0
***

** 8.0
***

U'pper Truckee River 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0

TOTALS s8.8 0 45.2 13.0 15.0 7.0 32.2

s.4
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TABLE S..2
SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

from Wild and Scenic River Designation

RIVER Private Land Visual Qualtty T/E/S specles
Yeg/EcoLogical

Truckee River Potential impacts
are high as land
ownership is
mixed.

Minimal impacts as
area managed for
Retention (R) and
Partial R.etention
(PR) .

No effect on TES
species. No
change on other
wi ldl i fe
habitar.

Cold Stream Moderate impacts.
Some small & large
blocks of private
lands.

Minimal. Area has
been logged. Meets
standards for
recreation river.

No effect

Alder Creek Moderate. Upper
40t is privarely
owned, subdivision
lots. Lower end is
National Forest.

Low. Private lands
are fu1ly
developed.
National Forest
lands are managed
for R & PR.

No effect

Independence
UI CCK

Low. 300 feer of
stream flows
through private
Iands. Remainder
is on National
Forest.

Visual quality
would change from
PR to Preservation.

Wild River or
SIA designation
would protect
the Lahontan
cutthroat trout
& watchlisr
plants.

Little Truckee
River

Moderate to High.
Large blocks of
private lands
along the river.

No i.mpact. Lands
currently managed
for R and PR.

Des ignation
would protect
riparian
habitars from
dam.

Perazzo Creek Low to Moderate.
The upper 0.4 mile
are private lands.

Change frorn
Modificarion & pR
to Retention

Some additional
protection to
meadows and
wi1low habitacs

Sagehen Creek None. River flows
totally through
National Forest
1ands.

Change from
Modification & pR
to Retention.

Some additional
protection to
meadows and
willow habitats.

Upper Truckee
River

None. River flows
totally through
National Forest
1ands.

No effect Some additional
protection to
the Lahontan
cutthroat trout.
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Table S.2 (Continued)
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River Recreation Cultural Resources Minerals
Truckee River Designation would

require management
p1an. Use would be
restricted to
carrying capacity.

No impacts No impacts are
anticipated.

Cold Stream Would increase
some public
interest in the
Emigrant Trail.

Same as recreation.
Trail on public
l-ands is currently
protected under
National Trail
legislation.

No impacts are
anticipated.

Alder Creek Some short-term
increase in use.
No change in long-
term.

No effect. Donner
Site is currently
protected.

No lmpacts are
anticipated.

Independence
Creek

Some short-term
increase in use.
No change in long-
term.

No effect No impacts are
anticipated. No
existing claims.

Little Truckee
River

Same as Alder
Creek.

No effect No impacts are
anticipated.

Perazzo Creek Same as Alder
Creek.

No effect No impacts
antic ipated.

Sagehen Creek Some short-term
and slight long
term increase in
use.

No effect No impacts
anticipated.

Upper Truckee
River

Some short-term
and long-term
increase in use
due to the
publicity.

Some increase in
the potential for
vandalism due to
the increased
public use.

No impacts
anticipated

s.6



TABLE S.2 (Continued)
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River Soc ial/Economic
Impacts

Research Timber (See
Table S.3)

Truckee River Current lifestyles
would remain the
same. Designation
should not change
existing economic
conditions.

No impact A small
reduction in
timber volurne is
expected. Admin
cost would not
change.

CoId Stream Same as Truckee
River.

No impact No effect on
National Forest

Alder Creek Same as Truckee
River.

No impact No effect

Independence
Creek

Same as Truckee
River.

No impact No impact.
Timber would be
non- regulated.

Little Truckee
River

Potential impacts
on current gtazi:ng
use. Could affect
the local ranchers
if grazing use is
reduced.

No impact Some reduction
in timber volume
would occur.
Admin costs
would be higher
to protect
scenic values.

Perazzo Creek Same as Little
Truckee River.

No impact Some reduction
in timber volume
and admin cost
would increase.

Sagehen Creek Same as Truckee
River.

No effect.
Research programs
are compatible with
Scenic River
designatlon & will
continue.

Some reduction
in timber volume
and admin cost
would increase.

Upper Truckee
Riwer

Same as Little
Truckee River.

No impact No impact

s.7



TABLE S.3

Effects on Timber Outputs from
Wild and Scenic River Designation

Annual Outputs

ALTERNATIVES (Thousands of Board Feet)

River A1I B

No
ActLon

A c D E F c

Truckee
River

222.2 2r9.0 2r9.0 2t9.0 222.2 222.2 222.2

Cold Stream t.2 L.2 t.2 L.2 r.2 L.2 L.2

Alder Creek L92.0 T9I,2 192.0 t92.0 L92.0 L92.0 r92.0

Independence
^-^- ^1-\-leeK

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Litcle
Truckee
Ri..rer

328. B 316.3 316.3 328.8 328.8 328 .8 316.3

Perazzo
Creek

It+g .4 44.5 44.5 I49.4 r49.4 L49.4 4/t .5

Sagehen
Creek

3/+2 .6 118.0 118.0 342 .6 118.0 342 .6 118.0

Upper
Truckee

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total

Difference

1236.2

0

890

-346

2

.0

891.0

-345.2

1233-A

-2 ,4

1011 . 5

-244 .6

1236.2

0

894,2

-342.0

A1 ternative
Forest and
Plans.

B (No Action)
Lake Tahoe Basin

Outputs proj ected in
Management Unit Land

current Tahoe National
Resource Management

the
and
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CHAPTER I

PURPOSE AND NEED FOR ACTION

BACKGROUND

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and Public Law BB-29 authorized the Nationwide
Rivers Inventory (NRI), which was begun in the early L970' s by the United
States Department of Interior (USDI) Heritage Conservation and Recreation
Service (HChS). The intent of the National l^fild and Scenic River Act of 1958
(PL 90-452) is to preserve some of the Nation's free-flowing rivers for
present and future generations.

The USDI Park Service later absorbed HCRS and completed the river inventory in
1982. The NRI is an inventory of those rivers and river segments which are
relatively natural or undeveloped. To be eligible for possible inclusion in
the National Rivers System, a river must be free-flowing and, with its
adjacent land area, must possess one or more "outstandingly remarkable"
values. The values are: scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wi1dlife,
hiscoric, cultural, or other values, including ecological values.

During the course of developing the Tahoe National Forest's (TNF) and the Lake
Tahoe Basin Management Unit's (LTBMU) Land and Resource Management Plans, Ehe
public pointed out that the Natiohal Forests had not adequately inventoried
their respective rivers for possible wild and scenic river classification. A
subsequent inventory was conducted and a number of rivers within the National
Forest Boundaries were found eligible for study. Potential outstandingly
remarkable values were identified for each river.

PURPOSE AND NEED OF STUDY

The purpose'of chis study is to determine the suitability of the eight
eligible streams and tributaries within the Truckee River drainage for
inclusion in the National Rivers System. A separate Suitability Study by the
TNF is being conducted to analyze the remaining 22 eLigtble streams on the TNF
located on the west slope of the Sierra Nevada.

This scudy report/Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) is tiered to the
final EIS's for the TNF and LTBMU Land and Resource Management Plans, and the
actions are consistent with the direction contained within the TNF and LTBMU
Forest Plans. The USDA Forest Service is the lead agency in condueting this
environmental analysis and preparing the study report/DElS.

DECISIONS TO BE ilADE

Based on the information and recommendations for Wild and Scenic River
designation documented in the study report, the Secretary, as the responsible
official, will transmit his recommendations to Congress. The final study
report will be distributed to the public when the Secretary's reconmendations

,l
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are .sent to the Congress. Legislative action to designate any river as a part
of the Wild and Scenic Rivers System is the responsibility of Congress.

The Regional Forester has the authority to establish Special Incerest Areas, a
Forest Service administrative designation. This EIS also provides an analysis
of the impacts that would be expected if Upper Independence Creek is
designated a Special Interest Area.

OTHER RELEVANT STUDIES

A concurrent study on the Truckee River is underway by the US Bureau of
Reclamation, US Fish and iJildlife Service, and the State of California
(represented by the Department of Llater Resources) to develop a Truckee River
Operating Agreement (TROA) in accordance wlth Public Law 101-618. The TROA

study and Environmental Impact Stacernent and Environrnental Impact Report
(EIS/EIR) is evaluating options for managing the reservoirs and river system
to enhance the Threatened and Endangered fish species in Pyramid Lake and to
provide a drought supply of municipal and industrial water for the Reno/Sparks
area. Although the TROA Alternatives do not contain any proposed \4later
impoundment,s or changes to the river chanriels, concern over the effects on
future wild and scenic river designation was identified as an issue for the
TROA study. The Truckee River from Tahoe City to Truckee and the Lltcle
Truckee River from its confluence with Independence Creek to Stampede
Reservoir are eligible rivers and current management of flows in the rivers
potentially could be changed by the TROA. The remaining eligible rivers
including the headwaters of the Little Truckee River are unregulated, are
above the reservoirs managed under the TROA, are essentially free flowing, and
are not affected by tle TROA decisions.

The two studies are related in that decisions on river operations will be made
in the TROA EIS, while recommendations for Wild and Scenic River designation
is the purpose of this Wild and Scenic River EIS. Although some changes in
nanagement of the river system are anticipated under TROA, there should be no
significant affect on any Wild and Scenic River designation proposed under
this study. The changes in river operations proposed under TROA are limited
to rnanaging the releases of flows frorn the existing six reservoirs on the
Truckee River. No additional storage reservoirs or changes to the river
channels are planned, and the TROA EIS will describe and evaluate any impacts
on future wild and scenic river designation. Conversely, the action to
designate any or all of the eligible rivers is not expected to impact actions
planned under TROA, although designation could have long-term impacts on
future wate,r development. These potential long-term impaccs are described in
this EIS.

The Forest Service is a cooperacing agency for che TROA, r^/hile Reclamation is
cooperacing on the Wild and Scenic River Study. The objective is to provide
coordination becween the two studies.

ELIGIBILITY DETERUINATION

Appendix B provides documentation
proposes potential classifications

of the Deterrninacion of Eligibility and
for the rivers. These classifications rvere

r.2



identified tirrough an Interdisciplinary Team process. There are three classes
of wild and scenic rivers: a) wild, b) scenic, and c) recreational.
Cl-assificacion is based upon the condition of the river and adjacent lands at
the time of the studv.

Following the eompletion
interdiscip,linary study
determine whether or not
for designation as i.Iild
determining suitability

of the eligibility determinations, an
ceam was assigned to study the eighc rivers to
they are suitable for recommendation to the Congress

and Scenic Rivers. Factors which are considered when
include:

of acquiring necessary lands and
of the area, should it be added to

- k'hich characteristics would make it a worthy addition to the National
Wild and Scenic Rivers System;

Current status of land ownership and use in the area;

- Reasonably foreseeable potential uses of resources that can be
enhanced, resouree uses that are foreclosed, or curtailed if designated

- Public, State, and local government interest in designation of the
river, and any other concerns raised during the study. The level of
interest by the State or its political subdivisions in participating in
the preservation and administration of the river should it be proposed
for inclusion in the national wild and scenic rivers system;

- Estimated cost to the United States
interests in land and administration
the system; and

- Other management options
characteristics.

PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT AND PI,ANNING

to protect the outstandingly remarkable

ISSUES

The Study Team identified several issues identified by the public and by
agency personnel. These issues were identified as a result of news releases,
mailings, and public and individual meetings. The major issues are:

1. The possible effect of classification on the ability to maintain
existing water and power developments on the rivers.

The effects of designation on private 1ands.

existing occupancies and uses along
campgrounds, and transportation needs

3. The effects of designation on
the rivers, such as summer homes
along the river corridors.

Significant concern was expressed by local landowners over the possible
effects of designation on private property rights. The general perception of
nany lando\trlers is that designation would seriously impact their rights, even
though the law explicitly limits the Federal Government's authority on private
lands. The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act reaffirms the rights of State and local

r.3



governments to establish planning and zoning requirements on private lands,
although designation may have an influence on State and local government
decisions affecting private 1and. Chapter V - Environmental Consequences
describes the potential impacts of designation on private lands.

None of the eight rivers were originally identified on the
Inventory maintained by the National Park Service. A11 the
were idencified through the Interdisciplinary Team process.
identified by the lnterdisciplinary Team as having at least

Nationwide Rivers
eligible rivers
Cold Stream,

one outstandingly
Scate lands.remarkable value, is located primarily on private

Although there is one potential water impoundment
Little Truckee River above Stampede Reservoir, a
\rater impoundment project is beyond the scope of
addressed in the study report.

project identified on the
site-speeific study of this
this study and is not

lands and

Issues identified by the public and the cooperating agencies were crucial in
the development of che seven alternatives analyzed in this study.
Determination of suitability involved the analysis of these alternatives as
prescribed in USDI and USDA jointly issued Final Revised Guidelines for
EligibiIitv. Classification. and Management of River Areas. (See 47 Federal
Resister 34457, September 7, 19B2.)
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CHAPIER II

ALTERNATIVES INCLUDING TTIE PROPOSED ACTION

This study has developed and analyzed seven alEernatives which included thesuitability or unsuitability of including eight rivers in rhe National Wildand Scenic Rivers System. Implementation of Alternative A would mean that al-lthe rivers would be found suitable for designation and management would besimilar to the standards described in AppenJix A. Alternative B is the NoAction Alternative and designates none of the eligible rivers. Managementunder the No Action Alternative would be in accordance with the existing localcounty Plans on private lands, and Land and Resouree Management plans or Lan<iUse Prans on State and Federal lands. The other alternatives range betweenand designates various combinations of the eligible rivers. Table rr.1 showswhich rivers were evaluated under each a1terrr"ii.r" and compares the number ofmiles of river by alternative. Table rr.2 compares the number of acres withineach riwer corridor by alternative. A L/4-nile wide corridor from each riverbank will bp used to determine the study area.

DEVELOPMENT OF ALTERNATIVES

The wild and scenic Rivers Act Isection a(a)] requires the consideration of anumber of factors in evaluating the suitability of a river for inclusion inthe National wild and scenic Rivers System. tirese factors help to define thescope of the study report/DErs and intluae: (l) the current status oflandownership, including the amount of private iand within and adjacent to thestudy area; (2) the reasonably foreseeaLle uses of the Land and water thatwould be enhanced, foreclosed, or curtailed if the area were included in theNational wild and scenic Rivers system; (3) the values that may be foreclosedor diminished if the area is not protected as part of the system ; (4) public,State, and local interest in the designation; <sl the cost of the area,sacquisition and administration if it is added to the system; and (6) otherissues and concerns raised during scoping.

To respond to these issues regarding recommendations of suicabiliForest service Guidelines (FSH r509:15) suggest consideration ofc]*pes of alrernarives: (1) national aesigiltion of alr eligible. \ -/ rrsvrvrrar uE)rbrrdLrt,lrl or arI gf 1.glbleprotection of eligibre segments by "or" *Ju's other than naiional
i:::1,f ::"i" ;;;i;;;.i.ii',"iir 

"i""0"Ir*;::i";':;'"i1":,T:::Xi"':;':;:"'"
eligible segmenrs; (4) designation of selments with alternativeclassif icat'ions; and (5) 

"orrti.,.ri.,g current management (or no action)

:;:".i::::0,,":-:r:::":::::: :::h.as srare designarion ancl furrher segmenringreSurErlLl_ttl+

:::"i:;"'.,I.ji.,li:^:::.1i:::: :::i""u :o intJrest had been .*p,u""..r dur:ing
llllilg- -rn devel?pils. alrernarives, rhe Fores. i"r"i""-;;";;5;red arllgq dI

::1:::i: :::""' raised !r 1r," public during rhe scopins process. Each

:: i::: i:" :i::' *":,:::i1::1. 
1"' l,'" ""',t :".v "" 

"a.""iio5o'i;-;;:' 
" 

r iliil, r r.,
5:"i:i::jill;^,,:1::'*lrt.11 th: lr:riTtl.;; crassirication ia;;;i;;;;';JgIILIthe rnrerdisciplinary Team "rr rrirllained ror'rorr.,lation of all the

ty, the
the following
segments; (2)

alter:natives
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Alternatives are developed to respond to issues raised by the public or the
Interdisciplinary Teams. Alternatives E and F were developed in response to
publics wanting to minimize impacts on natural resources, minimize impacts on
potential water developmenf projects, and to minimize potential impacts on
private lands. Alternatives C and G address the rivers with outstandingly
remarkable characteristics that are dependent upon the river environment, ancl
Alternative D is responsive to those that believe highly used recreation
rivers should receive priority for designation.

Although Martis Creek was determined eligible for possible Reereational
designation, the suitability of Martis Creek is not evaluated in this EIS.
Martis Creek flows primarily through private lands (over 90 t) wirh National
Forest lands at the extreme upper end of one of the forks of the Creek.
Additionally, the Outstandingly Remarkable characteristics, which are
historical features, are located entirely on private lands. The eligibility
information has been provided to the State and County for use in their
respective planning. The existing character of the portion of Martis Creek on
National Forest lands will be protected.

ALTERNATIVES ELTUINATED FROM DETAILED STUDY

An alternative suggested during scoping was to change classification to a
higher or more restrictive Ievel. As an example, the suggestion was to move
recreation rivers to scenic, and scenic to wild. The basis for preliminary
classification is the degree of naturalness, or stated negatively, the degree
of evidence of man's activity in the river area. The most natural rivers will
be cl-assified wild; those somewhat less natural, scenic; and those least
natural, recreational. Determination of classification is a professional
judqment based on the criteria described in the USDA/USDI guidelines described
in Chapter I and Appendix B.

The Interdisciplinary Team reviewed the level of de.relopment and natr:ralness
for each river and classified each river to the highest or most natural 1eve1.
Therefore, a recreational river would not qualify for scenic or wild status
based on the level of development currently existing.

On the other hand, alternatives of changing classification downward, from
to scenic, and from scenic to recreation were considered but not carried
forward in detail as alternatives. No issues or suggestions were rai.sed
che public in the initial scoping that indicates a need to consider these
tYpes of alternatives in detail.

DIRECTION COMMON TO ALL ALTERNATIVES

wi lcl

by

:j->

The objectives and management implications for designation of one or rnore
rivers is described by the following management standards:

Designation forecloses possible impoundment of these rivers for water
supply or other uses. This prohibition woul-d protect native and sensicive
fish species which require free-flowing waters for their survival, an<l
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would prevent the inundation of Federal or state listed endangered,
threatened, or sensitive plant species within the river corridors.

Al-1 rivers would be managed to the standards prescribed for the respective
classification as described in Appendix A. Private landowners along ttre
classified rivers would be encouraged lo continue current land uses in
order to preserve the rural atmosphere surrounding the rivers. Landowners
are encouraged to use the standard in Appendix A to guide future land uses
and developments. Timber harvest on private lands is guided by the
Regulations developed to implement the California Forest Practices Act.
1";i1d and Scenic River corridors (200 feet on each side of the river) are
considered "Special Treatment Areas" under the Regulations. The intent of
this determination is to manage the 200-foot corridor in a manner that is
compatible with the objective for establishing the Special Treatment Area.
The regulation do not prohibit the harvest of timber within the area, but
require modifie<l practices to protect the wild and scenic river values
wichin the corridor.

Ongoing regular uses of private lands, particularly those existing at the
time that a river is designated, are not directly affected. The Federal
goverrunent has no authority to zone private lands. Zoning is a power of
State and 1ocal governments. Although there are provisions of the Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act that call upon the Federal agencies to encourage
1ocal land use planriing by issuing guidelines for local and State
governments for consideration in protecting river corridors, these
guidelines are not binding on local governments nor can the Fecleral
government for:ce the local governments to adopt them. Landowners are
encouraged to maintain the existing environment along the river corridors,
on private lands, under every action alternative evaluated in fhis study.

The University of California, Berkeley research program in Sagehen Creek
is recommended to continue in all alternatives. Appendix D provides
suggested legislative language for Scenic Area designation that provides
for continuance of research with Scenic River designation.

The California Route of the Overland Emigrant Trail in Cold Stream has
been designated as a National Historic Trail by Congress. The California
Nationa'l Historic Trail was designated as a component of the National
TraiIs system by PubIic Law 102-328, dared August 3, Lgg2. The Historic
Trail is the outstandingly remarkable (OR) value idencified for Cold
Stream during the eligibility determination process for the Wild and
Scenic River study. This desip;nation is included as part of all
alternatives, including the No Action Alternative. Historical designation
provides for procection of the trail and the OR value on public lancls.

The Forest Service maintains a system of Special Interest Areas (SIAs),
which is an administrative designation. SIAs are establishecl to protect
and where appropriate, foster public use, study, and enjoyment of areas
with scientific, scenic, historical, geological, botanical, zoological,
paleontological, or other special characteristics. Management activities
can vary, but are intended to protect and/or enhance the values for wliiclr
the area r^ras classified. As an example, roads, trails, and recreation or
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interpretive facilities rnay be built within an SIA to facilitate publicuse. Vegetative management may occur to the extent that it is compatiblewith the SIA purpose and management objectives. SIA designation in some

:""ut, T..I b" a more appropriate method to protect rhe Outitandingly
Remarkable values for a stream than protection under I^Iild and scenic Riverdesignation' Some of the alternatives will include recommenclation of SIAdesignation as in the case of upper rndependence creek, or to study anarea for possible designation, as in the case of sagehen creek.

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED TN DETAIL

1' Alternative A. Recorpmend designate all eligible rivers.

Alternative A provides that all eight study rivers be recommended fordesignation into the National wild and scenic Rivers svstem.

Wild Designation

Upper Independence Creek from its headwaters to Independence Lake.

Scenic Designation

The Upper Truckee River from its headwaters to just south of the South
Upp'er Truckee Road; Perazzo Creek from its headwaters to the Little
Truckee River; sagehen creek from its headwaters to StampedeReservoir. The S'agehen Basin, outside of the Scenic River corridor,would be recornmended to be analyzed for suitability as a SpecialInterest Area by the Forest service in a separate site-specific study.

Recreational Des ignation

Truckee River from the dam at Lake Tahoe to the Highway 267 bridge inthe town of Truckee; cold stream from its headwater! in Emigrantcanyon to the section rine between sections 17 and 20, T. 17 N., R. 16E'; Alder Creek from its headwaters to Prosser Creek Reservoir; theLittle Truckee River from i^/ebber Lake to Stampede Reservoir.

2. Alternative B' (No Action). Recornmend designation of no rivers.
Alternative B would not recommend any rivers for designation and is the NoAction Alternative. This would result in all rivers being found unsuitable,with the outstanding values being protected and maintaineJ under managementrequirements of the us Forest service, the california state parks, Iocalcounty plans, and National Historic Trail management requirements for ttrecalifornia Roure of the overland Emigrant Trail in cold Stream canyon.

Alternative c. Recommend designation rivers with the mostvalue as related to the river environment. These oR values
extensive OR

include

3.
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recreational, scenic, historical and cultural, biological and ecologicalvalues, and wildl-ife and fisheries.

Alternative c would recommend the Truckee River for designation as a NationalRecreational River; the Little Truckee River as a Recreational River; Sagehencreek as a scenic River; the upper Truckee River as a Scenic River; and
Perazzo creek as a scenic River. upper rndependence creek would be
recornmended for designation as a Special Interest Area by the Forest Service.
The Sagehen Basin outside of the Scenic River corridor would be recornmended tobe analyzed for suicability as a Special Interest Area by the Forest Servicein a separate sice-specific study. On the remaining rivlrs the specificoutstanding remarkable values would be protected and maintained under
management requirements of the US Forest Service, the California State parks,
local county plans, and National Trail management requirements.

4. Alternative D.
greatest amounc
the river.

Recommend designation of river(s) that receive the
of public recreation use that is directly associated with

r

Alcernative D would recommend designation of the Truckee River as aRecreational River from the dam at Tahoe City to the bridge on Highway 267within the community of Truckee. The Truckel River has sufficient flows andaccess to provide for a variety of recreation activities. Upper IndependenceCreek would be recommended for designation as a SIA. Sagehen- creek would be
recommended to be analyzed for su.itability as a Special interest Area by theForest Service in a separate sice-specific study. on the remaining rivlrs thespecific outstanding remarkable values would be protected and maintained under
management requirements of the US Forest Service, the California State parks,
local county plans, and National Trail management requirements.

rl

';p;"& aJv'

Alterna,tive E. Recommend designation of those rivers that minimize '' V
potential impacts on private lands and reduces cost of administration tothe public agencies. This alternative incluqles those rivers that flowmostly or entirelv wi'thin public 1ands, or through lands uncreradministrative control by a public agency.

l

Alternative E would recommend designation of the Upper Truckee River andsagehen creek as Scenic Rivers, and upper rndependence creek wourd berecommended for designation as a Special Interest Area. The Sagehen BasiL nr sd . I ltc Dagellen Das ln

::::1::.:: rhe Scenic.*lr:r corridor would be recommended ro be anatyzed fforsuitability as a Speciar rnterest Area by the Forest service i" ;-';;;;;;.;site-specific study. on the renaining rivers, the specific outstandinglyremarkable values would be protected and rnaintained under managernentrequirements of che uS Forest Service, the california state Deiartrnent ofi Parks, or local county plans and National Trail managemen. ,;;;;;;;;;;,

Alternative F. Recommend designation of those rivers where designationwould have minimum adverse impacts on other resources uses such as timbermanagement and water and power development and would minimize impacts on
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local and state government's ability to utilize existing utilitv and
transportation corridors .

Alternative F would recommend designation of the Upper Truckee River as a
Scenic Rivers and Upper Independence Creek would be recommended for
designation as a Special Interest Area. Sagehen Creek would be recommended to
be analyzed for suitability as a Special Interest Area by the Forest.service
in a separate site-specific study. On the remaining rivers, the specific
outstandingly remarkable values would be protected by the US Forest Service or
local county prans and Nationar Trail management requirements.

Alternative G. Recommend designation of those rivers identified to have
the greatest botanical and ecological outsEandingly remarkable values as
related to the river environment.

Alternative G would recommend designation of the Upper Truckee River, Sagehen
Creek, and Petazzo Creek as Scenic Rivers, and the Lictle Truckee River as a
Recreational River. Upper Independence Creek would be recommended for
designation as a SIA by the Forest Service. The alcernative recommends the
Forest Service evaluate the Sagehen Basin, outside of the Scenic River
corridor, for suitability for designation as a Special Interest Area by the
Forest Service in a separate site-specific study. On the remaining rivers,
the specific outstandingly remarkable values would be protected by che US
Forest service or local county plans and National Trail Management
requirements.

},TANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS

Specific management requirements for designated
management plans after designation, but will be
in Exhibit A.

rivers will be developed in
similar to standards described

Table II.2 Elieible Rivers b-y Oqnelship describes the land ownership adjacent
to the eligible rivers.
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TABLE II.I
Rivers by Alternative

"6

#

* Independence Creek is recommended for Specialthe Forest Service.

** Sagehen Creek is recommended co
designation by the Forest Service

Interest Area designation by

be analyzed for Special Interest Area
in a separate site-specific study.

Scenic River corridor is recommended todesignation by the Forest Service in a

*** The Sagehen Basip outside the
analyzed for Special Interest Area
separate site-specific study.

be

1 Cold Stream flows mostly
the California State Departmeuf

through private
of Parks.

Mlles of Rlver by Alternativ

ABcDlo

- 

r_/ F G

Truckee River
a

!3.0 13.0 13.0

Cold Stream 1 5.2

Alder Creek 6.4

Independence Creek 2.0 * * * *
Little Truckee River 14. 0 14 .0 14.0
Perazzo Creek 3.2 3.2 3.2
Sagehen Creek 8.0 8.0

)k**
8.0
***

** 8.0
***

Upper Truckee River 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
TOTALS 58.8 0 45 .2 13.0 15.0 7.0 32.2

I.I .7
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TABI,E II2
l,and Status within River Corridors by Alternative

Acres by Alternatlve

A B C D E F G

Truckee River
Federal
Private
TotaI

2 ,631
1,010
3,647

2 ,637
I ,010
3,647

2 ,637
I ,010
3.647

Cold Stream
Federal
Private
Total

1s3
1,581
r,734

Alder Creek
Federal
Private
Total

L,273
1,057
2.330

Independence Creek
Federal
Private
To ta1

644
80
724

Little Truckee
River
Federal
Private
Total

3 ,242
2,430
5.372

3,242
2,430
5.312

3,242
2,430
5.372

Perazzo Creek
Federal
Private
Total

913
272
118 s

913
272
118 5

913
272
118 s

Sagehen Cfeek
Federal
Private
Total

2,45I
0
2,45I

2,45\
0
2,45I

2,457
0
2,45I

2,451
0
2,45r

Upper Truckee
Rive r
Federal
Private
Total

2

0
2

153

153

2,L53
0
2,L53

2

0
2

1s3

ls3,

1,153
0
2,1s3

1,153
0
2,t53

TOTALS
Federa I
Private
Total

13666
6430
20096

11396
37L2

l5 108

2637
L010
3547

5 158
0

s 158

115 3

0
115 3

7759
27 A2

t046 I
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CHAPTER III

FINDINGS,OF ELIGIB{LITY AND CI,ASSIFICATION

INTRODUCTTON

This chapter contains a swnmary of the findings of eligibility for i'clusionin the wild and scenic Rivers 
-sy"t"*. 

see epiendix s ior the actuar findingsdocumented by the rnterdisciplinary Team. roitowing is a summary of theoutstandingly Remarkable characteristics for each tilr.r and the determinationof wi1d, scenic, or recreational classification.

ELIGIBILITY

To be eligible for inclusion under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, a river orportion of a river must be free-flowing and, with its adjacent land area, mustpossess one or more of the following outstandingly remaricable (oR) values:scenic, recreational, geo10gic, fish and wildlife, historic, curtural, orother values, including ecological values. The eight rivers evaruated in thisstudv report/DErs are eligible for designarion basea on the findings by thernterdisciplinary Team that each-of the eight rivers are free flowing andcontain at ,least one outstandingly remarkaire characteristic.
The U's' Department of Agricultur'e (usDA) and the U.s. Department of rnterior(usDr) Finar Revised Guiderines for utigiuility, classification, andManagement of River Areas (47 FR 39454; septemL er 7 , rgl2) indicate that ariver segment flowing between impoundments is not necessarily precluded fromdesignation if it meets eligibility criteria. There are several smallimprowements along the eligible rivers including retaining wal1s, and a smalldiversion on the Littre Truckee River. None of these a"'Jtop*"r,t,significantly affect the free-flowing chara"turistics of the streams.

rn addition to be free-flowing, a river must have at least one outstandinglyremarkable resource value' The following is a summary of the findings of theInterdisciplinary Tearn. (See Appendix B for the full report)
1) Truckee River - outstandingly remarkable values on the Truckee incruderecreation' botanical, and cultural resource values, Botanicar values r^/ereoriginally considered outstandingly remarkable because of the presence of theTruckee barberry' However, the u.s. Fish and l,jildlife service is currentlyreviewing its status based on new taxonomy information. rf the prant isdropped from the Federal list, other botanical resources are not consider:ed tohave 0R values.

The Truckee River is heaviry.used by the general pubric for hiking,biking, fishing, rafting, ,"i**i.,g,"c"mpiig, picnicking, horseback riding,snor"'mobiling, snowpray, and skiin!. rnu .!s. of access and proximity toLake Tahoe add to the area's attractiveness as a recreation corridor alongwith the intensity and diversity of recreational uses along the TruckeeRiver combine to make recreation an outstanding recreation varue.
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Botanical values include a very specialized environment for the Federally
endangered Truckee barberry or Mahonia sonlei (gg$g-g1_g sonnei) although
its taxonomy is now in question. It is difficult to key Berberis sgnngl
from B. repens, B. pipeiana, and B. aguifolium. New caxonomy work by
l,lichael \{illiams, (Jepson Manual contributor), an expert on the genus,
shows this is noc a valid species and it is referred to in the Jepson
Manual as B. aguifolium var. repens. Because of this recent work, the
status of che plant, which is currently on the Federally Endangered and
Threatened List, is now being reviewed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and it is expected that the plant will be dropped from the Federal
list. I'ts only known occurrence is along the river within the town of
Truckee, and near Prosser Reservoir.

Several prehistoric sites along the Truckee River qualify for listing on
the National Register of Historic Places as they contain data for
investigating regional research questions. These sites are large, contain
complex stratigraphy, and contain evidence for the earliest human use of
this region within the Sierra Nevada. One of these sites, CA-PI^A,-164,
provided the oldest known cl4 date of 8,130 B.P. (before present) for an
archaeological site in the region. This date was obtained from sma1l
chunks of charcoal, which were associated with the partially fossilized
wing bone of a large bird, and two basalt tools. The significance of this
is stated in The Archaeolosy of the Tahoe Reach of the Truckee River:
"Sites with components of this age are known in the Great Basin, but they
are not at all common and sit.es wich buried 8,000 year o1d components are
definitely rare." It has been noted that outstandingly remarkable
prehistoric values may be rare and represent an area where a culture or
cultural period was first identified or described.

2) Sagehen Creek - Outstandingly remarkable values on Sagehen Creek include
botanical/eeologtcal values, cultural and historical resources, fish and
wildlife, and geological/hydrological values.

Sagehen Creek hosts numerous interrelated outstandingly remarkable values
that are best identified as ecosystem values. The stream is also
considered highly representative of eastside Sierra Nevada stream ecology
for native fisheries. The interdependence of values increases its level
of significance including the broader biodiversity of species. The
geology provides the hydrology necessary to support the unique fens and is
also likely to be involved in supporting two class I (Threatened and
Endangered) invertebrates in the stream. This ecological significance
supports the stream with hydrology, geology, wildlife, fisheries, and
plants being considered outstandingly remarkable. Fisheries by itself is
considered unique and outstandingly remarkable due to the natural
assemblage of native fish. (See Chapter IV, Section IX for a description
of the fish.)

The historic sites within the Sagehen Creek basin are eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places as a historic district. The
majority of these sices and associated features represent an intact
railroad-based logging syscem. Additionally, an early sawmill and
associated animal-based transportation system are also represented as well
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as depression era sices which have received very little research to date.sagehen creek was not an integral part of these past logging operations.

3) upper rndependence creek - outstandingly remarkable values on upperrndependence creek include botanical/ecologieal values, scenic, and fisheries.
upper rndependence creek supports a fisheries of national importanceprimarily because it is the only stream that supports a continuously self-supporting Lahontan cutthroat trout population that has not had to havere-introduction of the species. The scenic values are of regionalsignificance due to the classic "U" shaped va11ey configuracion and thedramatic spatial definition of the valley. The plant lrIl,ru" are ofregional significance due to the existente of fens, which are rare in thesierra Nevada and known to occur only in Nevada, Sierra, and EI DoradoCounties.

4) The Little Truckee River - outstandingly remarkable values on the LittleTruckee River include botanical, wildlifJ,-and culturar resource values.
The vegetation values are considered outstandingly remarkable because ofthe fens, which are rare in the sierra Nevada. -rhe wildlife values areconsidered outstandingly remarkable due to the presence of bald eaglenesting sites and the presence of habitat for the willow fly-catcher.cultural resources were identified as outstandingly remarkabre because theHenness Pass road and the ass.ociated support service sites, such as stagestations' are eligible for listing on the t'tational Register of HistoricPlaces' However, the Little Truckee River was not an integral part of thedevelopment and use of the Henness pass road.

5) Perazzo Creek 
-- 

Outstandingly Remarkable values on petazzo Creek includethe botanical/ecological associations and the broad diversity of wildlifehabitat, including habitat for che wirlow frycaccher bird.
For plant values, Lhe fens are considered rare. The fens al-ong with bogs,dry meadows, wet meadows, aspen, and a wide range of wild flowers andforbs provide a very diverse and unique plant community. This diverseplant community provides an.extensive riparian community supporting manyriparian-dependent species including the willow flycatci-r"r.' The perazzo
meadow complex and the Little Truckee River (perazzo flows into the LittleTruckee River) provide habitat for the second largest population of willowfly-catcher birds in california, indicating a highly valuable wildliferesource' The o1d-growth timber in rhe area adds tl bioaivrr"iiy-i"-ln"
"t"" ".,'d 

provides viluable habitat for ord-growth dependent species.
6) upper Truckee River - outstandingly Remarkable values on the Upper TruckeeRiver include cultural resources, fisheries, wildlife, recreation and scenicvalues.

The Meiss cabin and barn complex are eligible for the National Register ofHistoric Places, indicating an outstanding remarkable characteristic. Therecreation (scenic) values are based on tile outstancling recreationopportunities providing the visitor with a non-motorized backcountry
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experience. Access is provided by an extensive trail system, including
the Pacific Crest Trail (a National Scenic Trail), to the Upper Truckee
River and lakes in the area. Recreation use is extensive throughout the
area. Recreation uses include hiking, horseback riding, fishing, camping,
mountain biking, and cross-country skiing. Scenic values include a

dramatip backdrop scenery which include broad meadows and shallow lakes
providing unobstructed view of the high alpine ridges to the east and
west. Foreground views include the massive volcanic Round Lake Buttress.
A self-sustaining population of Lahontan cutthroat, the only native trout
to the area, provide an outstandingly remarkable value and are a Federally
listed "Threatened" species under the Endangered Species Act of I973.
Wildlife values include hahitat for sensitive species such as willow
flycatchers, goshawk and the "Endangered" peregrine falcons. The pileated
woodpeckers, a LTBMU Management Indicator Species, is also found in the
area. The area also supports populations of mule deer, black bear, golden
eagles, and blue grouse.

1) Cold Stream - The Outstandingly Remarkable value on Cold Stream is the
|iational Historical Overland Emigrant Trail.

The Emigrant trail along Cold Scream is one component of the California
Route of the Overland Emigrant Trail. This trail, one of several routes
ucilized to access California and incorporatgd into the California
National Historic Trail, recently achieved National Trail System status.
The route follows the stream.in order to access two separate Sierra Nevada
crossings: Roller Pass and Cold Stream Pass. These passes were easier to
approach than Donner Pass and carried the bulk of traffic on the Truckee
route until 1864 when the Dutch Flat and Donner Lake Wagon Road was built.
The trail is located adjacent to the stream for a portion of the route due
to the ease of travel. Essentially, the pioneers followed the water
course because of the favorable gradient for travel until the stream
channel becorne too steep and rugged for wagon travel.

8) Alder Creek - The Outstandingly Rernarkable value on Alder Creel< is the
hiscorical Donner Camp site.

The Outstandingly Remarkable on Alder Creek is the Donner Camp site which
is listed on the National Register of Historic Places. The George and
Jacob Donner families carnped at this location during the winter of 1846-
47, becoming one of the most famous and tragic symbols of the Westward
migration along the Overland Emigrant Trail. The remainder of che wagon
party occupied three cabins in the vicinity of Donner Lake near Donner
Memorial State Park, Alder Creek was not considered an es;sential element
in the location of the Donner Carnpsite.

CIj,SSIFICATION

After a river or portion of a river has been determined to be eligible for
inclusion in the National System, the potential classification (wild, scenic,
or recreational) is determined. Classification is based on the 1eve1 of
developrnent'a1ong the river and adjacent lands, and access to the rlver as ic
exists at the time of the study. Classification is not based on anticipated
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Ce-"elopment or other chatrges along the river corridor; thac is an aspect ofe-.'aiiiaring suirability.

These terms cat-i be misleading. For exarnple, a "recreational" river may have
been designaced for reasons ocher chan recreation. The level of develtpmerit
along the river could preclude wild or scenic classification, but the saine
le"'e1 of development would be allowable under the "recreational',ciassification, whether or not the river is heavily used for recreation. The
"i1d and Scenic Rivers Act defines the following classification criteria:

lJild River. Those rivers or sections of rivers that are free of
impoundrnents and generally inaccessibre, essentialry prlmitive, andwaters unporluted. These represent vestiges of primitive America.

Scenic River. Those rivers or sections of rivers that are free of
impoundmencs, with shorelines or lratersheds stil1 largely primitive
and shorelines largely undeveloped, but rhey may be access-inlu i.,places by roads.

Recreational River. Those rivers or sections of rivers that arereadily accessible by road or railroad, that may have some developmentalong their shorelines, that may have undergone some impoundmenc ordiversion in the past.

L'sing these criceria, each eligible river was measured against the standardsfor each classification category. However, while the classification criteriapl-ovide uniform guidance for professional judgement, they are guidelines ancl;:o: absolute requirements. It is not possible to formulate criteria so as torechanically or automatically classify river areas,

The eligible rivers were preliminarily classified as folrows:

'*'ild Rivers - Upper Independence Creek

Scenic Rivers - Upper

R.ecreational Rivers -
Little Truckee River

Truckee River, Sagehen Creek, and petazzo Creek

Truckee River, Cold Stream, Alder Creek, and the

III. 5
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TABLE III.I

Outstandingly Remarkable Values

TABLE III2

Potential classification Based on Erigibilty Determination
Vnld, Scenic and Recreational Miles by River

V"g/ Rec
Ecol

Scenic Cult Fish Geo
ural logy

I{ydo Wtld
bgy life

Truckee River X Y

Cold Stream X

Alder Creek X

Independence
Creek

X X

Ltl Truckee
River

X

Perazzo Creek Y X X

Sagehen Creek X X X X V

Upper Truckee
River

X Y X v

il}ild Scenic Recreational
Truckee River 13.0
CoId Stream 5.2
Alder Creek 6.4
Independence
Creek

2.A

Litcle Truckee
River 14. 0

Perazzo Creek 3.2
Sagehen Creek 8.0
Upper Truckee
River 7.0
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CHAPTER IV

AFFE CTED EI\MROI\IMENT

I. LOCATTON

I
The eight (8) rivers eligible for additional study are located within the
Truckee River drainage, mostly within the boundaries of the Tahoe National
Forest and the Lake Tahoe'Basin Management Unit (LTBMU) on the east slope of
the Sierra Nevada. A11 eligible rivers are within the State of California and
are located in Alpine, E1 Dorado, Placer, Nevada, and/or Sierra Cqunties. The
rivers studied comprise a total of 58.8 miles of perennial streams. The main
stem of the Truckee River is a relatively short river, only about 120 miles in
length from Lake Tahoe to Pyramid Lake, and the watershed drains an area of
2720 square miles. The location of the study rivers is shown on the enclosed
naps.

II CLIUATE

Elevations in the upper watershed typically range from 9,000 to 10,000 feet in
the Sierra on the \^/estern end of the Truckee watershed, to 4,000 to 5,000 in
the valleys in Western Nevada. Th" eligible rivers are all within the upper
watersheds. The basin's climate is characuerized by long, cold winters 

""a Uy
short, moderate- to-warm surnmers. Precipitation follows 

" "uu."orr.l pattern,
primarily occurring from late October through early May. Summer thunderstorms
are common in the region, but seldom produce significant amounts of
precipitation over a wide area. Winter precipitation above 5,000 feet is
normally in the form of snow. The spring runoff season lasts longer than is
normal for batersheds at lower elevations, extending into July, as the
snowpack at the highest e,levations melts late in the season.

Temperature varie.s widely, but the coldest areas are around Truckee and Lake
Tahoe; extreme lows can reach from -15 to -30 degrees Fahrenheit with maximumsin the 90 degree range. The coldest spot in California is the townsite ofBoca. Precipitation at the Sierra crest is 60-70 inches annually and dropssharply as one moves to the east and lower elevations, where it is less than10 inches in the Reno/Sparks area.

III. Ij,NDFORMS

Many of the higher slopes and peaks along the sierra crest have been
gJ-aciated, exposing the hard underlying rock materials with glacial rnoraines
formed along the adjacent slopes and valleys. Lake Tahoe ocfupies whatgeologists calI a "graben, " a rather steeply sided valley formld when faulcing
caused a block-shaped area to drop relative to the surrolncfing terrain.Martis Valley, where the town of Truckee is located, is a larle, high mountainvalley at approximately 6,000 feet in elevation. From Martis valley, the
Truckee fall sharply through a canyon into western Nevada, ultimately
terminating in Pyramid Lake.
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IV. SOILS

Soils in the upper watershed occur on gentle to steep slopes and in broad
valleys (i.e., Martis Valley). These soils have developed from rhyolitic and
granitic bedrock and from alluvial deposits. Low preclpitation is a major
limication to productivity. Soils at higher elevations (5,500 to 9,500 feet)
along the crest of the Sierra have developed from volcanic, metasedimentary,
and granitic rocks, and from glacial-alluvial deposits. Steep slopes and
shallow, rocky soils limit productivity over much of the area.

V, FLOODPI.ATNS, WETI.A.NDS AND RIPARIAN AREAS

Annual floodplains are the lowlands and relatively flat areas adjoining the
rivers that are subject to a one percent or greater chance of flooding in a
given year. There is a history of flooding from the Truckee River in the
Reno/Sparks area from high spring run-off and "rain-on-snow" events during
late winter. The Army Corps of Engineers have mapped an extensive floodptain
in the Truckee Meadows area (Reno/Sparks) and have developed a series of
lewees along the river through Reno and Sparks.

lJetlands are areas regularly wet or flooded where the water table stands at or
above the land surface for at least part of the year. There are large acreageof wetlands near the town of Truckee and in the Reno/Sparks area. A number ofthe cributaries of the Truckee contain "fens," the largest of which is within
Sagehen Creek called the Mason Fen. Fens are unique ecosystem and plant
communities with distinguishing characteristics. They are scattered in the
Sierra Nevada in co1d, Permanently waterlogged soils. Subsurface hydrology isextremely important in cheir formation and continuation. California fens donot resemble fens that occur in the eastern states (Thorne , 1976). Some ofthe largest, most well-preserved, and best-studied fens in the Sierra Nevadaare located in the Sagehen Creek Basin. Fens are very similar to a Sphagnumbog, but with a richer flora incruding rarger shrubs. Some may ha.re a pJataccumulation' Fens are rare in the State of California with flwer than ten
know-n in El Dorado and Nevada counties. There are fens along Sagehen , perazzo
Creek, and the Little Truckee River.

Riparian areas are cransition areas between aquatic ecosystem and theiradjacent terrestrial ecosystem. They have distinetive soil characteristics
and plant communities that require free or unbound water. Riparian areasfunction in'providing fish and wildlife habitat, erosion control, forage, Iateseason streamflolr, and water quality. Riparian vegetation and areas are animportant component along ttre entire length of the main stem of the Truckeeand ics tributaries.

Vernal pools are generally sma11, poorly drained depressions in relativelyflat areas. california vernal pools arl well known for their unique flora.Vernal pools are the most threatened wetland ecosystem in california (Sto'e
1990) ' There are known vernal pools along Sagehen Creek and perazzo creek.
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VI UINEMLS

Minerals can be defined in three categories: Locatables (i.e,, gold/silver),
leasables (i.e., gaq/oil/coal), and common variety minerals such as sand and
gravel. Generally, Federal lands within the Truckee River watershed are open
to mining under the general mining laws, although there are some areas
withdrar,m from rnining such as existing dam sites. There is very little
commercial or recreational mining along the study rivers. The majority of the
rnining activity in the river corridors are for sand and gravel operations,
mostly in support of highway and other construction projects.

VII. STREA}fFLOW

The entire Truckee River system is
reservoirs. Flows in the eligible
Rivers are controlled by the dams
respectively. The other eligible
into the reservoirs.

controlled by a series of dams and
portions of the Truckee and Little Truckee

on Lake Tahoe and Independence Lake,
ri-vers are located above the dams and flow

Historical flows including average daily flow and maximum and mininrum flows
are described in Table IV.6.

Instream flows in all the rivers are extremely variable due to the variation
in annual precipitation. The flows in the Truckee River from Lake Tahoe to
Truckee are augmented by the Pros.ser Exchange Agreement, a procedure that
allows the use of water stored in Prosser Reservoir to maintain instream flows
below the dam at Tahoe City. Minimum flows for the Truckee River between
Tahoe City and Truckee are established by the Exchange Agreement at 50 cfs
during the winter and 70 cfs over the summer period. There is a 2 cfs minimurn
instream flow requirement on Independence Creek, which flows into the Little
Truckee River, and a 3-5 cfs flow on the Little Truckee River below the Sierra
Valley Diversion. Instream flow requirements are currently being studied
through the TROA EIS/EIR and are expected to be increased over current levels.
Flows in all other study rivers are uncontrolled and maintained by natural
f1ows.

Current in-stream flow arrangements include (these are not legal requirements,
but generally accepted by water users):

a. Truckee River (Tahoe City to Truckee) 70 cfs in summer
50 cfs in winter

b. Little Truckee River (Based on L952 Settlement)
(1) Below Sierra Valley Diversion

7 /L to L0/15
L)/rc a 3/L5
3/16 to 6/30

Independence Creek (below reservoir)

3 cfs
4 cfs
5 cfs

2 cfs

The State of california has rights to 10,000 acre feet of surface !/ater as aresult of PubIic Law 6lB. California does not have storage capacity at this
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time, but will need reservoir storage in order to exercise these rights.
Possible storage options include the use cf one or a cornbination of the six
existing reservoirs. Another option is the construction of a new reservoir,
although no dam sites have been identified. Thi,s issue ls being evaluated as
part of the TROA EIS/EIR and there are no proposals for storage by California
at this time.

VIII. WATER QUALITY

Water quality in all the study rivers is considered good although some
historical practices of rapidly releasing water from Lake Tahoe and
Independence Lake has resulted in some channel seouring and sedimentation.
Aside from the historical impacts, there are no known slgnificant water
quality problems in any of the study rivers at the current time. The quality
of the water in all of the study rivers meet or exceed State Water Quality
Standards.

IX FISH AND I{ILDLIFE

The Federal Agencies in cooperation with the California State Department of
Fish and Game manage the fish and wildlife resources and habitats within the
area drained by the study rivers.

A1l the rivers considered in this suitability study are coolwater rivers.
Significant game fish species include rainbow trout, brook trout, brown trout,
mountain white fish, and the threatened Lahontan cutthroac trout (LCT). The
Truckee River system also provides important habitat for native non-game
species including: Lahontan redsides, speckeJed dace, Tahoe sucker, mountain
sucker, Paiute sculpin, and Lahontan tui chub. All seven tributaries to the
main stem of the Truckee are considered excellent fisheries. The main stem of
the Truckee is classed as fair for fisheries due to the alteration of the
river channels and 1ow instream flows.

Almost a1I river corridors are open to hunting and fishing, with deer being
the most popular big game animal pursued during the fall hunt. A portion of
the Upper Truckee River near the Meiss cabin is closed to fishing to protect
populations of the reintroduced Lahontan cutthroat trout.

X. VEGETATION

More than 500 species of native plants and at least 160 introduced species may
be found in the Truckee Basin (study area). Vegetation has considerable
diversity because Iife-zones range from the semi-arid sagebrush steppe to
alpine conditions. In most areas the timber was logged extensively during the
19th century to support the mining activities in Virginia City. Most of the
stands of timber consist of trees that are between 90 an<l 120 years of age.
The true "old-growth" timber is limited and found on steep, rocky slopes too
difficulc to cut by early logging methods. An exception exists in the Upper
Truckee River Basin, which was not historically logged. Typical plant
associations include Jeffrey pine, mixed conifer, riparian-deciduous,
chaparral, meadow, aquatic-emergent, and alpine associations.
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Jeffrey Pine Association: This type is found on the lower and drier slopes of
stands in association with

Elevation ranges from 6,000

are found prlmarily on dry and
tobacco brush, greenleaf
bitterbrush, and rabbitbrush.

the study area and includes
sagebrush, bitterbrush, and
feet to about 6,800 feet in

pure Jeffrey pine
mountain mahogany.
elevation.

Mixed Conifer Forest: This type is found above the Jeffrey pine forest
extending up to an elevation above 9,000 feet. Key species found in this type
include: California red fir, whitebark pine, sugar pine, lodgepole pine,
white fir, incense cedar, juniper, and at the highest elevations western white
pine and mountain hemlock. Jeffrey pine and ponderosa pine are found
throughout the zone mixed with other species on the drier sites. Percentages
of these species on a given site varies enormously.

Wetlands and Riparian: These plant communities are found on the moist soils
adjacent to streams and lakes. Rich soils and available water provide for a
wide variecy of species. These areas have particular value as habitats for a
variety of wildlife. Key species found in these areas include alder, willow,
quaking aspen, and black cottonwood. There are wetlands near the tom of
Truckee. A number of the tributaries of the Truckee River contain fens.
Riparian vegetation and areas are found along the entire length of the main
stem of the Truckee River and it's tributaries.

I

Chaparral Association: These plant communities
south-facing slopes. Dominant species include
manzanita, pinemat manzanita, basin sagebrush,

Meadow Association: This is an important component on the east slope of the
Sierra and includes a number of high elevation meadows. Meadows cornprise only
10 percent of the total land area of the Sierra Nevada. The study area
contains extensive meadow complexes; both dry and wet meadows are found
throughout the study area and provide important habitats for a variety of
wildlife and some support cattle grazing. Petazzo meadow is a wide, flat
valley that is about 1.5 miles long. The botanical diversity of the Perazzo
and Independence Creek meadows is high, having plants common to the Great
Basin and the Sierra Nevada. In addition, the meadows associaEed with
Independence Creek are relatively undisturbed from management activities such
as grazing. There are also meadows along Alder Creek, the Little Truckee
River, and Sagehen Creek.

Alpine: These plant communities are high in elevation and usually do not
support trees. These areas are usually on steep slopes covered with rocks anri
gravel, with small plants scattered in the relatively stable areas.

01d-Growth Areas: Important biological values of old growth include habitat
for a r.'ariety of animal and plant species, biodiversity and pools of genetic
resources, and long-term biological records of climate (Kaufmann, Moir, and
Covington). The amount o'f o1d-growth forest that currently exists on the TNF
and LTBMU is unknown although the amount of old growth that exists today is
substantially less than what existed in the past. The importance of these
comnrunities centered on watercourses was pointed out in the TNF
recommendations for fish and late-seral stage wildlife (Chapel, et a1., IggZ)
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Older forests along rivers and screams provide recruitment of large, woody
debris (LWD) to stream environments. LWD provides nutrients, shapes the
stream channel, traps sediments, creates structural complexity and rearing
habitat for fish, etc. There are known old-growth communities along
Independence and Perazzo Creeks.

XI THREATENED, ENDANGERED, AND SINSITIVE SPECIES

This sectiop identifies speeies of plants and animals that are currently
listed on the Federal Endangered or Threatened list; species that are on a
lisc of Sensitive Species, maintained by either the Forest Service or the
State; or species listed as being of special interest. Category 1 indicate
species where there is sufficient information for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service to make a determination whether to include the species on the Federal
1ist. Category 2 are those species where there is insufficient information to
make a determination for listing.

A few of these species could be
should be primarily beneficial.
directly affecced by the action

A. Threatened/Endangered Species
Fish and Wlldltfe

potentially affected by Designatlon, which
However, most species would not have habitat

of designation.

Lahontan cutthroat trout - Threatened species
American bald eagle - Endangered species
Anierican peregrine falcon - Endangered species

Sagehen Creek goeracean caddisfly - Category 1
Species 

l

B, Species of Speclal fnterest - These are
as being of special interest and listed as
Wildlife Service.

Mt. Lyell salamander
Ye11or"r legged mountain frog
i^Jolverine
Mono Basin mountain beaver
Sierra Nevada snowshoe hare
Cold Spring caddisfly
Confusion caddisfly
Kings Canyon cryptochian caddisfly

C. Sensitl-ve Soecies

Sierra Nevada red fox
California spotted Owl
Goshawk
Willow flycarcher

species that have
Category 2 by the

Source

Fed/CA
Fed/CA
Fed/CA

Fed

been identifieci
US Fish and

Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed
Fed

Soqrce

FS\CA
FS

FS

FS
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Pine marten
Pacific Fisher
Great grey owl

FS

FS

FS

habitats for the Threatened, Endangered or Sensitive
al.ong the study rivers.

PI,ANTS

Examination of the proposed rivers and streams showed potential for the
following sensitive plant species: Eriogonum umbellatum var. torreyanum(Torrey's buckwheat), Ivesia aperta var. aperta (Sierra VaIley-vesia), f"gglgaPerta var. canina (Dog Valley Ivesia), Ivesia sericoluca (plurnas V"l1.y--
Ivesia), Ivesia webberi (Webber's Ivesia), Scheuchzeria palustris var.
americana (American Scheuchzeria), Silene invisa (Hidden-p"t.f ."*pion), andVaccinium coccinium (Scarlet huckleberry). Only portions of the potential
habitat along the identified rivers and strear" h"r. been surveyed as parts ofother projects. These other surveys identified known occurrencls of Ivesiasericoluca, and Silene ivesia.

The following lists the
(TES) plants suspected

A. Threatened/Endanqered plant

There are no known Threatened or Endangered plants potentially affected withinthe study river corridors. There is no potential habitat for Threatened or
Endangered plants that has not been surveyed in the study river corridors.

B. Sensitive Plants

Torrey's buckwheat
(Eriosonum umbellatum var. torrevanum)

Sierra Val1ey Ivesia
(Ivesia aperta var. aperta)

I

Dog Val1ey Ivesia
(IVesia aperta var. canina)

Plumas Ivesia
( Ives ia sericoluca)

L'ebber' s lves ia
(Ivesia webberi)

American Scheuchzeria
(Scheuchzeria palustris var. americana)

Habltat

6,000-8,000', steep slopes,
unstable soi1s. (Suspected
to be in area).

4,500-5,000', eastside
of Sierra Nevada. Alkaline
flats and meadows. (Suspected
to be in area).

same as variety aperta
(Suspected to be in area).

same as aperta variety aperta
(Known locations)

same as aperta variety aperta
(Suspected to be in area).

3,000-9,000', sphagnum bogs
(Suspected to be in area)
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C. I{atch-List Plants - These are plants and plant communlties that may become
increasingly rare. These plants and communities are in additlon to
threatened, endangered, proposed, and sensitive plant species.

Potential habitat for Camissonia tanactifolia subsp. quadriperforata (Sierra
Valley evening primrose), Trifolium lemmonii (Lemmon's clover), Darlinstonia
californica (pitcher plant), lESgEg rotundifolia (round-leaved sundew),
Drosera anelica (English sundew) , and bogs, fens, and vernal pools was
identified for the proposed study. Only portions of the potential habitat
along the study rivers and streams have been surveyed as parts of other
projects. These other surveys identified known occurrences of Drosera
rotundifolia, Drosera anglica, fens, and vernal pools.

Hidden Petal campion
(Silene invisa)

Scarlet huctl.b.rry
(Vaccinium coccinium)

Plant

Sierra Valley Evening-primrose
(Camissonia tanacetifolia subsp .

quadriperforata)

Lemmon's clover
(Trifolium lemmonii)

Pitcher plant
(Darlingtonia californica)

Round-leaved sundew
(Drosera rotundifolia)

English sundew
(Drosera anslica)

Fens, bogs, vernal pools

5,600' , foresE openings,
meadow edges, drainage
(known locations)

4,500-7,000', moister slopes,
mixed conifer and red fir.
(Suspected to be in area).

Habltat

4,300-5,100', open clay f1ats,
often with Artemisia.
(Suspected plant)

5,000-6,500', Sierra Nevada.
Jeffrey pine and sagebrush
openings. (Suspected plant)

3,500-6,000', in bogs, seeps,
and streamsides. (Suspected
plant)

<8 ,000' , bogs , s!/amps , and
seeps. (Known loeation)

<6,000' , bogs, swamps, and
seeps. (known location)

Wet and seasonally wet areas.
(Known locations)
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XII SCENIC AND VISUAL RESOURCES

Visual Quality Objeccives (VQO) for the Truckee River and its tributaries are
described in the Tahoe and LTBMU Land and Resource l'lanagement Plans. Visual
management objectives are described in the following terms:

Preservation (P) - Provides for ecological changes only.

Retention (R) - Where human activities are not evident to the casual
Forest visitor.

Partial Retention (R) - Where human activity may be evident, but must
remaih subordinate to the characteristic landscape.

Modification (M) - lluman activity may dominate the characteristic
landseape but must, at the same time, follow naturally established form,
1ine, color, and texture.

Visual Quality Objectives for Wild Rivers would be Preservatlon; Scenic R.ivers
would be Retention; and Recreational Rivers would be managed for Retentlon in
areas that typify the outstanding values for which the river was designated
and areas which receive a large amount of recreation use. The remaining
corridor along Recreational Rivers would be managed to meet an objective of
Partial Retention.

Existing LR-l'lP direction is compatible with the VQO for all the study rivers
except for lndependence creek, sagehen creek, and petazzo creek. The
following describes the changes that would occur if designated per the
eligibility determinarion :

River

Llpper Independence
Sagehen Creek
Per azzo

Existing VQO

Retention (R)
M&PR
M&PR

Proiected VQO under Desisrration

Preservation (P)
Retention (R)
Retention (R)

The section beginning on page IV.16 describes the Visual Quality objectives
and Scenic values for each Eligible River.

XIII. RECREATION

Recreation is a major activity on the Truckee River and its tributaries. The
Lake Tahoe area is a magnet drawing visitors world-wide, although the majority
of the visitors are from California. The Truckee River and tributaries are animportant resource whi.ch provide the basis for a wlde variety of both surnmer
and winter recreational activities.

Recreation use is particularly high on the Truckee River between Lake Tahoe
and the community of Truckee. The river is used for a variety of recreation
aclivities and is one of the most heavily used corridors along the east slope
of the Sierra. Popular activities during the sunmer including recreation
rafting or floaring, bicycling along a developed bike path, fishing, camping
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and picnicking. A major highway linking Lake Tahoe to Interstate Highway B0
folLows the corridor and'traffic is hear.ry, both sunmer and winter. Current
tise during the sunimer often exceeds the capacity of the corridor to provide a
quality and safe recreation experience. Conflicts currently exist between
local homeowners, the business community, rafters, bicyclers, and other
recreation users due to the intensive use of the river.

Of the remaining study river, the Upper Truckee River is the mostly heavily
used for on-site recreation. The area was a candldate for Wilderness during
the development of the California Wilderness Act of 1984. Although the area
was not selected for Wilderness classification, the area has many backcountry
recreational attributes and has been nanaged to protect and maintain these
values. The area is unroaded and used extensively by hikers looking for a
primitive recreation experience without the crowds generally associated with
the classified Wilderness areas along the high Sierra.

Although recreation use in the Sierra Nevada is generally high due to the easy
access and the large population in California, recreation use of the remaining
study rivers is not unique to the rest of the Sierra. Of these remaining
study rivers, the Little Truckee River is the most popular and the most
accessible to a major highway.

The section beginning on page IV.t6 describes the recreational activities
for each eligible river. ,

XIV. GRAZING ]-IANAGEUENT

Cattle and sheep grazing is allowed under permit on all the study rivers.
Although the Truckee River and Cold Stream are within allotments, the area
within the study corridors are generally not used for livestock gtazing.
Grazing is managed in accordance with LRMP Standards and Guidelines and
individual Allotment Management Plans. Although the study river corridors
only consist of a L/2 mile-wide area within the individual graztng allotments,
the corridors often provide for a significant amount of the forage due to the
meadow and riparian habitats found along the streams. The following numbers
represent the total amount of livestock use within the allotments located
along the study rivers.

Al Iotment CIass of livestock

Alder Creek
Perazzo Creek
Sagehen Creek
Sagehen al,lotment
Boca allotment

Llpper Truckee
Little Truckee River

B i ckfo rd
intebber Lake

Note: An Animal Unit
one month.

Sheep
Cattle

Sheep
Sheep
C.at t1e

Cattle
Sheep

Month (AUM) is

Numbers

LI67
r64

1400
LT67

200

75
150

one cow/ca1f for

IV. 1O

Animal Unit Months

2302 AUMs
644 AUMg

425 AUMs
2302 AUMs

766 AUMs

403 AUMs
135 AUMs

one month or 5 sheep for
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The Upper Truckee River (Meiss Allotment) is being rested co restore range and
riparian condition, and grazing is prohibited within the Sagehen Research
Station. Perazzo Creek through the lower meadows is currently being fenced to
protect the rehabilitation work to restore the stream channel and streambanks
(See page IV.23). The remaining areas are managed in accordance with the
specific Al,lotment Managernent Plans or Annual Plans of Use.

XV. SOCIAL AND ECONOI.TIC.

Tourism, including recreation, is the single most economic segment of the
Caiifornia communities on the Truckee River system. The communities within
the Lake Tahoe Ba!in and Truckee all rely on both summer and winter recreation
attractions to draw thousands of visitors to the area. Lake Tahoe and the
Truckee River and its tributaries are the primary attractions for people
visiting and staying in the area. The beauty of Lake Tahoe is known
internationally and draws people to the atea, both to enjoy the lake and
Truckee River along with the gaming provided by the casinos.

There are ten ski areas within the Lake Tahoe Basin and Truckee River drainage
all within approximately one hour from Reno and 2\ hours from Sacramento.
Winter activities provide an important economic boost to the area.

Most of the future development along the Truckee is expected to be related to
recreation, tourism, and the development of second or vacation homes.

Although tourism and recreation dominate the economy, logging and livestock
grazing are still important elements of the economy. There is a large sawmill
at Loyalton that proeess most of the timber harvested from the Truckee River

.lBasin and pYovides significant employment for residents of the Sierra Valley.
Additionally there are a number of ranchers who use the Truckee River area for
summer pasture for both c'attle and sheep.

XVI. WILD AND SCENTC RIVERS

At the present time, there are no Congressionally designated Wild, Scenic or
Recreational rivers along the east slope of the Sierra. California has
designated the East Fork of the Carson River, and the East and West Forks of
the Walker River, as Scenic Rivers under the State process. The North Fork of
the American River, directly west of the study area and on the west slope of
the Sierra, !/as designated a Wild River by Congress in 1978. Other designated
rivers on the west slope in the central Sierra include the Middle Fork of the
Feat-her River, Merced River, Kings River, and the Tuolumne River. Tables IV.1
and IV.2 lists Federally or State designated rivers, or river:s currently
identified for study for either Federal or State designation, wittrin Nevada
and California.
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Federal Aqencv

Congress (FS)
Congress (FS, PS)
Congress (FS)
Congress (FS)
Congress (FS, PS)
Congress (FS, PS)
Congress (FS, PS, Bl,|,I)
Congress (FS, PS, BLl'{)
Congress (FS, PS)
Congress (FS)

Ca1 ifornia
Ca I i fornia
Cal i fornia
California
Ca1 i fornia

FS is USDA For:est Service
PS is USDI Park Service
BLI'I is USDI Bureau of Land Management

TABI"E IV.l

Designated Wild and Scenic Rivers
within

Sierra Nevada Province

Rlver Name

North Fork American River
North Fork Kern
South Fork Kern
Kings River
South Fork Kings River
Middle Fork Kings River
Tuolumne River
Merced River
South Fork Merced
Middle Fork Feather

Callfornla Stare System - I{ild and Scenlc Rlvers
(Publlc Resources Gode, Secrions 5093.54-5093 .542)

East Fork Carson River
l.Jest Fork Walker River
East Fork Walker River
No Fork American River
Lower American River

Status

l^Iild
Wild, Rec
Scenic, Rec
wild
i^iild, Scenic , Rec
IJild
Wild, Scenic, Rec
Wild, Scenic, Rec
wild
Wlld, Scenic, Rec

Scenic
Wi1d, Scenic
Scenic
I^li ld , Scenic
Recreation
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Toiyabe NF
Toiyabe NF
Toiyabe NF
Inyo NF
Inyo NF
Inyo NF
Inyo NF
Inyo NF
Inyo NF

Inyo NF
Inyo NF
Inyo NF
Inyo NF
Inyo NF
Inyo NF
Inyo NF
Inyo NF !

Inyo NF
lnyo NF
Inyo NF
lnyo NF
Tahoe/LTBMU
Tahoe NF
Tahoe NF
Tahoe NF
Tahoe NF
Tahoe NF
Tahoe NF
LTBMU

These candidate

TABLE IVz

Vllild and Scenic Rivers
Rivers Identilied for Future Study

within
Sierra Nevada Province

, 
(East Slope Rl-vers Only)

River Name

East Fork Carson River
West Fork Walker River
East Fork l,Jalker River
Lundy Canyon (Mi11 Creek)
Lake Canyon (So Fk Mill Creek)
Upper Lee Vining Creek
Lower Lee Vining Creek
Bloody Canyon (Walker Creek)
Glass Creek/Lower Deadman/
Upper Owens River
Laurel Creek
McGee Creek
So Fork Bishop Creek
Cottonwood Creek
Lone Pine Creek
Cottonwood Creek
Big Pine Creek
Hot Creek
Parker Creek
Welker Creek
Rock Creek
Golden Trout Creek
Truckee River
Cold Stream
Alder Creek
Little Truckee River
Sagehen Creek
Independence Creek
Perazzo Creek
Upper Truckee River

Status

Wi1d, Scenic, Rec
Wild, Scenic
Rec
Wi1d, Scenic
Wi1d, Scenic
I^Iild
Rec
i^]ild

Scenic, Rec
Scenic
i^/iId
Wild, Rec
Scenic
Wild, Rec
Wild, Scenic, Rec
Wild, Rec
Rec
I^lild
l1lild
Wild, Rec
I^Iild
Rec
Rec
Rec
Rec
Scenic
I{Iild
Scenic
Scenic

rivers are located on the east slope of the Sierra Nevada.

NF is National Forest; BLM is USDI Bureau of Land Management; LTBMU is the
Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit, a Forest Service Administrative unic.
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XVII. I.ANDOWNERSHIP AND I,AND USE

Private lands wichin the study area include large ownerships managed for
timber production and grazing, and numerous small tracts currently developed
for housing, recreational purposes or held for future development. There are
four major ski areas within the Truckee River watershed, outside of the Lake
Tahoe Basin.

Sierra Pacific Industries (a timber company), Sierra Pacific Power Company,
and the Southern Pacific Railroad are the major land owners. A major utility
corridor follows Interstate 80 and includes major power and gas lines and the
Southern Pacific Railroad. The utilities follow the Truckee River fron east
of Reno through the community of Truckee and on west over Donner Pass.

Public lands r,rithin the river study areas are managed primarily by two
National Forests (Tahoe National Forest and the Lake Tahoe Basin Management
Unit) , the Bureau of Reclamation and the Army Corps of Engineers. The State
of California manages State lands for recreation and wildlife purposes. Parts
of the Desolation and Mount Rose Wilderness areas are located within the
Truckee watershed.

The University of California at Berkeley has a long-term research station and
program on National Forest System lands in Sagehen Creek with a primary
objective of studying eastside Sierra ecosystem components including, but not
limited to: vegetation, wildlife, and fisheries.

XVIII. CULTURAL AND HISTORIC RESOURCES

Knowledge of the time period preceding the coming of the first Auro-American
settlers comes primarily from archaeological studies and ethnographic
descriptions of the Native American groups. Archaeological studies indicate
that people began to live in the study area about 8,000 years ago. With
changing environmental conditions, the economic base for these hunters and
gatherers required diversification such that by the time of Euro-American
contact the Washoe were dependent upon the wealth of fish resources found
throughout the Truckee River and Lake Tahoe Basins.

1

Historic occupation of the area began with the use of the Emigrant Trail by
Euro-American settlers enroute to California from the east. The firsc wagon
party co utilize the rouce along the Truckee River Canyon to Donner Pass was
the Stephens Party of 1844. The tragic Donner Party followed in 1846-47.

Emigrant trails through the Tahoe Basin were created across a few strategic
passes, such as Carson Pass and Luther Pass, beginning in the late 1840's.

The opening of the Comstock in Virginia City, Nevada in 1859 brotrght about an
expansion of industry throughout the Truckee River drainage system including:
establishment of transportation networks such as the Henness Pass Road and the
Tahoe-Truckee To11 Road, both completed in 1860; the harvesting of ice for the
Pacific Fruit Exchange, but also to cool the deep mine shaft temperatures;

IV. 14
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cattle and sheep grazing; dairying; and the manufacture of charcoal by the
Chinese which fueled che bellows used in the smelting process.

The first permanent setcl,ement in the Truckee area was founded by Joe Grey in
1863. Grey established a cabin at the end of the Dutch Flat and Donner Lake
Wagon Road. This road was built in advance of the Central Pacific Railroad
for hauling supplies. Grey's Station, the name for this settlement, served as
a stage station for travelers and railroad construction crews. A seconcl
settler, a man by the name of Coburn, build additional buildings and the town
became known as Coburn's Station. In 1868 the town burned; it was rebuild and
renamed Truckee -

The dominant industry of the area was logging. These operations supplied all
construction elements for the railroads, wooden support beams for mine shafts,
lumber for local construction, and fuel for steam-powered engines. These
logging industries continued to expand at the turn of the century as the
completion of the TransconEinental Railroad in 1869 opened up more distant
markets for consumption of wood products. The primary lumber company in the
Truckee area was the Truckee Lumber Company (1867-1916), which established
their first sawmill at Coburn's Station (Truckee).

XIX. TIMBER I-IANAGEUENT

The directipn for timber management within the study area, on the Tahoe
National Forest and Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit, has changed since the
approval of their respective Land and Resource Management Plans. Timber
Management practices are currently guided by the Interim Guidelines for the
California Spotted Owl (CASPO). These are only interim guidelines. An ETS
for management of the California spotted owl is being written and if approved
will again amend Forest LRMPs. The direction for timber management could
change significantly once the guidelines are finalized.

Although land allocation remains as described in each Plan, as amended, the
silvicultural practices must be in conformance with the spotted owl
Guidelines. Generally, past timber nanagement practices such as clear
cutting, seed tree cutting, and heawy shelterwood cutting are no longer used.
Timber harvesc prescriptions are used that protect and/or develop habitat for
spotted ow1s. These practices leave the larger trees, maintain a multiple
forest canopy, leave a number of snags and down rogs, and provide greater
protection to riparian areas. The overall effect of these practices is aharvest that cuts fewer and smaller trees per acre, resulting in less volumeper acre than originally projected in the Forest plans

The recenc drought has resulted in significant mortality of the forest in the
Lake Tahoe Basin and along some of the other river corridors. There has been
an effort made to salvage the dead and dying trees which has resulted in a
"one-time"'increase in timber harvest over that projected in the LTBMU,s
Forest PIan' It is expecced that once the salvage effort is completed, the
volume of timber removed will drop back to the level described in the LTBMUPlan. Both harvest of green and dead trees are guided by the cAspo
Guidelines.
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XX. DESCRIPTION OF ELIGIBLE RIVERS

A. Truckee River

This eligible river originates from the waters of Lake Tahoe at 6,240 feet anddrops to about 5,780 feet over 11 miles near the town of Truckee. The riveris within Placer and Nevada counties, california. The surrounding slopes arecovered wich a conifer forest. rn the corridor itself, mixed conifer occur onthe east side and true fir on the west side. Highway 89 borders the entiresegment, offering numerous access points. This level of accessibility helpsdefine the river's character as a type of linear park. Frequent purloutsalong the roadway enabre people to park and unload their picnic and campequipment and carry them ,to the shoreline. The first foui miles between Tahoecity dam and the River Ranch is also parallered by a bike path constructe<i andnaintained by the Tahoe city Public utility Disrricr (Tcpub). The bike parhextends beyond the River Ranch approximateiy I/2 mile to the Midway Bridge.Possible extension- of the bikepath to Truckle is currently being studied.Public access to the river is currently provided from the developed ForestService recreation sites north of the iri'n". Ranch and river access points nearthe Tahoe City darn.

The corridor is heavily developed with numerous private homesites, mostly usedas second or vacation homes. The Forest Service administers threecampgrounds, a picnic area, a sunmer home tract, several water transmission1ines, a portion of the sierra crest Grazing Allotment, water tanks, roadspecial-use permits, power and telephone trinsmission 1ines, and a sewertransmission line between Lake Tahoe and the treatment plant in Truckee.Traffic frequently exceeds the capacity of the highway, particularly duringthe winter ski season. The california Department of Transportation (calTrans) is currencly studying alternatives to reduce vehicle traffic to LakeTahoe' Satellite parking in the Truckee area with shuttle buses, and renewalof rail service to the basin, are some of the items being considered.

A sunrmertim'e ,r.e that became popurar, and sonewhac controversiar, in theL970's is rafting or floating the river and general water sports. The TruckeeRiver between Tahoe city'and the River Ranch is a very placid reach of r^raterand is popurar for water sports, including floating with rafts, inner tubes,and air rnattress ' Placer county regulates comnercial rentals along the riverin this section between the dam at iahoe city and the River Ranch.Noncommercial use has increased and the TCpub has developed a public launchfacility and parking area near the,,y', at Tahoe city. Adequate flows forwater sports can be maintained throughout the sufimer, except under droughtconditions.

The Truckee R'iver is Lake Tahoe's only outlet. A dam built in lg65 controlsthe release of Tahoe's waters, the top six feet of which (regulating up to745'000 acre feet of water) is operated as a reservoir that ultimately drainsinto Pyramid Lake ' The natural level of the outlet from the lake is 6,223feet' However, depending upon the quantity of inrrow and operatio' of rhegates ' the Tahoe city dam can store about 
"i* f""t or up to a maximum lever ofc aao c^_-w'LL) LceL' lnere are no current proposals for any additional water or powerimprovements along the Truckee corridor.
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Existing flows are controlred by the dam ar Tahoe city and are managed withintwo management constraints. current minimum in-streair flow requirement is 50cu ft/sec in the winter and 70 cu ft/sec arrring the summer period i., ora", tlmaintain fish habitat. Flows are coordinated with releases from otherreservoirs within the Truckee River Basin to maintain a flow of 500 cfs nearthe carifornia/Nevada state line, known as the Floriston rates. rn a norrnalyear' the average release from the Tahoe city dam is 250 to 350 cfs. A f10wof 125 cu fc/sec is considered the minimum fiow needed to float the river.
The Truckee River flows mostly through land managed by the LTBMU and the TahoeNational Foresc' although there are some small parcels of private rand withinthe river corridor' There are 2,637 acres of National Forest lands and 1,010acres of private lands within the 1/2-mi1e wiae stuay corridor. The status ofthe National Forest lands (commonly called the Lanfar oeea lands) arong thecorridor is complex and not totally resolved. Both the Forest service andsierra Pacific. Power company clai#a 

";;r;;ip of a 100-foor-wide srrip oneach side of the meander- line of the rru"t u"-i.iver. a oistrict court Judgmentby the Eastern District of california filea onuay 24,1gg5 determined ,,thatthe united States owns the fee to the disputeJ too foot strips and that sierraPacific Power Company has an easement thereon.,, The easem..rl i" for powerpurposes only.

The river bed up^to. th: high water mark is claimed by rhe State of californiaand the status of the National Forest lands fir'r"r beed lands) beyond the 100foor srrip have_ rhe same legal quesrions u" .r,u'^i6; ;;;; ;;il. The issuesrelated to the Lanfar Deed Iands beyond the lo0-foot-wide strip have not beencontested in court; therefore, no lLgal determination has been'made to date.
This special status of the public 1ands, along the Truckee River create some ofthe same concerns or potential issues thai fii,r"a. rands provide fordesignation' A recommendation for desig".ai"" wirl need to consider theeffecrs of the polrer easement and possiSr" i*f."ts to the free-fl0wingcharacteristic if the river is developed for pov/er production.
As rnentioned previously, several prehistoric sites along the Truckee Riverqualify for lisring on the National Register or Hi"aoriJ pr"""" as theycontain data for investigating regiorr.I r""uarch questions. 

- -ii"". 
sites are1arge, contain comprex 

"ir.tiir"pny, .r,a 
"orl.in evidence for the earliesthuman use of this region within thl sierr. llu,r.a". one or ttu"" sites, cA-Pr'A-154, provided rh; ordesr known cr4 date of g,r30 B.p. from anarchaeological site in this region. rhis date was obtained from smalr chunksij,!iT::i';*'il"';::"i:'::li5:. ;'.;";;";;i."',, rossilizeJ 

"i,,g bone or a

The primary lurnber 
:ompany ro og::1!e along rhis portion of rhe Truckee Riverwas the Truckee Lumber company ?rsoz-1916)] iiru", harvesring techniques forthis company invorved cutti.,g'aru"" on top of the Truckee Rivlr canyon,dragging the logs along chutJs io rhe ulurr overlooking rhe Truckee River, andreleasing the logs dowi the slofe and into the river to float to the mir-l atTruckee' Logs were also transported to the chutes by a narrow gauge rairr.adwhich was I r/2 nires long. The "ars were let down by brakes and drawn backup the slope ty horses. r" easily accessibl"-.r"u" flr loggi'g-r"ru
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exhausted, the lumber company expanded into new areas. Following the Tahoe-Truckee To11 Road (1860) ' a narrow gauge railroad, the Lake Tahoe Rairway andTransportation cornpany' was completed in 1900. This railroad was primarily atourist line which operated between Truckee and Tahoe city from May 15 throughNovember 15' Freight, in the form of forest products, r,ras hauled for theTruckee Lunber company' rn 1909 the Truckee L.,mber company buird a spur intosquaw Valley to access timber harvesting operations there. The railroad bedfor the Lake Tahoe Railway and Transporiation company is eligible for listingon the National Register of Historic places.

The first influx of white settrers into the Squaw Valley area occurred in1853' The summer of that year witnessed shannon Knox and John Keiser,sdiscovery of silver deposits' A settlement called Knoxville was rocated onthe east side of the Truckee River while another town, claraville, was ldcatednear the present-day entrance to the valley. By rg64, the towns wereabandoned when miners discovered the silve'r deposits l/ere a hoax.

The Truckee River is within Management unit 069 (Truckee River) as describedin the Tahoe Land and Resource Management Plan (LRl"Ip) . u.rr"gument directionis to devel0p and protect the recreation values and to maintain the visualquality and the Truckee River watershed. Timber management activities areLimited to providing for stand health ancl to meet visual and recreationobj ectives .

The Visual Quality objectives (vQO) for rhe Foreground view from US Highway g9south is Retention and in Middleground Partial Retention. There are severalscenic rocky bluffs within the corridor. The Truckee River provides a majorvisual element that enhances the recreation experience within the corridor.The water features are 
-primarily sma1l riffles and rapids along with somemeandering stretches of "slow" water.

f;:"?:::":-.:,lllT-]:"ds are_ro develop and prorecr rhe recrearion values;
:l:*1::", 1:,'l.lt: rhe Lowe-r rruckee 

-Ri;";';,;;;;;;.';;";';:";::::r;:j"ii' 
.n.

.tT:y::^-r"::"::.1,1::::,::-Manaqeme* 
pi""-(;;:;-;l;";:"rf,] ffi:;ilil.'1,::

::::::::1, i:::::':1t:: :1" .,".r. ro berrer ."o'ai,,"t;-i;;".;;;":;responsibilities along the corridor.

The private lands within the study
and land uses permitted under the
Recreational river classification.

The-Outstandingly Remarkable values identifiedecological/botanical, recreation, and culturaleligible for Recreational classification.

!. Saeehen Creek_is an eight mile segment which flows fromstampede Reservoir. The lands adjacent to the stream areForest lands and are managed by the Tahoe National Forest.california at Berkerey has coniucted a variety of researchNational Forest lands within the Sagehen Basin since 1g5r.over 130 re'search publications, films, and theses conductedSagehen creek is entirery within Nevacla county, california.

boundary are in placer and Nevada Counties
County Plans are considered compatible with

for the Truckee River include
values. The Truckee River is

its headwaters to
entirely National

The University of
activities on
There have been
in the area.
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The following is quoted from the Annual Report, Sagehen Creek Field Station,
1990 produced by the Department of Forestry and Resource Management,
university of california, Berkeley. ,'The sagehen creek Field Station
loperated by the university of california at BerkeTeyl is devoted primarily to
natural history research, secondarily to ceaching at the University level.
Some principal objectives of the research program are:

1. To determine the species composition, spatial distribution, and
functional interrelationships of the various ecological comrnunities in
Sagehen Basin.

2. To understand the natural history of as many as possible of the
individual species of plants and animals that constitute the ecological
communities.

3 ' To study the stream and its tributaries, fens and riparian vegetation
with a view to unde,rstanding the food chains that support aquatic life.

4. To follow the processes of plant succession following fire and other
forms of vegetation disturbance, and to measure the effects on animal
populations.

5. To determine the influence of weather, soils, competition, predation,
and food and cover needs as they govern trends in animal populations.

The Station encourages basic biological and ecological studies and applied
research directed towards solving current problems in ttre management of
wildland resources. One such applied problem is to assess the
interrelationships of timber nanagement practices and wildlife and fisheries
resourees. Long-term experiments are given special consideration".

The Sagehen headwaters are an intact glacial cirque and part of a highly
complex ecosystem. The glacial cirque gives rise to fens and bogs which 

"rupart of a complex hydrological system and are considered to have significant
value for researeh purposes. The fens and bogs support a unique vegetative
community and support over 40 different plant species, including two sundews,
Drosera rotundifolia and Drosera angelica. Some of the largest and beststudied fens in the entire Sierra Nevada occur in the Sagehen Creek Basin.
There are known occurrences of Ivesia sericoleuqa and Siiene invisa in theBasin. Sagehen Creek also provides numerous habitats for wildlife and an
endemic Lahontan Basin native fish comrnunity.

There are 2,451 acres of National Forest lands and no acres of private landswith the study corridor.

Flows are unregulated in Sagehen Creek and daily average flow is 12.3 cubicfeet per second based on about 40 years of data. (See iable IV.6.) Sagehenhas a large number of sma1l springs that flow yearlong throughout the basin.
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Recreation use is dispersed ttiroughout the area, and most of the recreatiqn
use results, from deer hunting during the Fall. There is one small eampground
within vieru of the stream.

The visual Quality objectives for the majority of Sagehen Creek is partial
Retention with the emphasis on views from US Highway 89. The overall Visual
Quality is mostly low or moderate. The main visual incerest in the corridor
would be the stream itself and some of the associated bogs and fens.

Logging operations along Sagehen Creek began in 1874. Martin and Leach
operated the Banner Mill eight miles from Truckee on Sagehen Creek until 1882.
Lonkey and E.R. smith operated rhis same mill from 1882 until 1gg9. A
cordwood producer, Abner i.rleek, was also operating in the headwaters of Sagehen
a-^ ^1-

The primary lumber
the Sierra Nevada
centered at Hobart
I9l7 , ac which time

company which operated in the Sagehen Creek drainage was
Wood and Lumber Company (SNW&L) whose operations were
Mills. The SNW&L Company was in operation from 1896 unril
the conpany's assets were turned over to the Hobart

use
, consists
the

provide

Estate. The mill at Hobart Mi11s continued to operate until L936.

The historic sites associated with the Si.erra Nevada Wood and Lurnber Company
vithin the Sagehen Creek basin are eligible for'listing on the National
Register of Historic Places as a historic district. The majority of these
sites and aisociated features represent an intact railroad-based- logging
system. Additionally, the Banner Mill and associated animal-based
transportation system are also represented as well as depression-era si_tes,
which have received very little research to date.

Sagehen is wichin Management Unit 043 (MA 043-the Sagehen Station) and
Managemenc Unit 036 (MA 036-or the Sagehen Basin) as described in the LRMp.
MA 043 comprises a 350-acre tract containing the Research Station, which has a
number of buildings and research activities operating under special
permit. The Mason Fen, the largest fen on the Tahoe National Forest
of 30 acres and has been designated a Special rnterest Area (srA) by
Forest service. Management direction for MA 043 is to maintain and
for wildland research projeccs.

Management direction MA 036 includes the rest of the Sagehen Basin. The
management emphasis is to manage the timber to "provide two alternative types
of stand structure typified by even-aged openings and stand.s malaged to
produce and maintain mature forest structure. This will allow th; evaluation
of the relationships between stand structure, timber yields, wildlife habitat
and other resoirrce values. " The original direction also anticipated a
research objecti.ve that worrld evaluate the effects of the timber program onwildlife. Since the approval of the Forest Plan in 1990, timber managemenr
practices hrave changed to provide for the California spotted owl. Current
timber management activities would be in accordance with the Interim
California Spotted owl Guidelines. The primary research emphasis in bot6 MA's
has been on studying the fish, vegetation, and wildlife resources.
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The Tahoe evaluated possible Special Interest Area designation for three sites
in the Sagehen Basin during the development of the LRMP. These included the
Mason Fen, which was designated as a SIA, the Sagehen Headrvaters, which was
designated as a SIA, and the Sagehen Basin, which was not selected. Because
management emphasis within the Sagehen Basin has changed since issuance of the
LRMP, there have been proposals by the TNF's Forest Plan Incerdisciplinary
Team to reevaluate the Basin for possible SIA designation.

The Outstandingly Remarkable values for Sagehen Creek include
vegetation/ecological values, cultural and historical values, fish and
wildlife, g'eological, and hydrological values.

Sagehen is eligible for S'cenic classification

C. Upper Independence Crgek - The eligible reach of Upper Independence Creek
extends two miles upstream from Independence Lake to its headwacers. Access
to Upper Independence Creek is via one of two roads that parallel the north
and south sides of the lake. The roads terminate just short of the west end
of the lake and access is controlled by the private property surrounding the
lake. The stream above the lake is accessible only by trail and is considered
a "pristine" area. The lake shore and lower 300 feet of stream are on private
lands. There are 644 acres of National Forest lands and B0 acres of private
lands within the study boundaries. Upper Independence Creek is the only
stream of the eight being evaluated that is classified "Wild. " Upper
Independence Creek is eptirely within Nevada County, California.

Upper Independence Creek has been also identified as a potential Special
Interest Area, a Foresc Service administrative designation, by the Tahoe
National Forest because of its scenic, ecological values, and Lahontan
cutthroat trout fisheries, which is a Federally threatened species. The plant
values are of regional significance due to the existence of fens, which are
rare in Cal,ifornia, See Appendix C for a description of the potential SIA.

Independence Lake is a natural lake where the water level has been raised by
construction of a 31-foou-high earthen dam. The dam provides an additional
storage of 17,500 acre feet of water that is owned by Sierra Pacific Power
Company, a utilicy that provides municipal and industrial lrater'to Reno and
Sparks. Storage capacity of the lake varies between an elevation of 6921 feet
and 6949 feet. A barrier to fish migrating into Upper Independence Creek
develops during the spawning period when the lake drops below an elevation of
6220 feet. This issue is being evaluated and is expected to be resolved as
part of the TROA EIS/EIR.

Upper Independence Creek is within Management Area 044 (MA 44-Cascle) as
described in the LRMP. Management emphasis for the area is to enhance
dispersed recreation use and to maintain the remote qualities that make the
area attractive. Management activities should resulc in a natural-appearing
landscape with few user conflicts.

Based on LRMP direction, the Visual Qtrality Objective for the area is partial
Retention. The scenic quality is very high due to the dramatic "U" shapecl
va1ley, inceresting riparian vegetation and glacial formed Independence Lake.
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The priwate land within the study boundary are within Nevada County and land
uses permitted under County Planning are not considered compatible with the
management objectives for a National WiId river, because roaded access is
permitted. :

Outstandingly Remarkable values in Upper Independence Creek include
vegetation/ecoLogical values, scenic and fisheries.

Upper Independence Creek has been classified as WiId.

D. The Little Truckee River is 14 miles long from its origin at Webber Lake to
Stampede Reservoir. t./ithin that reach, Independence Creek and perazzo Creek,flow into the main stem of the Little Truckee. Much of the Little Truckee isaccessible from either State Highway 89 or the Jackson Meadows Road, both
paved highways. About 54 percent of the lands along the Little Truckee areNational Forest lands managed by the Tahoe National Forest. The remaining
lands are in private ownership in the nature of large blocks, and many of thesignificant meadows that lie along the Little Truckee are privately ovrned..
There are 3,242 actes of National Forest lands and 2,430 acres of private
lands in the study corridor. The privately owned lands are prirnarily used forlivestock grazing and rogging, alrhough there is a major, privately twned
recreation cornplex on Webber Lake. The Little Truckee River flows through
Sierra and Nevada Counties, California.

The Sierra Valley Water Users in Plumas and Sierra Counties have rights to
divert water from che Little Truckee River just above Independence Creek for
agricultural use in Sierra Valtey. This is an "out of basin" diversion which
has averaged about 6,000 AF annually. Although there is a minimum instream
flow of about 3-5 cfs, the diversion has a significant impact on river values
below the diversion during periods of low flow.

Sierra Pacific Power Company has identified a potential dam and reservoir siteon the Little Truckee River above stampede Reservoir (Map c, page rv.2g).This potential site is one of a number of possibte proju"r" iauitified by theLltility in their 1988 l^Iacer Resources PIan. The site is located in Section33' T. 19 N. R 16 E. and would have a maximum reservoir capacity of 13,000acre feet which could be expanded to approximately 20,000 acre ieet with somerelocation of Highway 89. The reservoir would back water up the Little
Truckee River to a point just below the lower Little Truckee Campground. Nofirm proposal have been made by sierra Pacific to actually construct a dam andreservoir at this time, but the Utility wants to maintain the option for theproject in,the event additional upstream storage is needed to providemunicipal and industrial water to Reno and Spaiks.

The Henness Pass Road was widely used by stagecoach and freight traffic
between the Comstock town of Virginia City, ihu California towns of NevadaCity and Marysville, and the Sacramento Valley during the 1860,s. In 1850
Henness Pass was the shortest route to the golaei"lal on the upper yuba Rivernear Downieville. The road received improvements after tw<l scock companieswere formed: the Truckee Turnpike Company and the Henness pass Turnpikecompany. The road was used by stage and freight traffic between 1g60 and 1868after which time the volume of si-age anct freight traffic dropped becar-rse of
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the completion of the Central Pacific Railroad. However, the wagon road
netu'ork continued to serve as a regional feeder line for freight between therailroad terminus at Truckee and settlements ln Sierra Valley such asSierraville. Local stage companies also continued to use thl roads for
passenger transport until the turn of the cencury. Several way stations werebuilt to service the road during this time period, including hotels, stagestations, ahd saloons. The Henness Pass Road and asspciatel support servicesites are eligible for li,sting on the National Register of Hiscoric places.

The vegerative values are considered outstandingly remarkable because of thefens. wildlife values are also outstanding due tt the presence of a bald
eagle nesting site and the second most extensive population of willow fly-catchers in the State.

The Little Truckee River is within Management Areas 019 (Eighty-Nine) and 018(Henness) as described in the LRMP. MA 019 covers the road anb streamside
zone along Highway 89 and management direction is to maintain the visualquality with a foreground Retention VQO and middleground Partial RetentionVQo. The Plan also provides direction to restore damaged watersheds from thelarge wildfires in the area and continue maintenance and construction offacilities for developed and dispersed recreation. There are two developed
campgrounds within the area and a parking area for dispersed winter sports onthe summit between CoId Stream and the Little Truckee Ri...r"r. Fishing andgeneral dispersed use are the main recreation activities along the river:.

ItA 018 is a large management area and provides direction for the segment ofthe river from Highway 89 to webber Lake along the Henness pass Road.
Management Direction is generally for timber and range management, althoughwildlife and watershed values are emphasized when managing streamside zones.

Based on LRMP direction,'the Visual Quality Objective is partial Retention asseen from the Fiberboard road. The overall visual quality is quite high dueto the broad open valley, grand vistas, and interesting mlandei features ofthe river.

The private land within the study boundary is zoned General Forest by Sierra
County and land uses permitted under this Zone are considered compatible withthe management objectives for a National Recreation River. The Highway B9corridor has also been designated a scenic corridor by Sierra county.

The Sierra county Board of supervisors have recently passed a resolution
opposing l^Ii1d and Scenic River designation of any river within the County.

Outstanding Remarkable values for the Little Truckee River includevegetation/ecologicar values and cultural resource values.

The Little Truckee River has been crassified as Recreationar.

E' Petazzo creek is 3.2 miles long, a tributary of the Little Truckee River,and flows mostly through National Forest lands managed by the Tahoe NationalForest, although 0'4 miles of the river does flow througir privately owned
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lands. There are 913 acres of Nacional Forest lands and 272 acres of private
lands in the study area. Access is provided off the Jackson Meadows road via
a prirnitive road. The meadow complex and its associated wildlife habitac is
the most outstanding feature associated with Perazzo Creek. Petazzo is mostly
within Sierra County with approximately L/2 ni,Ie of the headwaters in Nevada
County.

The area supports a number of fens ranging in size from l-2 square feet to
about one acre separated by dry meadows and forest. A11 are located between
the slightly sloped land between the meadows and the ridges. The fens along
with bogs, dry meadows, wet meadows, aspen, and a wide range of wild flowers
and forbs provide a very diverse and unique planc community. This diverse
plant community provides an extensive riparian community supporting many
riparian dependent species including habitat for the wil1ow flycatcher. This
canyon and the Little Truckee River support the second largest willow
flycatcher population in California. Old-growth timber stands add to the
diversity and provide valuable habitat for o1d-growth dependent species.

Perazzo Creek is a sma1l stream with an average daily flow estimated at 15 to
20 cfs; and it is unregulated and fed by natural flows.

The lower part (80t) of Perazzo Creek
where the overall management direction
The direction for the streamside zones
wildlife and watershed values.

is within l'lanagement Area 018 (Henness)
is for timber and range management.
and the meadow complex is to enhance

The upper part of Perazzo Creek (20t) lies within MA 044 (Castle) which is ro
be managed for dispersed recreation, watershed and to maintain a natural
appearing landscape.

Based on LRMP direction, the Visual Quality Objective for most of Perazzo
Creek is Modification and a small amount of Partial Retention in the
headwaters. The overall scenic quality is high particularly in the headwaters
although private land logging has diminished much of the narural feeling.
Some dramatic rock cliffs still dominate the view. The lower stretch of the
stream is part of a broad scenic valley.

The private' Iand within the study boundary is within Sierra County and Nevada
County. Land uses permitted under the General Land Use Plans of the Counties,
particularly the intensity of timber harvest and road access, are not
considered cornpatible with the management objectives for a National Scenic
River. However, they are compatible with Recreational River objectives. As
scated previously, the Sierra County Board of Supervisors have passed a
Resolution opposing any Wild and Scenic River designations in the County.

Currently, a rnajor strearn and riparian improvement project is underway in
Perazzo Meadows with the objective of scabilizLng and improving the stream
channel for fisheries. The strearn channel is being fenced to protect the
streambanks from erosion resulting from historic intensive use of cattle and
sheep. Willows are being planted to stabilize the streambanks, and logs are
being placed in the stream to improve the stream poot/riffle ratio for fish as
well as provide a source of woociy material to improve productivity. rn
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addition, the allotment management plan for this area is being revised and the
environmentpl analysis will be completed in 1994. These activities are
designed to maintain the outstandingly remarkable values in Perazzo Creek.

A timber harvest project designed to improve the health and vigor of the
timber on National Fore,st lands was sold December L993. The contract provides
three years to complete the harvest or to be completed by 1998. The sale
includes a horse logging unit along the sensitive meadow areas of Perazzo
Creek and a single tree/group selection method of marking was used throughout
the sale area. Some sanitation and salvage logging is also included. The
logging proposed is consistent with the direction for Scenic Rivers described
in Appendix A.

The private lands at the headwaters of Perazzo Creek were logged in 1992.
Logging roads were constructed adjacent to the stream in a number of areas and
remain open, providing road access to the upper reaches of che rlver. The
logging practices on the private land would not be considered compatlble with
the direction described in Appendix A for a Seenic River. The amount of
volume removed per acre and the miles and location of roads constructed are
more in line with standards for a Recreational River than a Scenic River.
Logging practices along the river corridor has clearly changed the visual
characteristics from a natural condition to a managed forest condition.
Designation as a National Scenic River could resulC in a moderate to high
level of conflict with management objectives of the private land owners.

Outstandingly Remarkable values found in Perazzo Creek include
vegetation/ecologLcal values and wildlife values.

Perazzo Creek has been classified as Scenic

F. Upper Truckee River is 14.0 miles long. The headwaters of the river is
near Carson Pass and flows north into the south end of Lake Tahoe near Tahoe
Keys. The eligible part of the river is an approximate 7-mile segment from
Carson Pass to south of the South Upper Truckee Road. The eligible river is
entirely on National Forest lands. The study river flows through an area that
is near natural and was considered for Wilderness as part of the California
Wilderness Act. The Upper Truckee's watershed is about 36,200 acres with 85t
in E1 Dorado County and the remainder in Alpine County. The area remains near
pristine, is within the Meiss MA as described by the Lake Tahoe Basin Land and
Resource Management Plan, and is bei.ng managed to protect its near natural
values.

Land uses permitted under County zoning do not directly affect the study area
and scenic designation is compatible with county planning and zoning.

The area is an extremely popular area for recreation and provides an
alternativei to the generally crowded Desolation Wilderness. Dardenelles,
Round, Meiss, Showers, Four, and Elbert Lakes, mark the Meiss country as a
unique recreation resourc€. Surnmer recreation use, accessing through five
trailheads located on two national forests, is approximated at 10,000 persons
per )rear, but may exceed 15,000 persons during a peak year.
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Brook trout occur in four of the six lakes in che area: Dardenelles, Elbert,
Four, and Showers' Brook trout are present in the Upper Truckee River and its
tributaries. Brook trout were introduced in the early to mid-1900's.

The Upper Truckee is the largest tributary to Lake Tahoe and flows througlrout
the year. Flovrs average about 95 cfs daily, with a record high flow of 2,740
cfs. The stream supports a recreational fisheries with a variety of trout
species including rainbow trouc, brown Crout, eastern brook trout, and
Lahontan cutthroat trout. The Upper Truckee supports the greatest number of
migratory and resident fish populations of any Lake Tahoe tributary. There is
a potential for an outstanding fisheries on the Upper Truckee, but will
require some habitat improvement to reach its potential.

The Forest Service has recently placed livestock grazing under long-term rest
in order to restore the habitat. Other work is planned to improve the
fisheries and riparian conditions. The intent of the grazLng decision is to
return the cattle to the allotment once the desired future condition of the
allotment is reached. Once the cattle are returned to the area, they will be
managed under a grazing system that will protect the outstandingly remarkable
characteristics of the area.

The Lahontan cutthroat trout. a Federally listed "Threatened" species, is the
only trout native to the Lake Tahoe Basin and the Truckee River system. The
Recovery Plan for the Lahontan cutthroat trout identified Meiss Meadow as
suitable for the restoration of. the fish. Restoration began in 1988 with the
rernoval on non-native salmonids and rotenone application in the Alpine County
portion of the Upper Truckee River and Meiss Lake. This continued through
1991 and, in Ehe sunmers and falls of 1990-92, fingerl"ings and adult Lahoni.an
cutthroac trouc were planted in Meiss Lake and the Upper Truckee River. This
area is currently closed to fishing to protect the LCT population.

'ihe Meiss cabin and barn eomplex, built in 1878, are eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic Places. This cabin is one of the few
remaining from the era of upland cattle grazLng in the Carson Pass area
between 1860 and the early 1900's. It retains remarkable structural integrity
and embodies a distinctive frame cabin style which was popular in high country
cattle range camps during che 1860's and 1870's. Cattle operators continued
to use Che cabin until a recent decision was made to let the pasture lie
fallow for 10 years.

Recreation management objectives are to provide a low development setting with
minimu.rn regulations or restrictions. Motorized vehicles are prohibited
throughout the area.

Outstandingly Remarkable values identified for the Upper Truckee River include
recreation, scenic, cultural, and fish and wildlife resource values.

The Upper 10 mile portion of this river from Carson Pass to near the South
Upoer Truckee Road has been classified Scenic.
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G. Cold Stream is 5.2 miles long and flows from a scenic canyon which liesjust sottth of tl're Donner State Park and Interstate Highway BO. Cold Stream
flows into Donner Creek just below or east of the Donner State park.
Much of the land or^mership is private, although the California State parks has
recently acquired an additional one mile of stream frontage between the
railroad in the lower canyon. only 0.6 of a rnile of the stream crosses
National Forest lands, mostly near the head of the canyon. There are 153
acres of National Forest lands and 1,057 acres of state/private lands within
xhe l/2-mile wide study area corridor. Much of the private land within the
area has been logged or is scheduled for logging. The eligible section of
Cold Stream is within Placer County, California.

The California Route of the Overland Ernigrant Trail extends up Cold Stream
Canyon along Cold Stream and Emigrant Canyon. This trail, one of several
routes utilized to access California and incorporated into the California
National Historic Trail, was recently given National Trail System status. The
route follows the stream in order to access two separate Sierra Nevada
crossings: Roller Pass and Cold Stream Pass. These passes are easier to
approach than Donner Pass and carried the bulk of traffic on the Truckee routeuntil 1864 t^rhen the Dutch Flat and Donner Lake l^iagon Road was built.

Although much of the original trail bed has been obscured by modern
developments, there are many areas where evidence of the original trail can be
observed. Recent private logging and road construction have made much of the
upper Emigrant Canyon aecessible by vehicle. The numerous segments which
comprise the California National Historic Trail are eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic places.

There are three major forks in Cold Stream Canyon: the South Fork, Cold
Stream, and Emigrant Canyon. Flows are unregulated in all three canyons anclthe total average daily flow at the mouth of Cold Stream is estimated at about42 cfs. Most of the flows are from the South Fork. Emigrant Canyon, theeligible fork, is a smal1 stream and annual daily flows are estimated at 10 to
15 cfs.

A short part of the trail crosses National Forest lands located within
Managemenc Unit 053 (Donner), which is managed for recreation and visualvalues. Lands within the general MA have been ldentified for possible
exchange due to the scattered federal ownership in the area. The headwatersof cold Stream is located within MA 071 (Tinkers), which is managed fordispersed recreation and to protect values associated with the Emigrant Trail.
The main rebreation activities are hiking and some hunting.

Based on LRMP direction the primary Visual Quality Objective is Retention withPartial Retention in the headwaters. The headwaters are part of the veryscenic Sierra crest with many dramatic mountains, cliffs, and rock feat.ri"".
The rest of the Stream has nice scenic elements until it reaches the lowerstretch of the stream where quarry activities have greatly modified tire
landscape.
The private land within the study boundary is within placer county and land
uses permitted under the General Plan are considered compatible with the
management objectives for a National Recreation River.
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There are no proposed impoundments or developments proposed for the stream,

The Ourscandingly Remarkable value is the Emigrant Trail located in Emigrant
Canyon, a fork of Cold Stream. Cold Stream has been classified Recreational.

H. Alder Creek is 6.4 miles long with its headwaters just above or west of the
Tahoe-Donner development.. The stream flows easC to Prosser Reservoir.
Approximately 60t of the lands adjacent to the stream are managed by the Tahoe
National Forest and the remaining 40t are privately owned, with numerous smal1
prlvate land ownerships. There are I ,273 acres of National Forest lands and
1,057 acres of private lands within the study area. Alder Creek ls within
Nevada County, California.

Roads parallel both sides of the scream for 90t of its length. Part of the
area is within the 1960 Donner Ridge fire. Tahoe-Donner is a land-
development project that has a small downhill ski and cross-county ski area
along with a golf course ln addition to the real estate development.

Alder Creek is a srnall unregulaced scream that flows into Prosser Reservoir.
Annual daily flows are estimated at about 9 cfs. No u/ater storage projects
are proposed on Alder Creek.

The lower end of the strearn is wirhin Management Unit 046 (Prosser Hill) with
a management emphasis of intensive timber management, although the plan
directs that the area along the Alder Creek road corridor be managed to
protect the visual and watershed resources. The adopted Visual Quality
Objective is Partial Retention. The upper end of the stream is within
Management Area 053 (Donner) with a management emphasis to protect visual
resources and the adopted VQO is RetenEion. Scenic Quality is moderate to low
with features typical for the Sierra Nevada Province. Most of the lands on
Upper Alder Creek are private. The National Forest parcels have been
identified for possible exchange.

Recreation activities are concentrated at the Donner Camp Day Use Site and in
the upper watershed on private land. The downhill ski area and cross-country
ski area attract a moderate level of winter use.

The private land within the study boundary are within Nevada County and land
uses permitted under the General Plan are considered compatible with the
management objectives for a National Recreation River.

Located in the vicinity of Alder Creek is the Donner Carnp site which is listecl
on the National Register of Historic Places. The George and Jacob Donner
families camped at this location during the winter of 1846-47, becoming one of
the most famous and tragic symbols of the Westward migration along the
Overland Emigrant Trail. The remainder of the wagon party occupied three
cabins in the vicinity of Donner Lake near Donner Memorial State Park.

The Al-der Creek drainage was the site of intensive logglng for over half a
century, frbm the l870is through the 1930's. Archival materials indicgte that
at least ao":, t"rrer mi11,s operated along Alder Creek, beginning with A.
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Proctor's Alder Creek Mi11 established sometime before 1869. This mi1l
operated under Charles E. Roberson and James Machomick from 1869 to 1883 and
was operated by Elle Ellen from 1883 to 1901. This mill had a 5-mile long
flurne to Prosser Creek. I.A. Smith and Scofield operated a small mill on
Alder Creek around 1902. At the same time, L1ewellyn Davies and Sons built a
sawmill on Alder Creek which operated for the 1901-1902 seasons. Also, in the
surnmer of 1901 the Sierra Nevada Wood and Lumber Company erected a small mill
two miles below Davies' mill. A sawmill site on Alder Creek could be the I.A.
Smith and Scofield Mill, the Davies and Sons mill, or the Sierra Nevada Wood
and Lumber Company mi11 and was recently determined to be eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic places.

Outstandingly Remarkable values in Alder Creek is the Donner Campsite
Creek has been classified Recreational.

Alder
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TABLE IV.s

' Eligible Rivers by Ownership

Eligible Rivers Total Miles Wild Scenic Recreatlon

Truckee River 1

Federal
Private

Total

10
3

13

Cold Stream
Federal
S tate
Private

Total

0.6
1.0
3.6

5.2

Alder Creek
Federal
Private

Total

3.6
2.8

6.4

I

Independence Creek
Federal

Total
2.0

2.0

Little Truckee River
Federal
Private

Total

7.6
6./+

1.4.0

Perazzo Canyon
Federal
Private

Total

2,8
0.4

3.2

Sagehen Creek
Federal

TotaI
8.0

8.0

Upper Truckee River
Federal
Private

Total

7 .0
0

7.0

Private land parcels along the Truckee River consiets of small,
scattered tracts. National Forest lands are encumbered by an easement held by
Sierra Pacific Power Company for power purposes.
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TABLE IV.6
Summary of U.S. Geological Survey FIow Data

Flow (cublc ftlsec)

Locat ion Gage No. Period of
Record

Annuall Ave
Yield Daily

Max Mtn

Upper Truckee River 10335510 I97 2 -92 68,640 94.7 27 4A 0.94

Truckee River
(Tahoe City)

103 3 7 s00 1900-93 182,600 252 2630 0

Truckee River
(Cabin Creek)

103 3 8000 194s - 61
1977 -82

239,100 330 77 60 7 .7

Donner Creek (above
Cold Stream)

10338s00 1909 - l0
L929 -35
1936 - 38
1939 - 43
t943 - s3
l9s5 - 57
I958 - 93

25,000 3/+ .5 707 0

Cold Stream e s t imate N/A N/A 42.2 109 3 0

Donner Creek plus
Cold Stream

t0 3 3 9000 1902-L5
1928-43

N/A 76.7 1800 0

Sagehen Creek 10343 500 1953 - 93 8,910 12.3 765 0.6

Little Truckee
,.iRrver (above

Independence Creek)
10342000 L947 -72 65,050 89. B 7 9r0 0 .40

Independence Creek 10343000 1,902-01
1909 - 10
1968 - 93

lB ,400 25 .4 29r 0

Alder Creek 103 3 9 900 1959 - 69
L97 L-7 3

6,670 9 .20 730 0

Perazzo Creek 2 None N/A N/A Is -20 1000 2

Source: U.S. Geological Survey publication of Water Resources Data, Nevada
and California.

1

2

Measured in acre

Estimate based on

fee t

observations and comparison with gaged watersheds
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CHAPTER V.

EI{WRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

This chapter forms the scientific and analytic basis for comparison of the
alternatives. Environmental consequences are the result of activities
scheduled to implement the alternative and vary as a result of the area that
would be affected by rhe alternative. Tables V.1 and V.2 compare the
consequences of implementing each alternative in terms of outputs and
environmental changes.

It is important to note that the effects analyzed in this chapter relate to
alternatives developed regarding the suitability of the study rivers for
inclusion in the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System, and not for specific
projects within the study areas.

The evaluation generally describes impacts occurring within xhe L/2 mile-wide
corridor (L/4 nile on each side of the riverbank), except where irnpacts would
occur beyond the corridor. For the following factors, designation or lack of
designation of a stream to the National Wild and Scenic River System, would
not represent a significant change from the present situation.

Air Quality
Acces s
Floodplains

Appendix A deseribes the type and level
designation. The effects analysis uses
Appendix A as the basis to evaluate the

of activity considered compatible with
the management standard described in
alternatives.

Although guidelines for wild segments would place restrictions on a number of
activities, including timber management, structures, access, and utilities,
these restrictions do not represent a significant change from the present
situation. The only potential wild segment is Upper Independence Creek where
the area is currently being managed to protect the Lahontan cutthroat trout,
and is unroaded.

lnTirile timber management activities can continue under scenic and recreation
designations, there would be some minor reduction of timber outputs and
additional timber sale preparation and administration costs in order to manage
the timber in a way that is compatible with scenic and recreatinn river
obj ectives.

Other factors which were analyzed and were determined to have an effect uporr
the human environment are discussed in the remainder of this chapcer. Riversnot recommended for designation would be managed and protected under
management requirements of the respective management plans for National Forest
1ands, state Park 1ands, and local county prani for private lands.
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PRIVATE I.ANDS

Federal condemnation authority has been identified as a major concern of
private landowners through public scoping. Since there is considerable
private lands wiclin the study boundaries of some of the rivers, ic is
important that impact of designation on private lands be discussed.

US Department of Interior and US Department of Agriculture Interagency
management guidelines and the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act state that all
existing uses and development at the time of designation will be allowed to
continue. A set of standards, Appendix A, determine activities that are
considered compatible with Wild and Scenic designation. Any new activities
which are wiEhin these standards are generally acceptable. The guiding
determination is whether the activity or uses affect the outstanding values of
the rivers.,

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act prohibits the Secretaries of Interior and
Agriculture from acquiring fee title to private land by condemnation if more
than 50 percent of the acreage within a river corridor is owned by the Federal
or state government. Condemnation is permitted, however, for clearing title
and acquiring scenic and other easements that are reasonably necessary to
provide public access to a river or to protect the outstandingly remarkable
values when they are threatened. The Federal government is allowed, however,
to purchase land from willing se1lers.

Condemnation for scenic easements would only be considered when outstanding
values are impaeted or threatened. Although not required, private landowners
would be encouraged to manage their lands in a way that protects the
outstanding values of the river corridor. Counties have the responsibility
and authority through zoning to regulate and encourage the management and uses
on private lands. Because all private landowners would be encouraged to
continue present land uses and to use the standards in Appendix A as a guide
for- future lands uses and developments, designation would maintain current
land use trends and would maintain present lifestyles.

Designation would place no restrictions on the disposal of private lands.
Violations of water quality laws by private landowners are presently the
responsibility of local and state governments and this would remain unchanged.
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ALTERNATIU', O.

Free Flowing

Recommend designation of all eligible rivers. This
Alternative recoflimends all eligible study rivers for
designation (8 rivers)

Designation into the National Wild and Scenic Rivers System would protect
the free-flowing nature and the outstanding values of all eight study
rivers by prohibiting Federal involvenent with new water development
projects. However, designation of the Truckee River (Tahoe City to
Truckee) would be subject to the easement rights held by Sierra Pacific
Power Company for power purposes.

Scenic or Visual Values

Scenic values and watershed protection would be the primary management
objective for all public lands within the river corridors. Visual or
Scenic Management is described by the use of such terms as Preservation,
Retention, and Partial Retention. Preservation is intended to only al1ow
ecological changes, Retention is where human activities are not evident to
the easual visitor, and Partial Retention is defined where human activity
may be evident but must remain subordinate to the characteristic
landscape.

Therefore, under these definitions Upper Independence Creek, a designated
"Wild" river, would b,e managed to maintain a natural appearing landscape
at a visual quality objective (VQO) of Preservation. Rivers classified as
"Scenic" such as Sagehen Creek, the Upper Truckee River, and Perazzo
Creek, would be managed for a VQO of "Retention." Rivers classified as
"Recreational$ would be managed under a VQO of "Retention" or "Partial
Retention. " The areas managed for Retention would be those places which
cypify the outstanding values for which the river was designated and areas
which receive a large amount of recreation use. Areas managed for Partial
Retention would be those areas which do not have outstanding scenic values
and which are not normally directly visible to most visitors.

The VQO system is intended to provide an overall direction for visual
management and is not intended to be a rigid requirement on every acre.
As an example, there could be situations where there is a need to develop
off-highway parking and public restroom facilities in order to manage the
river.. These type of developments would be designed to blend in with the
existing visual setting and would be considered to be compatible with the
overall visual managemenL objectives.

Designating all eight rivers would put additional emphasis on meeting
visual quality objectives set for areas within the river corridors. The
general'result would be to maincain or improve the scenic quality of the
landscape along the eight rivers.
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Timber Management

Tirnber management activities within the river corridors would be secondary
to protection and enhancement of other resources. Designation would not
change the suitable forest land base, except for rivers classified Wild,
such as Upper Independence Creek. The timber in the l/2-ni1-e-wide river
corridor would be removed from the regulated timber base. For those
rivers designated as Scenic or Recreational, special emphasls would be
placed on protecting and or enhancing recreational, visual, water, and
other Outscandingly Remarkable "OR" values. Timber management practices
would inelude thinning, sanitation/salvage cutting, and other
silvicultural cutting practices. CIear-cuttlng would not be used except
as needed to treat i4sect/disease or safety problems. A11 timber
management prescriptions would be in accordance with the California
Spotted 0w1 Guidelines (CASPO). The Little Truckee River, Sagehen Creek,
and Perazzo Creek contain the greatest available timber resources of the
eligible rivers.

The relationship of old growth to the river corridors has been pointed out
in the TNF Recomrnendations for Fish and Late-Seral Stage Wildlife Report
(Chapel, et aI., 1992). Perazzo Creek and Upper Independence Creek both
support old-growth communities along the study corridors. Old-growth
timber is currently managed and protected under the Interim CASPO

Guidelines for timber management and the Forest Plan Streamside Management
Zone and Old-Growth Guidelines. Designation would protect the old-growth
stands from possibLe inundation. Timber along the river corridor in
Perazzo Creek would be managed for recreation and scenic values rather
than for intensive timber management as currently described in the Forest
Plan and modified by the CASP0 Guidelines.

Designation would not significantly change the timber volumes renoved from
the river corridors over the long run. Table V.1 describes the changes in
outputs, associated with each alternative.

Wildlife, Riparian and Aquatic Species

Impacts on wildlife in the river corridors should be minimal as there
would be no change in habitat conditions. Increased recreation use could
have some effect on species that normally require minimal disturbance from
humans. However, any disturbance would normally be limiced to loca!.ized
areas, and overall should not be detrimental to the wildlife populations.

Petazzo Creek, Sagehen Creek, the Upper Truckee River, and the Little
Truckee River all have diverse ecological riparian settings with numerous
bogs, fens and meadows. The meadow habitats support a large population of
willow-flycatcher, a Forest Service Sensitive Species. Designation would
help to protect these unique areas for the wi1low-flycatcher and other
riparian dependent species. Designation would also favor fisheries as the
rivers would be protected from impoundments.

The only identified impoundment is on the Little Truckee River and is
described in the section encitled "Water Development or ImDrovement
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Projects'" current grazing and tirnber activities are ciesigned to protectriparian values along the stream. The decision to r""o**uid designationas a "Scenic" or "Recreational" river would provide an addition4l level ofproteetion to the wildlife, riparian, and aquatic oR values from anyfuture impoundments or diversions, although none are anticipated at thistime.

Plants (Threatened, Endangered, proposed, Sensitive, watch-List plants andCommunities )

a) Threatened, Endangered, proposed and sensitive plants

Examination of the study rivers and streams showed potential for theforlowing threatened, endangered, proposed, or sensitive plant species:Eriogonum umbellatum var. torreyarlum (Torrey,s buckwheat), rvesia apertavar' aperta (sierra Valley rvesia), rvesia 
"oett" var. canina (D"g v.ll"yrvesia), rvesia sericoluca (plumas v"rr"y rGsia), rvesia webberi(webber's rvesia), scheuchzeria palustris var. amerilerra (Americanscheuchzeria), silene invisa (Hidden-petar campion), and Vacciniumcoccinium (Scarlet huckelberry). rt is """.r*"i ttrui tr,""-!-ffi* exisr inthe identified potential habitat until on-the-ground plant surveys aredone ' only portions ,of the potential habitat llong the study rivers andstreams have been surveyed. Existing surveys have identified known

:::::::l:.:^:f Ivesia sericoluca, and Silene invisa. Currenr managemenrdrrectlon tor sensitive plahts is to protect or minimally impact (indirecteffeccs such as impacts from dust are permitted) sensitive plant species
lh:".discovered' An exception exist" ior silene invisa where some directand rndirect impacts are allowed on a case-by-case basis. currentmanagement for the endangered species is total protection.
rndividual plants of silene invisa could be impacted unde:: currentmanagement, if they exist within the study area. Arthough impacrs toindividual plants could occur, these impalts would not contribute to atrend for listing because it is believei that the current management forthis species wirr maintain the overalr- viabirity of the species.
The effects of designation of any of the rivers or streams as wird,scenic, or recreationar wourd have no or minimal effects on thethreatened, endangered, or proposed plants as current management is toprotect them.

Designation would bring additional attention and emphasis to protection ofecologi'cal values and would help protect the sensitive plant speciesbecause eurrent management direction does not provide for totar protectionof sensitive plants ih all cases, current managenent for the sensitiveplants is to protect or minimally impact them from direct and indirectimpacts such as timber harvest, trail construction, etc. rncreased publicuse from designation can be expected for a few years which would createthe possibility of impacts from ilregal corJ-ection, trampling, erc.,although the overall impacts should ie minimal. Designation wourdprovide protection from any possible impoundments, arthough none areproposed at this time.
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b) Watchlist Plants and Commrrnities

Current management direction for the watch-list plants and communities
does not protect thern frorn direct and indirect effects. Potential
habitats for Camissonia tanacetifolia subsp. quadriperforata (Sierra
Va1ley evening primrose), Trifolium lemmonii (Lemon's clover),
Darlinstonia californica (pitcher plant), EgSeE rotundifolia (Round-
leaved sundew) , Drosera anglica (English sundew), and bogs, fens, vernal
pools are found within the study river corridors.

Although complete on-the-ground surveys are not available, existing
surveys have identified known occurrences of Drosera rotundifolia, D-E-g!s:4
anglica, fens, and vernal pools. Current management direction for these
plants and plant communities is to protect them if they exist in a
riparian area that is one acre in size or larger (Forest Plan direction).
Smaller riparian areas are protected if they occur within the stream
management zones or within large meadows. Smal1, isolated occttrrences do

receive impaets from projects such as timber harvest, off-highway vehicle
use, graztng, etc.

Designation of any of the rivers and streams would help procect the watch-
list plants and plant community as greater emphasis would be placed on
identification and protection within the river corridors. Designation
would also protect these plants and communities from inundation resulting
from dam and reservoir construction, if proposed.

c) Vernal Pools

Vernal pools are among the most threatened wetland ecosystems in
California (Stone, 1990). Little protection is currently provided for the
species requiring vernal pool habitats. Designation would protect vernal
pool habitats by putting a greater ernphasis the importance of these small,
isolated habitats. Vernal pools have been idencified along Sagehen Creek
and Perazzo Creek.

d) Riparian areas

The impacts on riparian habitats throughout the country has been
extensive. Designation of the rivers would provide additiona.l protection
from possible inundation of these plant communiEies beyond that currently
provided by Forest Plan Standards. Although the Forest Plan Streamside
Zone Standards provide protection for riparian habitacs along perennial,
intermittent, and ephemeral streams, the standards do not specifically
provide for protection of sma11 (less than one acre) meadows and isolated
wet areas associated with springs. Designation would provide additional.
emphasis to all riparian areas, including bogs and fens.

e) Meadows

Meadows comprise only 10 percent of the land area in the Sierra Nevada.
'Ihese p.lant communities are of great importance due to their limited
nt$bers. There are meadows along Alder Creek, Sagehen Creek, the Little
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Truckee River, and Perazzo Creek. The meadow complexes are an

ourstandingly remarkable characteristic providing unique habicats for both
plants and animals. Designation would protect these meadows from possible
inundation and would add additional emphasis in protecting these
ecological values as mentioned above.

f) Old-growth

Although the amount of old-growth forest that currently exists is unknown,

it is substantially less that what existed in the past. The importance of
the old-growth eommunities that exist along watercourses has been clearly
described in the TNF Recommendations for fish and late-seral stage
wildlife by Chapel, et al., 1992. Designation would protect these
remaining "c"ndr from possible inundation and would add additional
emphasis ip protecting these ecological values.

Recreation

National designation would increase publicity of the
more public inEeresc, thereby increasing recreational
"Recreational" rivers. Recreation use in Independence
"Wild" river, would also increase somewhat because of
attention. At least ternporarily, increases in hiking,

rivers and create
use in t'Sceni.ctt and
Creek, a potential

the public
fishing,

picnicking, and camping would be greater than currently projected under
exiscing management Plans.

Recreation trends on nationally recognized rivers indicate that reereation
use generally increases for a few years, then tapers down and gradually
levels off to predesignation conditions. Visitors generally desire a less
crowded environment and go elsewhere. Normally, the Recreational rivers
receive the greatest increase in use because of their accessibility,
although use along the Truckee River is already considered to exceed
capacity during the summer. Most of the remaining rivers would attract
visitors for an initial visit, but use would rapidly drop off as
recreation opportunities are limited on most of the study rivers.

Recreation values and uses on the Truckee River between Lake Tahoe and

Truckee, are extremely high as the river currently provides for a wide
variety of recreation activities and is one of the most heavily used
recreation corridors ,along the east slope of the Sierra. Current use
generally exceeds the capacity of the river corridor and conflicts exists
between private/summerhome owrlers and the rafters, bicycles, and
campers/picnickers that use the area during the summer.

Designation would require the development of a management plan to
determine an appropriate level and mix of activities that would protect
and enhance the outstanding remarkable characteristics of the river.
There are concerns among sorne private land owners that designation would
bring an increase in recreation use and would aggravate an existing
problem. Experience on other rivers that have been designated indicate
that use increases for a period of time, but drops back to a level
compacible with the recreation opportunities. The net affect on
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The Upper Truckee River is within the forrner Dardanelles roadless area and

is currently managed for unroaded recreation under the LTBMU's Land and
Resource Management P1an. Although the area was not recorunended for
Wilderness designation, management direction stated within the LTBMU LRMP

is to retain a future condition of backcountry that exhibits substantially
natural conditions. Scenic classification ls compatible with existing
National Forest Management objectives described in the LTBMU Plan.

For all the rivers designated it is expected that there would be more
emphasis on recreation management and an overall improvement of the
recreation experience for the public using the rivers. While recreation
use may increase as discussed above, recreation management emphasis would
be to provide for numbers appropriate to the river's classification and
values. When needed, recreation carrying capacities could be set in the
required management plans.

GrazLng Management

Livestock grazi-ng is managed in accordance with LRMP Standards and
Guidelines and individual Allotment Management Plans. The objective is
develop management strategies that will bring all range lands to
satisfactory or better condition. Although current levels of livestock
grazi.ng are generally considered compatible with Wild and Scenic River
designation, designation could result in increased public use for a period
as described in the section on Recreation. Additional public use
increases the potential for conflicts between livestock grazing and
recreation use, and could result in changing or reducing livestock grazi-ng
within the designated river corridors, as a way to resolve future
eonflicts resulting from designation.

recreation on the Truckee River,
would most likely be a reduction
use in balance with the canYon's
be an increase in the qualitY of
is cornpleted and implemented.

once a nanagement plan is developed,
in total recreation use in order to bring,
carrying capacity. However, there should
the recreation experience once the plan

potential for grazi-ng/reereation confliccs
the Little Truckee River, and Perazzo Creek.

The rivers with the greatest
are the Upper Truckee River,

Cultural Resources

Possible effects on cultural and historic resources could result from any
increase in visitation. l-4any of the "0R" values for a number of the
streams are cultural or historical values. Increases in hiking, camping,
fishing, and picnicking would increase the probabllity of vandalism and
illegal artifact collection. On the other hand, designation would
prohibi,t potential inundation of any cultural or historic remains and with
adequate interpretive signing, random vandalism could be reduced.

Wild and Scenic River designation should not have any significant impact
on the cultural and hiscoric resources within the study river corridors.
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Mine ral s

Designation should not have a significant impact on mineral activity in
the Truckee River basin as there is not much existing activity in the
study area. Section 9 of the Wild and Scenic River Act states that for
all Federal lands wichin Wild, Scenic, and Recreational river corridors,
all prospecting, mining, and other activities on claims rlot perfected
prior to inclusion of the river segment into the system are subjecg co
regulation by the administering Secretary. Existing mineral activities
would continue to be conducted in a manner that would minimize surface
disturbence, sedimentation, and pollution, and degradation of the visual
resource. No new mineral activities would be permitted with the "Wild"
river (Upper Independence Creek), New mineral activity within "Scenic"
and "Recreational" rivers would be mitigated to protect the outstanding
values of the river. Proposals for new mining or prospecting activities
on Federal lands would require a site-specific environmental analysis to
address the specific proposal.

Private landowners and owners of outstanding mineral rights on lands
within the recornmended river corridors would be encouraged to conduct
activities in a manner consistent with the guidelines in Exhibit A. CoId
Stream flows mostly through private and/ot State lands and mineral
activities would be conducted in accordance with State and 1ocal laws and
ordinances.

Soc ia1/Economic

Overall current Iifestyles and employment woul-d noc appreciably change as
a result of designation. Regional economics and employmenc which rely
heavily on tourism and recreation would continue and be enhanced by
designation. Employment associated rvith timber-related activities would
not be significantly impacred by designation.

There could be some impacts on individual ranchers or loggers where
designation results in changes in levels of livestoek grazing or timber
harvesE. Although the projected impacts are not expected to be large
overall, there could be some impacts on lndividual operations if changes
are needed to resolve conflicts resulting from designation. probably thegreatest impact is the cumulative impacts resulting from a number of
changes occurring including increasing concern over riparian areas, needsof Threatened and Endangered species, including old-growth dependent
species, along with wild and scenic river designation.

Recreation use and access would continue to be available. Users would
still be able to access hunting, fishing, and camplng spots.

Water Developrnent or Improvement projects

Water resource projects for municipal, agricultural, flood controlr pow€rgeneration, or other uses may be foregone if there is a direct and adverseaffect on the free-flowing characteristics of the river. This could
result in a future impact on dornnstream users in Nevada, although the only
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additional water storage project identified by Sierra Pacific Power

Company on the study rivers is a 13,000 to 20,000 Acre Feet (AF)

dam\reservoir on the Little Truckee River above Stampede Reservoir.
Alrhough rhe project has been identified as a possible site for additional
storage, the likelihood of conscructing a new reservolr on the Little
Truckee is questionable, as there are presently more economical options
available to meet Sierra Pacific's water needs. The impacts of
foreclosing this option are unknown at this time, as Sierra has identified
a number of options to meet future demand. Generally, the utilities like
to maintain all future options because of the uncertainties associated
with the development of any new Ir'ater supply.

The decision to designate the Little Truckee River would protect the "OR"

values (i.e., vegetation aird cultural) found along the river, including
the riparian habitats, from any potential reservoir. The principal
benefit would be to protect the vegetation, as the cultural sites would be

avoided. No known T&E or sensitive plants or animals would be affected.

There could be some pgtential effect on options for the State of
California to exercise its water rights for surface flow (10,000 AF)
provided under PL 101-618, depending whether California selects to use
of the existing reservoirs or construet a ne\{ reservoir. Designation
would foreclose possible impoundment of these rivers for water supply
other uses. Specific impacts from designation on California's options
unknown at this time, as California has not decided on how to utilize
water righC.

Research

one

or
are

its

Sagehen Basin has been intensively studied by the University of
California-Berkeley staff and students for over 30 years. Scenic
designation of Sagehen Creek should not impact existing research
activities and future research in the basin. The recommendation for
Scenic River designation provides for the continuance of research as

described in Appendix D. Although most of the research currently underway
does not include major vegetative rnanipulation, the University has
constructed a weir across the creek and a fish chamber for research and
educational purposes. There are a number of other research activities and
facilities in close proximity to the creek, including a stream gage, a

weather station, and a number of buildings used by che University.

Future plans for the station include the construction of a dormitory and
classroom. A11 future developments are planned to be within or adjacent
to the river corridor, just above the flood plain. The existing and
proposed developments associated with the research program are considered
compatible wich Scenic River objectives. Much of the information known
about Sagehen Creek is a direct result of the 30 years of research and
continuance of the research should provide greater understanding of the
ecological values (i.e. one of the OR val-ues) within the Sagehen Basin.

Designation may attract additional public use into the area, and could
increase the potential to disturb some long-term research sites. However,
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the potential impacts from some increase in public use should not cause a

major impact on reseach activities'

Private Lands

The effects on private land owners are describred previously. There would

be some'additional Forest Service costs for coordination, including survey
and posting of propercy 1ines, on those rivers with large amounts of
privace lanas. 

-Ceneraily, 
those rivers that are mostly on Natlonal Forest

lands would be easier and less complex !o manage as r^rild and scenic rivers
than those rivers wiCh extensive, mixed public/private ownership.

The Truckee River, Cold Stream, Alder Creek, and the Little Truckee River
each contain a large Percentage of private property, including a number of
special land uses. There are a number of utilities including highways and

a major railroad, along with a variety of utility uses including
electrical transmission 1ines, sewer Iines, and gas/oLL pipelines located
in or adjacent to the river corridors.

Designation could impact local governments ability to utilize the river

"orridorc 
for their infra-structure needs, including such activities as

road improvement projects, and conslruction of additional electrical,
sewer, L"r, and oil lines. Costs could increase in order to minimize
impacts on the rivers.

ALTERNATIVE B. No Action Alternative Recommends no rivers for designation.

This alternative does not recommend designation for any of the eight eligible
study river's and is not responsive to public concerns that those rivers with
special characrerisrics or quality should be added to the National Wild and

scenic Rivers syscem. Al,though all eligible rivers have
outstandingly rernarkable characteristic, it is recognized
are equally suitable to be a worthy or quality addition to

The No Action alternative would allow the consideration of future impoundments
and diversions of any of the rivers. It should be noted that there are no

current or active proposals for additional storage or diversions at this time
and that this alrernative does not imply that any future proposals would be

approved. The decision to approve or disapprove any future project would be

the subject of a project-specific analysis. This alternative continues
existing r,rater use management activities, but does not provide for the
p"r*""".,t long-term preservation of the free-flowing conditions of the rivers.

O1d-growrh timber is currently managed to provide for the California spotted
or1 ii.e., CASpO Guidelines) and the Forest Streamside standards. Old-growth
values for other wildlife and visuals are not covered by the CASPO guidelines
Nondesignacion would maintain current siluation.

Livestock grazi.ng would continue as directed by LRMP Standards and Guidelines
and individual Allotrnent Management Plans. Emphasis would be to continue to
develop individual allotment managernent plans wiCh an objective of

at least one
that not all rivers
the system.
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impleirent-ing nanagement st-rategies that will improve all range lands to
saiisfactory or better condition"

Nondesignacion would have no effect on the threatened, endangered, or proposed
plants that occur along the river corridors as current direction is to protect
these plants. Potential impacts on sensitive and watch-1ist plants could be

greater without designation, alchough the potential impacts are not expected
io result in a loss of overall viability. Existing management direction for
sensitive and watch-1ist species is to prevent them from becoming candidates
for Threatened and Endangered listing'

Potential impacts to ecologically significant plant communities due to
nondesignation (i.e., vernal poo1s, fens, riparian habitats, and meadows)
r,rould be the same as the current situation. The larger or knovtn riparian
areas, fens, vernal pools, and meadows would continue to be protected under
rhe Forest FIan Guidelines, with possible impacts to the smaller and unmapped
habitats. The overall impact without designacion is unknown.

California would retain all options to store their water including use of the
existing reservoirs in the system or construction of a new reservoir. The
following are anticipated impacts to the "OR" values identified for each
stream under the No Action Alternative.

Truckee River

The Truckee R.iver Canyon
picnickers, for bicycling
a major arterial into the
traffic and local use in
presents a public safety
along the highway.

Without designation there

is heavily used by local homeowners, campers, and
and rafting. The river is paralleled by Highway 89,
North Shore of Lake Tahoe. The combination of

the canyon has resulted in conflicts between uses and
problem because of the heawy rzehicle and foot traffic

and homeowners together to
are no requirenents to bring the users, agencies,
resolve the existing conflicts and overuse.

Although the development of a management plan does not require National River
classification, designation would result management plan development receiving
a higher prioricy.

Under this alternative, over the short terrn, recreation conflicts would be
resolved on a case-by-cas,e basis without the benefit of a coordinated long
range plan. On a longer term basis, a coordinated effort would be needed to
adequately address the issues.

Current Forest Plan direction provides for protection of the cultural values

Cold Stream

The "0R" value along Cold Stream is the California Route of the Overland
Emigrant Trail, a National Historic Trail. The TraiI follows along Cold
Strearn and then turns up into Emigrant Canyon, one of the three forks within
the Cold Stream watershed. Scenic values are considered high. A portiorr of
the California Route of the Overland Emigrant Trail, a National llistoric
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Trail, is located along the river corridor. There are no proposed
impoundments along the river and a decision not to designate Cold Stream
have littlereffect on the "OR" value (Emigrant Trail) as the management
direction provided for National Trails provides adequate protection for
Trail. Additional protection of the Trail has resulted from the recent
transfer of some private lands in the area to the California Scate Parks
sys tem.

Alder Creek

The "OR" value for Alder Creek is the Donner Camp which was the site of
winter camp used by part of the Donner Party. The camp site is listed
National Register of Historic Places. The Donner Camp is locatqd just
Prosser Reservoir. Since there are no proposals to increase Prosser
Reservoir, and no other water developments are planned, there would be

impact on the Donner Camp by uhe decision not Eo recofiunend designation.
carnp is protected by existing TNF LRMP standards and guidelines, which
total protection of the cultural site.

Saseh.en Creek

woul d

the

a
on the
above

no
The

require

Sagehen Creek has
values, cultural
incl-uding habitat
Species, which has
number of years.
is needed to learn
fens and meadows.

a variety of "OR" values including vegetative/ecological
resources, geological/hydrological and wildlife values,
for pine marcen, a Forest Service and California Sensitive
been studied.by UC Berkeley and other researchers for a

Although significant research has been eompleted, more work
the hydrologLcaL/geological relationships which support the

Current LRMP direction does not provide adequate protection for the smaller
fens. The recommendation to study the Sagehen Basin for possible SIA
designation is based on the recognition that a change in management direction
or Management Area Standard and Guideline as described in the LRMP is needed
to protect these OR values. The decision to not recommend classification as a

"scenic" river would not change the current situatlon or level of management
p:.otection. There would be no impact on the research programs conducted by
the University of California in Sagehen as this alternative would continue the
existing program.

lloner Truckee River

The Upper Truckee River "OR" values include back-country recreation, scenic
values and fisheries values, including habltat for the Threatened Lahontan
cutthroat trout. The area contains significant areas of key fawning habitat
for mule deer. These values are currently protected under direction of the
LTBMU LRl,lP and the decision to not recommend classification as a "Scenic"
river woul( not impact these "OR" values.
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Perazzo Creek

Perazzo Creek has a diverse ecological setting with numerous bogs, fens, and
meadows. The meadow habitat supports a population of willow flycatcher, a
Forest Service Sensitive Species. There are a number of small (less than one
acre) meadows in the Perazzo Area which are not specifically protected by che
Forest Plan. This wilt not change under this Alternative, altho'-rgh the
overall impact is unknown. There are no proposed water impound5nents or
diversions and Forest Plan direction for grazing and timber activities provide
a reasonable level of protection for the "OR" values along the stream.

Little Truckee River

The Little Truckee River has several campgrounds, several cultural sites
including, a historic dairy site, a Hobart Estates Logging Camp, the Sierra
Va1ley Diversion ditch, and the Henness Pass Road and Stage Stations
associated with the Henness Pass Road. There is a potential dam site
identified by Sierra Pacific Power Company along the Little Truckee just above
Stampede Reservoir.

The "proposed" dam site is approximateLy 3/4 mile above Stampede Reservoir and
would back water up to a point just below the Forest Service campgrounds on
Highway 89. The reservoir would inundate National Forest lands and Bickford
Ranch properties adjacent to the highway. The Bickford Ranch currently is
used as a base for their ranching operations and as a family retreat.
Recreation use would change from activities associated with a free-flowing
stream to "flat water" activities such as boating and swimming.

Although identified as a potential project in Sierra's water resources
planning, the likelihood of a dam/reservoir being constructed is considered
slight. Without designation, there is a potential that the "OR" values (i.e.,
vegetation and cultural) found along the Little Truckee, including riparian
habitats, cpuld be significantly impacted in the event a dam/reservoir is
constructed. The principal impact would be on the vegetation, as the known
cultural sites are above ,the reservoir site. Drosera rotundifolia, a watch
list plant has been in'rentories within the proposed reservoir site. Ivesia
sericolueca, a Forest Service Sensitive plant has been observed just above
Stampede Reservoir along the Little Truckee River. No known T&E or Sensitive
animals would be affecCed.

In the absence of water impoundments or diversions, this alternative would
have no new effects on private lands, existing visual resources, timber
management activities, fish and wildlife, threatened, endangered, and
sensitive species, recreafion use, cultural and historic resources, or mineral
resources.
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ALTERNATIVE C.

historical and cultural, biological and ecological values'
wildlife and fisheries.

Alternative C recommends designation of the Truckee River as a National
Recreational River; the LiCtle Truckee River as a National Recreation River;
sagehen creek as a National scenic River; the upper Truckee River as a

National Scenic River; and Petazzo Creek would be designated as a Natlonal
Scenic River. Upper Independence Creek would be recommended for designation
as a Special Intlrest Area by the Forest Service and the Sagehen Basin,
outside of the Scenic River Corridor, would be studied for possible SIA

designation. This alternative recommends the rivers determined to have "oR"

values that are rnost extensive and most closely related to the river
environment.

The effects of designation on visual resources, timber management, water

resourcedevelopmentandmanagement,research,wildlife,errdangered,
threatened, and sensitive wildlife and plant species, minerals, private lands,

and cultural resources for the Truckee River, Upper Truckee River, Little
Truckee River , Perazzo Cr.eek, and Sagehen Creek would be similar to those

described in Alternative A.

Recommends designation of those rivers with the most extensive
,,OR" (outstandingly remarkable) values as related to the river
environment. These OR values include recreational, scenic,

The major Potential
potential to imPact
effects on Ehe "OR"
Alder Creek would be
Action).

impacts to those rivers not design4ted would be the
rnl On values idenrified for each river. The potential
values of the streams not designated or Cold Stream and

similar to impacts described in Alternative B (No

Upper Independence Creek provides habitat for the Lahontan cutthroat trout' a

thr"at"ned species on Ehe Federal 1ist, and supports a number of unusual

ecological features including fens, meadows, and pristine plant communities '

Upper Independence Creek is recommended for classification as a Special
Interest eiea by the Forest Service, which would provide additional protection
for uhe "OR,,values. The decision not to recommend designation as a "wild"
river would not significantly impact the "OR" value, as they would be

protecEed under existing management direction and standards in the Tahoe LRMP

and/or by Special Interest Area designation. (See Appendix C for additional
information on potential impacts with and rvithout designation' )

ALTERNATIVEI D. Recommends designation of those rivers that receive the
greatest amount of public recreation use that is directly
associated wich the river.

Alternative D recommends designation of the Truckee River as a National
Recreation River. The remaining seven rivers are not recommended for wild and

scenic river designation. Upper Independence Creek is recommended for
designation as a Special Interest Area by the Forest Service. Sagehen Creek
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w'ould be studied for possible SIA designation by the Forest Service in a
separate site-specific study.

The Truckee River has extensive recreation values along lhe entire stream that
closely relate to the river environment. Recreation values and uses on the
Truckee Rivpr between Lake Tahoe and Truckee are extremely high. The river
currently provides for a wide variety of recreation activities and is one of
the most heavily used recreation corridors along the east slope of the Sierra.
This alternative is responsive to public 

"on""rrr" over the need to maintain
the Truckee River in a free-flowing state. Protection of the free-flowing
character of the river with designation would be subject to the easement
rights held by Sierra Pacific Power Company for power purposes. However,
designation would prohibit Federa] participation in any project that would
impact the river's free-flowing character. The effects on recreation from
designation of the Truckee River are described in Alternative A.

The effects of design4tion of the Truckee River on visual resources, timber
management, wildlife, endangered, threatened, sensitive species, watch-1ist
plants and communities, private property, water development, minerals, and
cultural resources for the Truckee River are also described in Alternative A.

Inipacts frorn SIA designation of Upper Independence Creek are described in
Alternative C.

The major Potential impacts to those rivers not designated would be the
potential to impact the 0R values identified for each river. The impacts of
not recommending designation for Sagehen creek, Perazzo creek, the Upper
Truckee River, and the Little Truckee River are the same as described in
Alternative' B (No Action).

ALTERNATIVE E. Recommends designation of those rivers that minimize potential
impacts on private lands and reduces coscs of administration
to the public agencies. This alternative includes those
rivers that flow mostly or entirely within public lands, or
through lands under administrative contror by a public agency.

This Alternative designates the Upper Truckee River and Sagehen Creek as
Nacional Scenic Rivers, and Upper Independence Creek would be recommended for
designation by the Forest Service as a Special Interest Area. The Sagehen
Basin, outside the Scenic River corridor, would be studied for possible SIA
designation by the Forest Service in a separate site-specific study.. The
remaining five rivers are not recommended for designation. Sagehen Creek
would be studied for possible SIA by the Forest Service in a separate site-
specific study.

The effects of designation of the Upper Truckee River and Sagehen Creek on
visual resources, research, timber management, recreation, rildlif",
endangered, threatened, and sensitive species, water development, minerals,
and cultural resources are described in Alternative A.

v.16
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ImpactsfromslAdesignationofUpperlndependenceCreekaredescribedin
Alternative C.

Themajorpotentialimpactstothoseriversnotdesignatedwouldbethe
potenrial to impact th; OR values identified for each river' These impacts

are described in Alternative B (No Action) for each of the non-desigrrated

rivers including the Truckee River, cold stream, Alder Creek, the Little
Truckee River, and Petazzo Creek'

Since Che majority of the lands involved are National Forest lands' the ease

;;t-;.;; of ioruri Service administration under the 
'^tild 

and Seenic River

program would be considerably less than for rivers with signific+nt private

Iands. This is due generally to the reduction of admintstratlve costs needed

to coordinate National Forest programs with privace land management

objectives. Typically, there are additional costs where there are extensive

pr'i.r.au lands *|,i"tr require additional survey and posting of propertv

boundaries and the need for public access. See tatle V'j for cost eltimates

of designation

ALTERNATIVE F Recommendsdesignationofthoseriversthatwouldhaveminimum
adverse impaets on other resource uses such as timber
management and water and power development and would minimize

i*p"ft" on local and Stace governments ability to utilize
existing utility and transportation corridors '

This Alternative would designate Upper Truckee River as a National Scenic

Ri-ver and Upper Independence Creek would be recommended for designation by lhe
Forest Service ., . ip*"ial lnterest Area. Sagehen Creek would be sEudied for

possible SIA designation by the Forest Service in a separate site-specific
study.

The effects of designation of the upper Truckee River on visual resources'

recreation, private property, wildlile, endangered, threatened, and sensitive
species, water aeveltpmlnt, minerals, and culiurat resources would be similar
to those described in Alternative A'

The impactsr oD cimber management would be slightly reduced under this
alternative as compared overall to Alternative A as current management

direction for the two rivers reconmended for designation is comPatible with
wild and scenic river objectives. Currently, there are no regulated timber

outputs on either upper Independence creek or the upper Truckee River' This

would not change under this alternacive '

Impacts from SIA designation of Upper Independence Creek are described in
Alternative C '

The Truckee River, cold stream, Little Truckee River, and Alder creek all
contain major highways, power lines, and a railroad in ttre case of cold
Scream. This .ll"r.,rtive would not itnpact the use or improvement of these

existing infrastructure, by State and/or 1ocal governments'
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perazzo creek, sagehen creek, and the LitEle Truckee River contain the largest

amount of t'imber lrrrru'tly available under provisions of the Land and Resource

;:;;"-;;.';i;;;."--;i;;;i's; ;" overall :f:":: :l-:T^:i::": '::?urces 
rrom

;;;;;;i;"- ;;;- cons idere.d minor- 1s delcrio..u t.. 11:.:r:1"3_ 1:_lnl?
;;;:ffi;i"" l.i.r"s rhe availabiliry of rimber along rhose rivers wirh the

largest timber resource.

The major potential impaccs to those rivers
pctential to irnpact the oR values identified
a::e described in Alternative B'

Recommendsdesignationofthoseriversidentlfiedtohavethe
gt."au"a botaniJal and ecological outstandingly remarkable

ialues as related to the river environment'

not designated would be the
for each river. These imPacts

ALTERNATIVE G.

The effects of designation of Perazzo creek, the upper Truckee River, and

This alternacive would designate the upper Truckee River, Sagehen creek, and

perazzo creek as National scenic Rivers, and the Liltle Truckee River as a

National Recreation River. Upper Independence Creek would be designated by

the Forest service as a SrA and the sagehen Basin, outside of the scenic River

Corridor,wouldbestudiedforpossibleSlAdesignation'

Little Truckee Rivei on private lands, visual resources 
'

recreation, research, wildlife,'endangered' threatened'
water developrnent, minera'1s, and cultural resources are

Alternative A'

timber management'
and sensitive sPecies,
described in

The rnajor potential impacts to those rivers not
potential to impact the OR values identified for
are a"scribed in Alternative B' The effects of
Independence Creek are described in Alternative

OTHER ENVTRONUENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Adverse Effects that Cannot be Avolded

some increases in environmental degradation may resulc from increased

recreation use due to designation. Individual river management plans would

address mitigation actions to reduce any environmental problems along the

designated rivers. congressionally designated rivers would be under che

statutory protection of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act' Rivers not designated

would continue to be managed in accordance with Federal, State, and local
county plans.

Implementat,ion of any of the alternatives may create some social conflicts
becvreen various ,r"ut", simply because any action or lack of action is
acceptable to some people. and not acceptable to others '

Local Short-Term Uses of Man's
Long -Term ProductivitY

Environment and l'laintenance and Enhancement of

designated would be the
each river. These imPacts

SIA designation of UPPer
C.
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Implementation of anv alternative 1o31d ::::l:":-::-?::;t::^::t:iH::ti:;"::i
:il:::T:::;':::"::"l"it"io,."*o","'. Managemenr pracriced under either Federal

r -L ^ ^^1 ": S^'ni a Fnroqf

::";:;;:';.;;;;;;-ii.'.'iued in Forest Plans and che california Forest
.-t -- r^ -^r -i--if

;:.::i::,';:5":::"):=;;;;"';";;-rerm resource activities do not signiricantlv
-J --^1 ,t^-i -nari ^n nf nnv

ffi:;:';.^il/,o1"i."r:;;;--f 'oa""ti"lI:, ::"s.'-::i:"::l":::t:f i::"::.ilt:Ti:;";;":';;.;n;";i.;;;;ti"' s (No ettion)' would "9i:::,'|:^l:::;'?:-
?:::1i:;;i; lii"i',;;;;;;iui oppo'runicies on rhe river(s) incruded in that

opportunities of others
Other Effects

alter:native.

Irreversible or Irretrievable Commltments of Resources

An irreversible commitment is one in which nonrenewable resources are

permanentty tost. 
_ 

rlol.'u of the alternatives result in use or modif ica'tion of

resources that are considered nonrenewable (e'g', minerals)' There would be

no irreversible commitment of resoul:ces. Designation would protect

threatened,endangered,orsensitiveplantsoranimalsfrombecoming
irreversibly lost due to dan construction'

Therecouldbealossforpotentialdevelopmentofthewaterresourcesfor
municipal/industrialandagriculturalwaterandpowergeneration,orto
provide srorage for Califoinia water rights, although no firm projects or

propotalt have been identified'

An irretrievable comrnitment is one in which resource production or use is lost

while managing Ir, .r"" for another purpose. Irnplementation of Alternative A

would create some slight decline in thl production of timber, forage, and'

mineral resources. Any decline in the use of these resources t'rould result in

an irretrievabl-e loss of these resources' A11 alternatives eliminace or

reduce the management of some resources while increasing the management

None of che'alternatives would have

requirements, conservation potential
Federal, Regional, or State land use

adverse effects in terms of energY

, or urban quality' i'Io conflicts with
plans have been ldentified'

Compatibiltty with State and Local Plans and Policies

sierra county has passed a resolution opposing designation of any rivers into

rhe National wild and scenic system within the county. Designation of Perazzo

creek, the lower l/2 |rlt:!e of Sagehen creek and/or the Little Truckee River

would be in conflict with the County's resolution'
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TABI,E V.l

Efiects on fimber OutPuts ftom
Wild and Scenic River Designation

Annual OutPuts

ALTERNATIVES (Thousands of Board Feet)

River Alt B

No
ActLon

A c D E F G

Truckee
River

222.2 2r9.0 2r9.0 2r9.0 222.2 222.2 222.2

Cold Stream t.2 L.2 t.2 L.2 L.2 r.2 t.2

Al-der Creek t92.0 LgL,2 r92.O ]-92.O L92.0 L92.O T92.0

lndependence
Creek

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Little
Truckee
Ri.rer

328.8 3L6.'J 316.3 328.8 328.8 328.8 316.3

Perazzo
Creek

t49 .4 44 .5 44.5 149.4 t49.4 r49 .4 44.5

Sagehen
Creek

342.6 118 .0 118.0 342.6 118.0 342 .6 118.0

Upper
Truckee

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total

Difference

L235.2

0

890.2

-346,0

891 .0

-34s.2

1213.8

-2.4

1011. 5

-244 .6

L236.2

0

894.2

-342.0

Alternative B (No Action)
Forest and Lake Tahoe Basin
Plans.

Outputs projected in
Management Unit Land

current Tahoe National
Resource Management

the
and
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RIVER Private Land Vlsual QualltY T/E/S sPecies
Veg/Ecologlcal

Truckee River Potential imPacts
are higir as land
ownership is
mixed.

Minimal imPacts as
area managed for
Retention (R) and
Partial Retention
(PR) .

No effect on TES

species. No
ehange on other
r,rildlife
habitat.

Cold Stream Moderate imPacts.
Some small & large
blocks of Private
1ands.

Minimal. Area has
been logged. Meets
standards for
recreation river'

No effect

Alder Creek Moderate. UPPer
40t is privatelY
owned, subdivision
lots. Lower end is
National Forest.

Low. Private lands
are fully
developed.
National Forest
lands are managed
for R & PR.

No effect

Independence
Creek

Low. 300 feet of
stream flows
through Private
lands. Remainder
is on National
Forest.

Visual qualitY
would change from
PR to Preservation.

Wild River or
SIA designation
would protect
the Lahontan
cutthroat trout
& watchlist
plants.

Little Truckee
River

l,loderate to High.
Large blocks of
private lands
along the river.

No impact. Lands
currentlY managed
for R and PR.

Des ignation
would protect
riparian
habitats from
dam.

Perazzo Creek Eo Moderate.
upper 0.4 mile
private lands.

Low
The
are

Change fron
Modification & PR

to Retention.

Some additional
protection to
meadows and
willow habitats

Sagehen Creek None. River flows
totally through
National Forest
lands.

Change from
Modification & PR

to Retention.

Some additional
proteetion to
meadows and
willow habitats

Upper Truckee
River

None. River flows
tota! ly through
National Forest
1ands.

No effect Some additional
protection to
the Lahontan
cutthroat trout

I

TABI.E V2
SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

fr,om Wild and Scenic River Designation
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Table (Continued)

MineralsRiver Recreation Cultural Resources

Truckee River Designation would
require management
p1an. Use would be
restricted to
carrYing eaPacitY.

No impacts No impacts are
antic ipated.

Same as recreation.
Trail on Public
lands is currentlY
protected under
National Trail
legislation.

No lmpacts are
anticipated.Cold S trearn liould increase

some public
interest in the
Emigrant Trail.

Alder Creek Sorne short- term
increase in use.
No change in long-
term.

No effect. Donner
Site is currentlY
protected.

No impacts are
anticipated.

Independence
Creek

Some short-term
increase in use.
No change in long-
Lerm.

No effect No impacts are
anticipated' No

existing claims.

Little Truckee
River

Same as Alder
Creek.

No effect No impacts are
ant ic ipated .

Perazzo Creek Same as Alder
Creek.

No effect No irnpacts
ant ic iPated

Sagehen Creek Some short-term
and slight long
term increase in
use.

No effect No impacts
ant ic ipated .

Upper Truekee
River

Some short-term
and long- term
increase in use
due to the
publicity.

Some increase in
the potential for
vandalism due to
the increased
public use.

No impacts
antic ipated

v .22



TABLE ( Cont inued)

23

River Soc ia1/Economic
Impac t s '

Research Timber (See
Table V.1)

Truckee River Current lifestyl-es
would remain the
same . Des i. gnation
should not change
existing econornic
conditions.

No impact A small
reduction in
timber volume is
expected. Admin
cost would not
change.

Cold Stream Same as Truckee
River.

No impact No effect on
National Forest

Alder Creek Same as Truckee
River.

No impact No irnpact

Ir-rdependence
Creek

Same as Truckee
River.

No impact No impact.
Timber would be
non- regulated.

Lictle Truckee
River

Potential irnpacts
on currenE grazing
use. Could affect
the local ranchers
is grazing is
reduced.

No impact Some reduction
in timber volume
would occur.
Admin costs
would be higher
to protecc
scenic values.

Perazzo Creek Same as Little
Truckee River.

No irnpact Some reduction
in timber volume
and admin cost
would increase.

Sagehen Creek Same as Truckee
River.

No effect.
Research programs
are compatible with
Scenic River & will
continue.

Some reduction
in cimber volume
and admin cost
would increase.

Upper Truckee
River

Same as Lictle
Truckee River.

No impact No impact



TABLE V.3
Cost of Designation

No acquisition of private lands and no recreation or other developmerrts would
be proposed for any of the rivers eligible for designation under the Wild and
Scenic Rivers system. Planning and management costs would increase above
current levels. The Tab1e lists the additional funding needs for a five-year
period for each of the studl rivers.

Implementation Managernent
Cost Plan

$5,000 $140 ,000

Development
Cost

$0

O&M Total
Costs

$5,000 $150,000Truckee
River

Col-d Stream 1

Alder Creek

Independence
Creek

Ltl Truckeer
River

Perazzo
Creek

Sagehen
Creek

Upper Truckee
River

$ s00

$2,500

$2, s00

$11, ooo

$35,000

$7,000

$35, ooo

$25,000

$7s,000

$42 , 000

be the California State
the Federal Government.

v .24

$s00 $12,000

$2,5oo $4o, ooo

$ s00 $10,000

$3,ooo s43 ,000

$2,500 $30, ooo

$2, 500 $B0,0oo

$s,000 $s0, oo0

$0

$o

$0

$o

$o

$0

$0

$5 ,000

$2,500

$2,500

$3,000

I l'lanagement Agency would
che table only reflect cost to

Parks. Costs shown ln



APPENDIX A

Management Guidelines
for

Wild, Scenic, and Recreational
River Corridors

The following guidelines provide general management direction for National
Forest lands for recommended and designated Wild, Scenic, and Recreational
River corridors and that a more specific Management Plan is developed after
Wild and Scenic River designation.

a. Tinber Production:
needed in association with
for trails and proteetion
control of fire). Timber
corridors, will be managed
emphasis to, visual quai-icy

b. Water Supply: A11
prohibiced.

WILD RIVERS

Cucting of trees will noc be permitted except vihen
a primitive recreation experience (such as clearing

of users) or to procect the envirorunent (such as
outside the boundary but within the visual
and harvested in a manner to provide special

water supply dams and major diversions are

c . Hydroelectric Por.rer:
would be permitted.

No development of hydroelectric power facilities

d. Flood Control: No flood control dams, levees, or other works are
allowed in the channel or river corridor. The natural appearance and
essentially primitive character of the river area must be maintained.

e. Mining: New mining claims and mineral leases are prohibited \^iithin
114 ntle of the river. Valid claims would not be abrogated. Subject to
regulations (35 CFR 228) that the Secretaries of Agriculture and Interior may
prescribe to protect the rivers included in the National System, other
existing mining aetivity would be allowed to continue. Existing mineral
activity must be conducted in a manner that minimizes surface disturbance,
sedirnentation, and visual impairrnent. Reasonable access will be permitted.

f. Road Construction: No roads or other provisions for overland
motorized cravel would be permitted within a narrow incised river valley or,
if the river valley is broad, within L/4 ni1-e of the river bank. A few
inconspicuo'us roads leading to the boundary of the river area at the time of
study will not disqualify wild river classification. Also, unobtrusive trail
bridges could be allowed.

A.1



C. Agriculture: Agricui,tural use is restricted to a limited amount of
domestic livestock grazing and hay production to the extent currently
practiced. Rolr crops are prohibited.

h. Recreation Development: Major public-use areas, such as large
campground, interpretive centers, or administrative headquarters are located
outside the wild river area. Simple comfort and convenience facilities, such
as fireplaces or shelters may be provided as necessary within the river area.
These should harmonize wich the surroundings.

i. Strlcture: A few minor existing structures could be allowed assuming
such structures are not incompatible with the essentially primitive and
natural values of the viewshed. New structures would not be allowed except in
rare instances to achieve management objectives (i.e. structures and
activities associated with fisheries enhancement programs could be allowed).

j . Utilities i New transmission lines r gas lines, \^/ater lines, etc , are
discouraged. Where no reasonable alternative exists, additional or new
facilities should be restricted to existing rights-of-way. Where new rights-
of-way are indicated, the scenic, recreational, and fish and wildlife values
rnust be evaluated in the selection of che site.

k. l"lotorized travel: Motorized travel on land or water could be
permitted, but is generally not compatible with this classification.

SCENIC RIVERS

A. Timber Production: A wide range of silvicultural practices could be
allowed provided that such practices are carried on in such a v/ay that there
is no substantial adverse effect on the river and its immediate errvironment.
The river area should be maintained in its near natural environment. Timber
outside theiboundary but within the visual scene area should be managed and
harvested in a manner which provides special emphasis on visual quality.

b. Water Supply:
prohibited.

411 water supply dams and major diversions are

c. Hydroelectric Power:
would be a1lowed.

No development of hydroelectric power facilities

Flood Control: Flood control dams and levees would be prohibited.

e. Mining: Subject to regulations at 35 CFR 228 that the Secretaries of
Agriculture and the Interior may prescribe co protect the values of rivers
included in the National System, new mining clairns and mineral leases could be
a11or";ed and existing operations allowed to continue. llowever, mineral
activicy must be conducted in a manner that minimizes surface disturbance,
sedimentation and pollution, and visual impairment.

A.2



f. Road Construction: Roads may occasionally bridge the river area and

short stretches of conspicuous or longer stretches of inconspicuous and wel-l-
screened roads or screened railroads could be allowed. Consideration will be

given to the type of use for which roads are constructed and the type of use
that r,,zi1l occur in the river area.

C. Agriculture: A wider range of agricultural uses is permitted to the
extent currently practiced. Row crops are not considered as an intrusion of
che "largely primitive" nature of scenic corridors as long as there is not a

substantial adverse effect on the natural-like appearance of the river area.

h. Recreation Development: Larger scale public use facilities, such as

moderate size campgrounds, public information centers, and administrative
headquarters are allowed if such structures are screened from the river.
Modest and unobtrusive marinas also can be allowed.

i. Structures: Any concentrations of habitations are limiced to
relatively short reaches of the river corridor. New structures that would
have a direci and adverse effect on river values would not be allowed.

k. Motorized Travel:
prohibited or restricted

as for wild rivers.

travel on land or water may be permitted,
the river values.

LJtlIltres: lnls ls the same

Motorized
co protect

RECREATIONAL RIVERS

e. Timber Production: Timber harvesting would be allowed under standard
restrictions Co protect the immediate river environment, water quality,
scenic, fish and wildlife, and other values.

b. Water Supply: Existing 1ow dams, diversion works, rip rap and other
minor structures are allowed provided the waterway remains generally nacural
in appearance. New struccures are prohibiced.

c. Hydroelectric Power: No development of hydroelectric po\^/er facilities
is provided.

d. Flood Control: Existing flood control works rnay be maintained. New

structures are prohibited.

e. Mining: Subject to regulations (36 CFR 228) thac the Secretaries of
Agriculture and the Inter.ior may prescribe to protect values or rivers
included in the National System, new mining claims and mineral leases are
allowed and existing operations are allowed to continue. Mineral activity
must be conducted in a manner that minimizes surface disturbance
sedimentation and pollution, and visual impairrnent.
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f. Road Construction; Paralleling roads or railroads could be
constructed on one or both river banks. There can be several bridge crossings
ano numerous river access points.

C. Agriculture: Lands may be managed for a full range of agricultural
uses, to the extent currently practiced.

h. Recreation Developmenc: Campgrounds and picnic areas may be
escablished in close proximity to the river. However, recreational
classification does not require extensive recreation development.

i. Structures: Sma1l Comrnunities as well as dispersed or cluster
residential developments are a11owed. New structures are allowed for both
habitation and for intensive recreation use.

j . Utilities: This is the same as for ruild and scenic river
classifications.

k. Motorized Travel
prohibited or restricted
lands and waters.

Motorized travel on land or water may be permitted,
Controls will usually be similar to surrounding

A.4



APPENDIX B

Findings of Eligibility and Classification

I

The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the Final Revised Interaeency__.1Gu.!5!9_1.!aeg

r

T
r
r
r
r
II

II
T
T
t
I
I
T

r EIieibilitv. Clas n. and Arqas (47 FederalRegister 39454,
eligibility and

ELIGIBILTTY

for determining the

To be eligible for designation as a component of the National Wild and ScenicRivers System, a river must be free flowing which is defined as: "Existing orflowing in a natural condition without impoundment, diversion, straighceniig,rip-rapping, or other modification of the waterway."

A river also must possess one or more of the following as outstandinely
remarkable values: (1) scenic, (2) recreational, 1r;-g"or"gi""r, (+) rish andwildlife, (5) historic or cultural (6) other values, iicluding biological orecological. This is a subjective judgement by the Interdisciplinary Team (IDT)to determine whecher a feature is outstandingly remarkable. The processrequires the study team list al1 of the special values of the rivlr study areaand then assess whether they arg very rare or unique within the State(s) orNation, or are superior exanples of values that may be found elsewhere.
Another option of the study tean is to use the river,s
physiographic/hydrologic region as the geographic framework for comparison andmodify it if necessary to reflect use patterns, etc. For recreation features,the region may be define{ based on the population the resource serves, whilefor archaeologic sites, it may be most appropriate to define the region as thearea inhabited by the culture involved. Studies conducted in the pacific
Northwest on rivers have recommended going further to include those f_eaturesthat are "exemplary" (common but importani types -- things that typify thenations's diversity) as well as rare features.

CI.A,S S IFTCATION

There are three classifications of rivers, or river segments, in the Nationalwild and scenic Rivers system -- wild, scenic and recreational.classification is based on the condition of the river and the adjacent landsat the time of the study. Figure rrr.2 shows the miles of wilJ,'s."r,ic, andrecreational segments on each river. The act defines these classifications asfollows:

September 7, L982) provide direction
classification of study rivers.

a) wild River. Those rivers or sections of rivers that are free ofimpoundments and generally inaccessible except by trail, with watershedsor shorelines essentially primitive and water unpolluted. These riversrepresent vestiges of primitive America.

l
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b)

c)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Scenic River. Those rivers or sections of rivers that are free of
impoundments, with shorelines or watersheds still largely primitive and
shorelines largely undeveloped, but accessible in places by roads.

Recreatiorral River. Those rivers or sections of rivers that are readily
accessible by road or railroad, that may have some development along
their shorelines, and that may have undergone some impoundments or
diversion in the past.

INTERDISCIPLINAF":f TEAH PROCESS FOR ELIGIBILITY DETER}ITNATION

Backs.round

In the fal1 of 1990 the Tahoe National Forest requested potential candidate
screams co pe listed from all five Ranger DisLricts, Supervisor's Office
resource specialisCs, and conservation groups. In addition to the names of
the streams, resource information about each stream uras requested to help
identify potencial "outstindingly remarkable" (OR) resource values. The
specific values under consideration were those identified in handbook
direction and the Wild and Scenic River Act. These were described previously.
The Supervisor's Office resource specialists were asked to systematically
review known resource information for their specialty and identify additional
candidate streams. Some specialists reviewed information inventoried on
I:24,000 quad sheets while others referred to lists of resource values such as
the list of threatened and endangered species. Based on these reviews and
input from che Districts and environmental groups a final list of 70 streams
and rivers were idencified for formal review by the Forest Wild and Scenic
Rivers IDT.

Interdisciplinary Team

The IDT was formed by Supervisor's Office (S0) resource specialists, District
personnel with resource knowledge or field knowledge of the streams under
consideration, resource officers, some District Rangers, and the ID team
leader who was the Wild and Scenic River Coordinator for the Forest. In
addition two member of the public served as observers to ensure that a fair
and balanced process was being conducted. The Executive Director of the South
Yuba River Citizens League (SYRCL), Mary Haughey, and District Manager for
Sierra Pacific Timber, Tim Fellers, observed the meetings. In some of the
rneetings Robert Ingrham represented Tim Fe11ers. Both citizens brought
information forward on certain streams and commented on the process of the
team. The IDT meetings were conducted on each District in the late winter and
early spring of 1991 to determine the eligible streams.

The Process

1. The first step was to ask the appropriate members of the IDT to provide a
general description of the stream being considered. Usually this was a
District person familiar with the stream. rn some cases additional
information was provided by resource specialists who had conducted strearn
surveys or other field surveys in the vicinity.
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2. Based on this discussion the first issue to be determined was whether the
stream was free flowing. The answer was yes or no. For some streams there
was lively debate on this issue because the definition of free flowing
requires interpretation.

3. The third step was to review the known resource values for the stream.
Each resource area listed above was described and important values identified.
At this point there was purposely no effort to ask specialist whether they
though the resource values were outstandingly remarkable.

4. After all the resource values were objectively described, the team was
asked to determine the 1evel of significance for each resource. The team
discussed the relative significance of each resource area and based on the
diseussion assigned a number ftom zero to 4. Zero indicated no value present,
1 indicated the value was not significant, 2 indicated a resource value of
local significance, 3 indicated regionally significant resources, and 4
indicaced values of national value. The numbers assigned to each resource
represented the discussion and were not used in any mathematical formula that
would determine eligibility.

5. The last step of eligibility was making a determination that there were
outstandingly remarkable values identified for a river. Generally regional
and national values nere the key indicators of outstandingly remarkable
values. Th'e ID team put a lot of effort into this last step because there
were many factors to consider and there uTas no automatic assumption that if a

resource value was regional-Ly or nationally significant that it was eligible.
In some cases there were values of national significance identified, but the
stream was not considered eligible because the value was not within the scream
corridor for any significant length. Each situation was determined on a case
by case basis. The final notes for the eligibility determination capture the
final determination but do not demonstrate the complexity of discussion and
the amount of effort made by the team to reach these conclusions.

6. Seven District meetings were conducted by the ID team to develop a lisc of
streams considered tentatively e1igible. A final meeting was conducted in
August of 1991 to review the entire list of streams and ensure that from a
Forestwide perspective all streams identified as eligible truly met the
meaning of outstandingly remarkable. Two or three streams were dropped from
the list during this meeting. Duncan Creek on Foresthill District was dropped
from the lisc at a later time when subsequent field work indicated that no
rare plants existed within the stream corridor.

Classification

Addicional meetings were conducted with each District and the ID team leader
to finalize'the recommended classification for each river determined to be
eligible. In some cases additional forest staff were recruited for this task
who had field knowledge of road locations, timber management activities, and
other kinds of developmenc that affect the classification of river segments.
These meetings were conducted in the Fall of 1991 and inforrnation finalized in
the winter of L992.

I

I
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STUDY RIVERS

The Eastside or Truckee River Basin Wild and Scenic River study evaluates the
suitability of eight eastside study rivers, including the Upper Truckee River
which was determined eligible for suitabitity study by an Interdisciplinary
Team from the Lake Tahoe Basin Management Unit. Specifie eligibility
information for the West Side Rivers is available for review at the Forest
Supervisors 0ffice in Nevada City, California.

The outstanding values of the rivers studied in detail in this EIS are
described below:

Truckee River

Background - The eligible river originates from the waters of Lake Tahoe at
6,240 feet and drops to about 5,780 feet over 11 miles near the town of
Truckee. The surrounding slopes are covered with a conifer forest. In the
corridor itself, mixed conifer occur on the east side and true flr on the west
side. Highway 89 borders the entire segment, offering numerous access points.
This level bf accessibility helps define the river's character as a type of
linear park. Frequent pullouts along the roadway enable people to park and
unload their picnic and camp equipment and carry them to the shoreline. The
first four miles between Tahoe City dam and the River Ranch, is also
paralleled by a bikepath constructed and maintained by the Tahoe City Public
Utility District (TCPUD). Past River Ranch, river access needs are provided
by the developed recreation sites managed by the Forest Service.

A summertime use that became popular, and somewhat controversial, in the
1970' s is rafting or floating the river and general water sports. The Truckee
River between Tahoe City and the River Ranch is a very placid reach of water
and popular for lrater sports including floating with rafts, inner tubes, and
air mattress. Placer County regulates commercial rentals along the river
between the dam at Tahoe City and the River Ranch. Noncommercial use has
increased and the TCPUD developed a public launch facility and parking area
near the "Y" at Tahoe City. Adequate flows for water sports can be maintained
throughout the sunimer, except under drought conditions.

The Truckee River is Lake Tahoe's only outlet. A dam built in 1865 controls
the release of Tahoe's waters, the top six feet which (regulating up to
145,000 acre feet of water) are operated as a reservoir, ultimately draining
into Pyramid Lake. The natural level of the outlet from the lake is 6,223
feet; however, the quantity of inflow and operation of the gates a! the Tatroe
City dam can store a maximum 1evel of 6,229 feet. When the lake level is
below the natural rim, there are no flows in the Truckee. Alchough there have
been discussions about pumping water from Lake Tahoe during extreme droughts,
no pumping has occurred in recent years, other than a limited amount to keep
the fish alive that were trapped near the dam.

Flows are controlled by the dam at Tahoe City and are managed within two
management constraints. Current minimum in-stream flow requirement are 50 cu
ft/sec in the winter and 70 cu ft/sec during the summer period in order to
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maintain fish habitat. Flows are coordinated with releases from
reservoirs witl-rin the Truckee River Basin to maintain a flow of
the California/Nevada State 1ine, known as the Floriston rates.
year, the average release from the Tahoe City dam is 250 to 350

iOO "n fX/sec is considered the minimum flor,r needed to float the

other
500 cfs near
In a normal

cfs. A flow of
river.

Free Flowing

The segment of the Truckee from Lake Tahoe to Truckee City meets the intent of
the criteria. There are some modifications to the river, but they are not
significant enough to effect its free flowing characteristics. The banks
along the Deer Park Picnic Area have been rip-rapped co prevent erosion at
this heavily used site. Further, boulder placement at the Caltrans project
(at the highway's river crossing) tends to look artificial, but this could be

mitigated.

Determination of Outstandinglv Remarkable Characteristics

Re c re at ion

The Truckee River is heavily used by the general public for hiking, biking,
fishing, water sports (floating), swimming, camping, picnicking, horseback
riding, snowmobiling, snowplay, and skiing. The ease of access and the
proximity to Lake Tahoe add to the area's attractiveness as a recreation
corridor. The intensity and diversity of recreational uses along the Truckee
River combine to make outstandingly remarkable recreation values. Criteria to
make this determination included: (this criteria was also used to evaluaEe
recreation values for all study rivers).

-Diversity of recre,ation opportunities :

activities participated within the area
Ntrnber of potential/actual

-Quality/uniqueness of existing recreation
number of percent of similar opportunities

opportunities
available in

: Comparative
the region.

-Level of use:
use levels.

-Aecess: Ease
availability of

- Charac ter/naturalnes s

excent of undeveloped

-Presence of
of points or

- Scenic qual
qualities.

Number of user days, visitor

of access ( trailheads , etc . ,

access points; proximity to

hours, or other measure of

accessibility by road)
population centers.

: Pristine quality; level of wildness/remoteness;
area.

interesting natural features or wildlife: Number and type
features of interest.

ity: Presence of panoramic views and other scenic
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-Number/type recreation sites/facilities: Excent of appropriate
facility development; potentiaL/existing camping areas, trairheads,
trails etc.

-Length of run/ri'er segment: The actual length of navigable riveravailable to recreational river runners and average time required toboat the segmenl.

Scenic Oualitv

The Truckee River Canyon from Tahoe Cicy to Truckee is rated as a varietyclass A landscape which In€ans that it has high visual diversity and highscenic quality' The water features of deep pools, riffles, 
"r,i small iapids,excellent water quality and riparian vegetation make the river corridor 

" 
.rr"ry

attractive setting. within the corridor, there are occasional rocky bluffswith vertical cliffs and steep talus slopes sometimes down to the river bank.

Or''era1l, while the features are attractive, there are no dramatic waterfeatures such as roaring rapids or waterfalls. The study team did notidentify any features that would indicate the potential for Outstandingly
Remarkable visual characteristics.

Cultural Resources

The Truckee River was an important transportation corridor for the NativeAmerican Washoe who traveled to Lake Tahoe along the river. The area wasinhabited by the washoe during the spring and summer months with Lake Tahoeand the Truckee River system supprying fish, a food source critical to washoesubsistence. There are several recorded prehistoric village sites along thebanks of the lower Truckee River r^rhich are eligible for lilting on theNational Register of Historic Places. These piehistoric sites are consideredto have outptandingly remarkable values

The railroad bed for the Lake Tahoe Railroad and Transportation companyparallels the Truckee River. This railroad served "" ah. prirn".ytransportation link to Lake Tahoe prior to the automobire and was intrinsic tothe development of the North shore of Lake Tahoe. The Knoxville Townsite,which was a former boomtown whose ore was found to be worthless, is alsoadjacent to the river. Further, historic logging along the river corridor hasleft several logging related features such as-splash darns and miII sites.
The railroad bed for the Lake Tahoe Railroad andeligible for listing on the National Register of

-Length of boating season: Number
river is navigable and boatable at

-Class/difficulty of river segmenr

of weeks/months and time of year the
reasonable conditions .

Transpo:tation Company is
Historic Places.
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Geology 
i

The geology of the Truckee River Canyon is not unusual, but is characteristic
of the sierra Nevada. Ho\rever, it is not a "textbook" example of such a
river. The study Team did not find the geological features to be
outstandingly remarkable .

Fi sher ie s

The Truckee River provides a significant fisheries resource and the California
Department of Fish and Game (CFG) recognizes the reach from Tahoe City to
Truckee as the most important trout spawning area on the entire main stem of
the Truckee River. CFG's entire trout planting program on the main stem of
the Truckee is concentrated in this area. Other game fish species found in
the area include rainbow, brown, brook, and Lahontan cutthroat trouc, and
mouncain whitefish. The Truckee River also provides important habicat for
native non-game species including: Lahontan redside, Lahontan speckeled dace,
Tahoe sucker, mountain sucker, Paiute sculpin, and Lahontan tui chub. The
easy access along Highway 89, combined with numerous DFG trout plants
throughout the season, produce highly successful angler experiences. The
recreational fishing experience adds to the diversity of recreational
opportunities for the area and the recreational OR values. The fisheries
varues, arone, were not considered outstandingly remarkable.

Wildlife

Wildlife found along the Truckee River are typical of the Canadian Life Zone
as species are associated with Red fir, lodgepole, and meadow/wiLlow/a1der
habitats. Species include mule deer, beaver, waterfowl and pine marten.
Spotted owls occupy adjacent stands of older forests near the Deer Creek
drainage. Bald Eagle's roost along the river area sporadically during the
winter. However, the Team did not find wildlife values significantly higher
than similar habitats in che Sierra, and did not identify any outstandingly
remarkable wildlife values.

Botanical andlor Ecolosical Values

The Lower Truckee corridor provides typical high elevation riparian
associations along the riverbanks and a conifer environment away frorn the
river. However, a specialized environmenc for the endangered BLrberis
(Mahonia) sonnei.l is found only along the Truckee River. Because of the
high value of the Truckee River habitat to the Mahonia sonnei, the Team has
determined botanical values along the river to be outstandingly remarkable.
Other ecological values are considered typical for the Sierra and there are noother outstandingly remarkable ecological values known within the river
corridor. 

,

1 Berberiq sonnei - Recent work has indicated that ttris plant is not aseparate species. The US Fish and Wildlife Service are currently reviewing
its status and expected to remove the plant from the Federal 1ist.
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Conc lus ion

The Truckee
the Wild and
the river is

River was determined eligible for Recreational River status under
Scenic Rivers Act. This recommendation is based on the fact that

outs tandingly
free flowing between Tahoe City and Truckee and possesses
remarkable Recreation, Bocanical, and Cultural Resource values

Coldstream Canyon (Emigrant Canyon)

]@,
Emigrant Canyon, a fork of Coldstream Canyon, is 5.2 miles long, and flows
from a scenic canyon which lies just south of the Donner State Park.
ColdsEream Canyon flows into Donner Creek just below or east of the Donner
State Park. Most of the land ownership is private, although the California
State Parks is in the process of acquiring an addition one mile of stream
frontage. Much of the private land within the area has logged or is scheduled
for logging.

Free Flowins

The scream meets the criteria as free flowing.
the stream.

There are no impoundments on

Defermination of Outs

Rec re at ion

Recreation use is limited in
the Pacific Crest Trail and
fishing and mountain bikes.
Team determined there are no

the area and consists mostly of day hikes along
into the headwaters. Other dispersed use includes
Recreation use is typical of the Sierra and the
outstandingly remarkable recreatlon features.

Scenic

Coldstream Canyon (Emigrant Canyon) is considered to be highly scenic with
high spatial definition. The scenic values are complimentary to other
outstandingly remarkable features and the scenic values are not considered
outstandingly remarkable.

Crrl rrrr:'l Resorrrces

The Truckee River Route of the California Overland Emigrant Trail parallels
much of Coldstream and Emigrant Canyon. A11 of the various components (i.e.,
routes, cucoffs, branches) of the California Overland Emigrant Trail achieved
National Trail status in August L992. This trail is considered to be an
outscandingly rernarkable value.
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Qeologlv

There are no unique or specially signifieant geological features within rhe
area. There is a granite bowl located at the top of the creek displaying sorne
glaciation, but overall the area does not contaln any outstanding rernarkable
geological features.

Fish and Wildlife

Coldstream Canyon (Emigrant Canyon) supports populations of brook and brown
trout. Lahontan redsides have also been observed. There is a good potential
habitat for native fisheries including Lahontan cutthroat trout. There is
habitat for pine marten and goshawk, bolh o1d-forest dependent species. The
area has been heavily logged leaving a network of riparian stringers
throughout. Tire fisheries and wildlife values are noc considered
outstandingly remarkable .

Botanical and Ecological Values

There are nb known Threatened or Endangered species, although there is a
potential for four sensitive Ivesia species. The botanical and ecological
values are typical for the Sierra and no outstanding remarkable features were
identified.

Conc lus ion

The Stream is eligible due to significant cultural resources. The Emigrant
trail is considered outstandingly remarkable due to its relationship to a
nationally significant historical event. Based on identifying the historical
resources as outstandingly remarkable, Coldstream Canyon has been determined
to be eligible as a National Recreational River.

3. Alder Creek

Background

A1der Creek is 6.4 miles long with its headwaters Just above or west of the
Tahoe-Donner development. The stream flows east to Prosser Reservoir.
Approximately 60t of the lands adjacent to the stream are managed by the Tahoe
National Forest and the remaining 40t are privately owned, with numerous small
private land orornerships.

I

Roads parallel both sides most of the stream for 90t of the iength of the
creek. Part of the area i,s ruithin the 1960 Donner Ridge fire. Tahoe-Donner is
a land development project that has a small ski area and a golf course in
addition to the real estate development.

Free Flowing

The strearn meets Che criteria of free flowing.
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Determination of Ou!,standing Remark

Re c re at ion

Donner ski
c omrnuni ty
variety of
watching.
home oru'ners
recreation

Sceni-c

There are no known unique plant
species within the area. There
invisa and ErioeonLrm umbellatum
species. Overall the botanical
outstandingly remarkable.

communities or Threatened or Endangered
is potential for four lvesia species, Silene
var. torre.yanum, all Forest Service sensitive
and ecological values are not considered

area and the Tahoe-Donner golf course are part of a large planned
real estate development. Other recreation activities include a
dispersed uses such as walking, driving for pleasure, and bird
Recreation use is limited and for the most part users are
in the general area. There are no outstandingly remarking
features in the area in the opinion of the study team.

Scenic values are generally moderate and the spatial definition is low.
area does not contain any outstanding remarkable scenic values.

Cultural Resources

The Donner Camp, used by the George and Jacob Donner Farnilies of Donner Party
farne, is located on the lower reaches of Alder Creek. Professional Historians
generally agree that a branch of the California Overland Emigrant Trail did
not follow Alder Creek. Additionally, there is a sawmill site and a large,
complex prehistoric basalt quarry site adjacent to the creek. The Donner Camp
is listed on the National Register of Historic Places and constitutes an
outstandingly remarkable value.. The sawmill was recently determined eligible
for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.

Geolog_v 
r

The geology is conwon to the Sierra and there are no outstanding remarkable
characteristics.

Fisheries and wildlife

Alder Creek supports three trouc species, brook, rainbow, and brown. Brook
trout are the most numerous, rainbow trout are moderately abundant, and there
are only a few brown trout at this time. Rainbow trouc from Prosser Reservoir
spawn in the lower end of the stream, just above the reservoir. There are no
known fish or wildlife Threatened or Endangered species associated with this
stream, although there is an active beaver population and a growing wildlife
popufation. Overall, the wildlife and fisheries values are not considered
outs tanding remarkable,

Botanical and Ecoloeical

The
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Conclusion

The nationally significant Donner camp is rocated in the lower reaches of thecreek' This is the location of the "ia" "i"rJ'an" 0o.,.,"r-i"iity 
""trrrtry

camped which is separare from :f: :"Ji. "r .i"-p"rry which camped ar DonnerLake' There split in professional opiniol as to whether the overrand;lii;::i;i:::.i:li'X::,:::: 'n" route 'rn"-"i." i" .r.igiiie ror rhe

4. Sagehen Creek

Backqround

sagehen creek is an eight mile long segment which flows from its headwaters toStamped Res'ervoir' Th; r"nJ" taSaJent to tr,"--Jtru"m are entirely NationalForesc Sysrem Lands and are *"r"guo by the Tahoe National Forest. Theuniversity of californi. ur su;k"t"y i-,r" 
" ii"i; research srarion in rhesagehen Basin and has 

"o.ra.r"tuJ a variety of research activities on NationarForest lands within the sagehu.r sr.i. since rt;i. There have been over r30research publications, filis, and theses 
"onJ.l.iua in the .r.". The primaryresearch e'rphasis has been on studying fish, ,iiarire and plant resources.

Free Flowing

Sagehen is a free
channel condition

flowing strean and free
is natural except where

from any impoundrnents. The streamroads cross.

Recreation

Forest service management direction within the sagehen Basin rras notencouraged intensive recreation use because of cf," long term researchactivities being conducted throughout the ;";i". TherJ i" . 
"*"r1 campgrouncron Sagehen creek and light ai"p"t""a recreation sucr, as fishing and deerhunting occurs throughorla ai"-i""r.,. There arerecreation walues in the area. 

, rrrslc are no outstandingly remarkable

\Tisuals

fave a high visual quality while1ow in visual qualiiy. rir" ;;;;"outstandingly remarkable factor

Cultural Resources

The Sagehen basin was logged beginning inanimal and r:ailroad baset"l;g;;;g sysremsvisible. The basin is considered eligible

the 1870,s. Evidence of these earlyand associated sites 
"r" rciii 

*

for listing on the Natio.,ui--

The Sagehen headwaters
considered moderate tovisual quality to be an
area.

the remaining area is
Team did not consider

in the Sagehen Creek
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Free Flowine

Sagehen is a free
channel condition

BOR CARSON CITY

flowing stream and free from any impoundments ' The stream

is natural except where roads cross '

Aooz

Concluslon

The nationally signiflcant Donner carnp is located ln the lower reaches of the

creek. Thts is ,fi" ro".aion of the site where the Donner farnily actually

camped which i" ""p"r.te from the rest of the party which camped ac Donner

Lake.Therelsasplitinprofessionalopinionastowhethertheoverland
emigrant trail folltwed ot"t thi" route' The slte is eligible for the

National Historlcal Register'

4. Sagehen Greek

Background

sagehen creek is an eight mile long segment- which flows from its headwaters tso

Sramped Reservoir. Th; lands adjalenc-t9 E!.- stream are entirely National

Foresr system Lands and are manaied by the T-1hg" Nationpl Forest' The

Universlty of Callfornia at Berk;l"y it"" a field research station 1n che

Sagehen Bas!n and has conducted a vlrlety of research actlvities on Natlonal

Forest lands wighin the Sagehen Basin since 1951-, There have been over l3d 1]K

research publlcations, films, and theses conducted ln uhe area' The primary

research emphasis has been on studying fish, wildlife and plant resources'

Besgealj.g!

ForestservlcemanagementdirectionwithintheSagehenBasirrhasnot
encouraged intensi.,rr re"reation use because of the long term research

activlties being conducted throulhouc the basin' There is a small campground

on sagehen creei and Iight dispeised recreation such as fishing and deer

hunting oecurs ctio,rgf,oit the Lastn. There are no outstandingly remarkable

recreation values in the aTea'

Visuals

The Sagehen headwaters have a high visual quali-cy while

consldered moderate to low in vlsual quality' The Study

vlsual quality to be an outstandingly remarkable factor
area,

Cultural Resources

TheSagehenbasinwasloggedbeginninginthelBT0's.Evidenceoftheseearly
animal and railroad based logging "y"i"*" 

and assoclated sites are still

vlslble. The basln ls consideret "iigiut" 
for llsting on the National

Determinatlon.ofoutstandinglvRernarkableCharacterigti.cs

the remaining area is
Team did not consider

in the Sagehen Creek
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Register of Historic Places as a historic district
to be outstandingly remarkable.

The values are considered

Geologv. Hydrolosv. Vegetation, and Ecolosical Resources

The Sagehen headwaters are an intact glacial cirque. The glacial cirque gives
rise to fens and bogs which are part of a complex hydrological system and are
considered to have significant value for research purposes. These fens and
bogs are unique vegetative communities with 40 different plant species,
including two sundews, Drosera rotundifolia and Drgsera anslica.

There are known occurrences of Ivesia sericoleuca and Silene invisa within the
study area. Both are Forest Service sensitive species.

The largest fen in the area - Mason Fen, was proposed by the Tahoe National
Forest in cheir Forest and Resource Management Plan for designation as a
Special Interest Area, an administrative designation that is intended to
identify areas with special or unique values, and provide protection of these
values.

The biological diversity within Sagehen along with the historical values are
clearly outstandingly remarkable features in the view of the study team.

Fisheries and Wi I rtl i fe

Sagehen Creek is an eastside Sierra stream and has received extensive research
over the years ' The scre'am supports five native fish species in greater
abundance than other similar creeks in the area. All the native fish which
includes the Lahontan redside, speckled dace, Tahoe sucker, mountain sucker,
and Paiute sculpin are listed by the California Department of Fish and Came asState species of Special Concern. Sagehen Creek also supports brown, brook,
and rainbow trout.

A number of Forest Service Sensitive species exist in the area and research
has been directed to\,rard understanding them. These include the pine marten,Sierra red fox, and the goshawk. There are a number of habitats within thearea including extensive riparian areas, fens and bogs, a mixed coniferforest, and the area is within part of the Donner Ridge fire, which burned in1960. The area is generally representative of the eait slope of the Sierra
and probably the key fish/wildlife value in the area is the availability ofdata from the research. The native fish community in Sagehen Creek is bothunique and has outstandingly remarkable values. Aaaitionally, there areseveral rare caddis fly species inhabiting sagehen creek.

Conc lus ion

Sagehen Creek hosts numerous interrelated
is best identified as ecosystem values.
representative of eastside Sierra Nevada
The interdependence of values increases
the broader hydrology is also likely to
(T&E) invertebrates in the stream. This

outstandingly remarkable values that
The stream is also considered highly
stream ecology for native fisheries.

its level of significance including
be involved in supporting two class I
ecological significance supports the
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Register of Historic Places as a hlstoric district ' The values are considered

ao"b" outstandinglY remarkable'
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}eg$ are uniqu" rr"gttitive communlties wtth 40 different plant species 
'

includlng two sundEws, gro9era lopundlfolla and Drosera an81lca'

There are known occurlences of l-vesla sericoleuca and si1e4e invlsa r'rithin the

study area. Both are Forest Servlce sensitive species'

The largest fen in the a1ea - lulason Fen, was proposed by the Tahoe National

Forest in their Forest and Resource Managernent Plan for designation as a

special Interest Area, an admlnistrative deslgnation that is intended to

identify areas wlth special or unlque values, and provide protection of these

values

The blological dlverslty within segehen along with the historleal values are

clearly outstandingly rlmarkable features tn the view of the study team'

Fisheries and \iildlife

sagehen creek is an eastside sierra stream and has received extensive researeh

over the years. The stream suPpolts five native ftsh species in greater

abundance than other similar creeks in the area' All the native fish whieh

includes the Lahontan redside, speckled dace,.Tahoe sucker, mountain sucker'

and Palute sculpin are listed by the California DeparEment of Flsh and Garne as

state specles of spectal Concern. sagehen creek ai"o snpports brown, brook,

and rainbow trout.

A number of Forest Service Sensltive species exj-st in the area and research

has been directed toward understanding them. These include the pine marten'

sierra red fox, and the goshawk. There are a number of habitats within the

area including extenslve riparian areas, fens and bogs, a mixed conifer
forest, and the area is within parE of the Donner Ridge fire, whlch burned in

1960. The area is generally representative of the east slope of the sierra

and probably the key fish/wlldlife value in the area is the availabillty of

data from the research. The native flsh cornmunlty in sagehen creek is both

unlque and has outstandingly remarkable vatues. Addltionally, there are

several rare caddis fly "lttt"" 
inhabiting Sagehen Creek'

Conclus 1on

sagehen creek hosEs numerous lnterrelated outstandingly remarkable values that

is best identlfied as ecosystem values. The stream is also considered highly

representatlve of easlside slerra Nevada stream ecology for native fisheries'
The interdependence of values lncreases iEs level of significance including
the broader hydrology is also likely to be involved in supporting two class I

(T&E) invertebrates in the stream, Thts eeological significance supPorts the
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stream being outstandingly remarkable and also supports the hydrology,
geology, wildlife, fisheries, and plants being considered outstandingly
remarkable. Fisheries by itself is considered unique and outstandingly
remarkable due to the natural assemblage of native fish. In addition the
cultural values of the often intact steam engine logging technology remnants
is al-so considered regionally significant and therefore outstandingly
remarkable.

Upper Independence Creek

The eligible reach of Upper Independence Creek is the two mile of stream above
Independence Lake to its headwaters. Access to Upper Independence Creek is
via Qne of two roads that'parallel the north and south side of the lake. The
roads terminate just shorc of the west end of the lake and access is
controlled by the private property surrounding che 1ake. The strean above the
Iake is accessible only by trail and considered a
Independence Creek, approximately I/4 rt,Ll-e above
through National Forest System lands managed by
Upper Independence Creek is the only stream of
is eligible for "Wild" River designation.

"pristine" area. Upper
the lake, flows entirely

the Tahoe National Forest.
the nine being evaluated that

rndependence Lake is a natural lake where the water level has
construction of a dam. The dam provides an additional storage
feet of water that is owned by westpac Utility, a provided of
industrial water to Reno and spgrks. The scorage capacity of
between an elevation of 6921 feet and 6949 feet.

Free Flowine

been raised by
of 17,300 acre

municipal and
the lake varies

LTpper Independence Creek, above Independence Lake, is a pristine and natural
free flowing stream. Upper Independence Creek drains a small watershed and
flor^rs are minimal during the late surnmer and fal1. In L9g2, the 7th year ofthe drought', Upper Independence Creek flows had dropped to intermittent flowsduring the fall.

Recreation and Visual

Because of the controlled access, the area is remote and pristine. The area
above the lake is accessible by trail. Fishing in Upper independence Creek
closed to protect the Lahontan cutthroat trout, a tnreatened species sorecreation use us limited to hiking, camping, or birdwatching. Deer Huntingis a popular recreation activity in the Fall.

Scenic values are moderate to high. There is high spatial definition with
2000 foot walls and cliff faces. The valley is a classic,,u,,shaped orglaciated valley. Independence Lake is located within two lateral morainesleft from the glacier.

Cultural Resources

ls

I
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strean being outstandingly remarkable and also suPports che hydroLogy 
'

geoLogy, wildlife, fishJries, ?ld plants being considered outsEandingly

remarkabl-e. Flsherles by icself is consldered uniqve and outstandLngLy

rernarkable due to the naiural assenblage of native fish' In addition the

cultural- values of the ofcen intact sclam englne logging technology remnants

ls also consideril itgion"lly significang anl therefore outstandingly
remarkable.

5. Upper IndePendence Creek

The ellglble reach of upper Independence creek ls the uwo ml-le of sgream above

Independence Lake to itl- headwaters. Access to upper lndependence creek is

vlaoneoftworoadsthatparallelthenorthanasouthsideofuhelake.The
rosds rerrninare ;;;; "i-r.ia'of 

rhe-wesr end of the lake and access l-s

eoncroiLod try uho prlvee. Fraprsty rurroundi.ng-Cha lake' The strearn above the

lake ls ."""""iul."1r}ry-uy'iilir Lnd conslaereo a "pristlne" area. upper

rndepende.r"" cr"!t,-"pir"lrmarery 1/4 mile above rhe lake, flows entirely
through Natsional rorest sysuem t-ands managed by che Tahoe National Forest'

Upper Independence Creek is ttre-""fy sErelm of the nine belng evaluated Chat

is'ellgibtL for "wild" River deslgnation'

Independence Lake ls a natural lake where the water level has been raised by

consrruction of a darn. The a.rn fio.ti-a"f .l-additional storage of 17'300 acre

feet of warer thar ls owned by wlstpac utitlcy, a provided of municlpal and

industrlalwatertoRenoandSparks.Thestoragecapacityofchelakevaries
between an elevation of 692L feeE end 5949 feet'

Free Flowlng

UpperlndependenceCreek,abovelndependenceLake,isaprlstlneandnatural
free flowlng stream, Upper fnAep"nalnce Creek drains a small vratershed and

flows are minimal during rhe latl summer and falr. rn rgg2, the 7ch year of

thedrought,UpperlndependenceCreekflowshaddroppedtointerrnlttentflows
during the fall.

Determination o.f Outstandinglv-Remarkable Characceristics

Recreatlon and Vi.sual

Because of che controlled accesg, the area is remote and prlstine' The area

above uhe lake is accessible by irail. Fishing in Upper Independence Creek is

closed to protect the Lahontan cutthroac trout, a threatened specles so

reereation use .,u lt*i..d to hlking, canping, or birdwatching. Deer Huncing

is a popular recreation actlvity in the Fall '

Scenicvaluesaremoderatetohlgh'ft"I:is.hlghspatialdefinitionwith
2000 foot walrs and cliff faces.- Th" valley is a classic "u" shaped or

glaciated valley. Independence Lake is loclCed within two lateral moralnes

left from Ehe glacier'

Cultural Resoufces
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The cultural values within the
historic sites which are aspen
Tl're cultur:a1 resources are not
Forest Archeologist.

Geologv

area include chree prehistoric sites and two
groves with cravings by early day sheepherders.
considered outstandingly remarkable by the

The upper section of the drainage is a "U" shaped valley which terminates into
a recessional moraine. Hydrologic values are not uni"que, although the
headwaters of che watershed is in excellent condition, most likely to the fact
that it is unroaded and undeveloped.

Fi sh

The eligible portion of the stream, above rndependence Lake, supports a
reproducing population of Lahontan cutthroat trout. Generally, as fry the
Lahontan cutchroat trout migrate downstream to Independence Lake to Iive and
grow and use Independence Creek to spawn. The creek does support a small
number of resident trout and Lahontan redsides. A key concern for maintenance
of the Lahontan cutthroat population is to maintain sufficient water in the
lake so that the fish can swim into the upper creek for spawning during the
spring. Low water levels during the spring spawning period will create a
barrier to the fish.

'"li1d1ife

There are no unique or Threatened or Endangered species. The area does
provide habitat to a number of Sensitive species,including the California
Spotted Or.rl , pine marten, Sierra red fox, and the Pacific fisher. The upper
Independence Creek does have a natural connector with Sagehen Basin and
research on the pine marten is currently being conducted in both drainages.
Bears have been observed during che Lahontan cutthroat trout spawn and balcl
eagles have are seen occasionally in the stream drainage.

Botanical and Eco'l osieal

The upper waEershed contains a number of fens, meadows and pristine plant
communities. There are stands of old-growth California red fir. The area has
never been logged and has received limited grazing in the last 40 years. The
upper canyon is probably one of the Ieast changed from man's activities within
the Truckee. watershed. There are no known TES species within the area.
However, there is unsurveyed potential habitat for Scheuchzeria palustris var.
americana, Vaccinium coccinium, and four lvesia species.

Conc 1us ion

For the upper reach of Independence Creek fisheries, plants, and scenic values
are considered outstandingly remarkable for the following reasons: The
fisheries are of national importance primarily because this is the only stream
that supports a continuously self supporting Lahontan cutthroat trout
population that has not had to have re-introduction of tite species. The
scenic values are of regional significance due to the classic U shaped va11ey
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configuration and the drarnatic spatial definition of the valley. The plant
r.'alues are of regional significance due to the existence of fens which are
quite rare in the State of California and known to occur only in Nevada and E1
Dorado Counties. Based on the outscandingly remarkable values idencified
above it ha,s been determined that Independence Creek above Independence Lake
is eligible as a National Wild River.

Little Truckee River

Background

The Little Truckee River is 14 miles long from its origin at llebber Lake to
Stampede Reservoir. Much of the Little Truckee is accessible from either
State Highway 89 or the Jackson Meadows Road, both paved highways. About 54
percent of the lands along the Little Truckee are National Forest System Lands
managed by the Tahoe National Forest. The remaining lands are in private
ownership in the nature of large blocks. Many of the significant meadows that
lie along the Litcle Truckee are privately owned. The privately owned lands
are primarily used for livestock grazing and logging, although there is a
1arge, privately owned recreation complex on Llebber Lake.

Free Flowing

Webber Lake, near the origin of the Little Truckee has a small dam used
primarily to hold nater for recreational purposes. Further down the drainage
a trans-drainage diverslon was constructed prior to the turn of the Century to
transfer Truckee River water into Sierra Valley for irrigation purposes.
Sierra Va1l'ey lies within the Feather River drainage. The Sierra Valley Water
users have a small diversion dam on the river ju.st above the junction with ttre
road to Independence Lake where the water to Sierra Valley is diverted. This
diversion dam currently is a major barrier to fish migration.

Determination of Outstandinslv Remarkable Characteristics

Recreation

Recreation activities are rnostly dispersed with driving for pleasure along
Highway 89 and the Jackson Meadows Road. There are two campgrounds, the upper
and lower Little Truckee Campgrounds, dispersed camping in Perazzo Meadows and
fishing along the entire river.

The area does provide opportunities for snowmobiling, cross-country skiing,
and is the site of Mt Lola which was proposed as a four-seasons desti.nation
recreation area.

S cenic

The river flows through a series of meadows with spacious views and the stream
meanders through a variety of settings including wide valleys, through the
Donner burnl, and atijacent to the two major roads. Road conscruction has
changed the channel in a number of localions which resulted in increased fl-clws
and some channel cutting as result of the high flows. Visual qualicy is
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t)pical along the east slope of the Sierra and although pleasant, is not
considered to be outstandingly remarkable.

Cultural Resources

There are a number of prehistoric and historic sites within the general area
of the Little Truckee River including a historic dairy site, a Hobart Estates
logging camp, the Sierra Valley Diversion ditch, and the Henness Pass Road.
Along the Henness Pass Road are numerous stage stops including Davis Station.
Segnencs of this turnpike and associated stage stops are eligible for listing
on the National Register of Historic Places.

Geoloey and Hlrdrology

There are nb special geological or hydrologic features. The river does have
three smal1 waterfalls above Perazzo meadows, and some fossilized leaves in
the canyon below Webber Lake.

Fisheries and Wildlife

The Lictle Truckee River provides quality habitat for native and non-native
species including, brown, brook and rainbow trout, Lahontan redsides, speckled
dace, Paiute sculpin, Tahoe sucker, mountain sucker, and mountain whitefish.
A privately owned Fly Fishing Club has about a mile of river ttrat attracts
fisherman from out-of-state.

The area supports one of the three largest populations of willow flycatchers,
a Scate listed endangered species, west of Highway 89 in the numerous meadows.
Pine Marten, a sensicive species have been seen in the area and there is
potential habitat for the Pacific fisher. Thirty bald eagles wintered in 1990
at the inlet to Stampede Reservoir and there is potential habitat for the
Great Gray OwI.

Botanical and Ecoloeical

There are a number of fens along the Little
is not known. The river supports extensive
support a nurnber of birds and animals which

Truckee although the total number
areas of riparian habitat and
utilize riparian habitats.

There is a knovrn occurrence of the Forest Service sensitive plant Ivesia
sericoleuca within the study area. T'here is also unsurveyed potential habitat
for Vaccinium coccinium, Scheuchzeria palustris var. american4 and four lvesia
species.

Conc lus ion

The vegetation, wildlife, and cultural resources were identified as
outstandingly remarkable. Based on this finding the Little Truckee River has
been determined to be eligible as a National Recreational River. The
vegetation values were considered outstandingly remarkable because of the fens
which are quite rare in the Sierra Nevada. The witdlife values are considerecl
outstandingly remarkable due to the presence of bald eagle nesting sites and
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the second most extensive population
Cultural re'sources were identified as
National significance of the Henness
transportation activities' and several

of willow fly catcher in the State.
outstandingly rernarkable because of the

Pass road and the associated historic
historic sites.

redsides, Tahoe suckers and
trout. There are several
or being planned to improve

Perazzo Creek

Backg.round

Perazzo is 3.2 miles long, a tributary of the Litcle Truckee River, and flows
rnostly through Nacional Forest system lands managed by the Tahoe National
Forest. 0.4 miles of the river does flow through privately owned lands.
Access is provided off the Jackson Meadows road via a primitive road. The
meadow complex is probably the most outstanding feature associated with
Perazzo Creek.

Free Flowing

Perazzo Creek is a free flowing stream with no impoundments or diversions.
The stream, although sma11, provides sufficient. water to support a fishery
throughout the surnmer and fall.

Determination of OutstaLdinelv Remarkable Characteristics

P.ecreaiion

There are dispersed activities along the stream including fishing, hunting,
and snovrmobiling and cross-country skiing. There are two undeveloped
camPsites along the stream that receive moderate recreation use during the
sunmer period.

Visual

This canyon has high visual quality due to the wide vistas at the lor,rer end of
the canyon and the drarnatic cliffs that are found at the upper end.

Cultural Resources

An old dairy site is located in the lower meadow and prehistoric sites have
been identified in the meadow. The cultural resource values are not
considered to have outstandingly remarkable values.

Geologv and Hydroloey

There are no unique geological or hydrological features in the area.

Fisheries and Wildlife

Perazzo Creek supports native fish of Lahontan
Paiute sculpins and non-native brook and bror,rn
f isheries habitat irnprovernent proj ects underway
the fisheries habitat in Perazzo Creek.
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one of the key r^rildlife values is the suitable nesting habitat
the willow Flycatcher. Pine rnarten have been seen in the area
potential habi-tac for che Pacific fisher and Great Grav Owl.

Botanical and Ecolosical

available for
and t-here is

Petazzo Creek and Canyon have an extremely diverse population of plants for a
relatively srna1l area. Fens are found in the area along with wet and dry
meadows. Perazzo Creek has an extensive meadow complex. There are large
stands of quaking aspen and a great variety of wild flowers including monkey
flowers and'evening primrose. The area has large vertical rock monuments Iike
stove pipes, grouse, beaver ponds, waterfowl nesting areas hab,itat for
sensitive furbearers. Th'e uniqueness of the Perazzo l^latershed is its
diversity of land forrns and plant communities. There is a known occurrence of
Silene invisa within the study area.

Conc 1us i on

The plant/ecol-ogieal associations and the broad diversity of wildlife habitat
along with the wil1ow flycatcher as the outstandingly remarkable values for
Petazzo Canyon. For plant values fens in particular are considered quite rare
and quite valuable. The fens along with bogs, dry meadows, s/et meadows,
stands of aspen, a wi-de range of wild flowers and forbs provides a very
diverse and unique plant community. This diverse plant community that
provides an extensive riparian community supports many riparian dependent
species including the willow fly catcher. The fact that this area has the
second highest concentration of willow flycatchers in California indicates a
very unique wildlife value. The old growth in the area adds to the diversity
and provides valuable habitat for o1d growth dependent species such as the
pine marten.

Based on the above outstandingly remarkable values, it is determined that
Perazzo Canyon is an eligible Wild and Scenic River.

Upper Truckee River

Backeround - The part of the Truckee River that flows into Lake Tahoe on the
south end of the lake is called the Upper Truckee River. This stream is Lake
Tahoe's largest tributary, draining 56.6 square rniles of the southern tip of
the Tahoe Basin. The Upper Truckee's watershed is about 36,200 acres, 85t ofwhich is in El Dorado County, California and the rest in Alpine County,
California. The entire river consists of t4 miles and drops approximately
2'400 feet from its headwaters to Lake Tahoe. The upper 7 miles is totaliy
within National Forest lands and is the portion of the river considered
eligible for Wild and Scenic designation. The remaining 7 miles of river
flows mostly through private and highly developed lands.

The "backcountry" character of the area called Meiss Country is consistent
until it reaches the Christmas Valley where there is urban development. Meiss;country includes part of the Upper Truckee watershed from its 

"o.rlhurrr*ost tipnorth to Big Meadow Creek and Benwood Meadow Creek.
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The area was known as the Dardanelles or Echo-Carson Roadless Area when it was

studied for Wilderness classification and released for other multiple uses by
the California Wilderness Act in 1984. Subsequent management has been
designed to protect the natural conditions and the LTBMU Forest Plan provides
for a continuation of maintaining natural conditions.

Free Flowine - The Upper Truckee River is a natural flowing river withoul
impoundments, diversions, channel straighting, rip-rapping, or other
modifications. The area is riverine in appearance and free of high head dams

and extensive rip rap and diversions. Watershed restoration projects have
been carried out occasionally, but none has extensively modified the channel
or its environmenE.

Determination of Outstandingly Remarkable Characteristics

Recreation

The Upper Truckee River is an easily accessible area popular for nonmotorized
recreation use. Ten to fifteen thousand recreationists use it each year.
Trailheads'for access are extensive, and the Pacific Crest Trail, a National
Scenic Trail, and the Tahoe Rim Trail craverse the area. Recreational uses
include hiking, backpacking, mountain biking, swimming, horseback riding,
fishing, and cross country skiing. Primitive recreation is especially
appropriate the area and local residents use it as the alternative of choice
to the Desolation Wilderness.

Meiss Country depicts the cultural landscape of the mountain west - complete
with pole fences, and the historic cabin. These features are maintained and
were used to managed che livesEock within the area, A 1993 Forest Service
decision will temporarily restrict cattle grazi,ng from the area to let the
area "rest" and establish the desired future conditions which are described in
the LTBMU "Meiss Grazing Allotment Environmental Assessment". These features,
which are preserved in an area that has never been logged provide a sense of
srepping back a hundred years in time. Because of the topography, visitors can
see or hear very little from the "outside world" although in reality ttrey are
jusr a few miles from US 50, 88, 89 or Lhe development in Christmas Valley.

The area contains an outstandingly remarkable recreation setting.

Scenic Quality

The southern portion of the Upper Truckee has broad meadows and shallow lakes
offering unobstructed views of the high alpine ridges to the east and west.
The northern portion is nore steeply dissected, with the Pacific Crest's
granite terrain and cliffs to the west, and volcanic breccia to the east.
Coupled \rith the dramatic backdrop scenery, the nearview scenery such as the
massive volcanic Round Lake Buttress is distinctive. Further, the dramatic
oId Sierra junipers occurring throughout the area add to the special character
of the l.{eiss Country. These landscapes and the extensive meadows from which
they are view, created a distinctive visual quality and an outstanding alpine
visual setting. These scenic values are considered outstandingly remarkable.
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Cultural Resources

Two known cultural sites are located in this watershed:
campsite along che river, and the Meiss cabin and barn.

a prehistoric fishing

The two sto,ry Meiss cabin was constructed in 1878 and lras used as a cow camp
for over 60 years. The barn, burned by fire, was rebuilt in 1914. The
structures are on the banks of the Upper Truckee and it is believed that the
river's water source and'the adjacent meadow suitable for livestock were the
primary reasons for the cabin's location. Both the cabin and barn received an
extensive overhaul j-n 1983 by the grazing perrnittees. The cabin was used for
livestock management during the summer and is used as a shelter for cross-
country skiing concession during the winter. The Meiss cabin and barn conplex
are eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places. The
National Register nomination is in process.

The prehistoric fishing campsite has not received any formal archaeological
research. It is known that Native Americans have occupied the Tahoe Basin for
thousands of years and it was used intensively spring through fall.

Ceoloev,/Hydroloey

Like most of the Sierra, the Upper Truckee River has been influenced by both
glaciation, wulcanism, and faulting. Most of the area is composed of
undulaEing to very steep granitic, metamorphic, and volcanic rock outcrops and
strongly sloping to very steep, stony to gravelly, coarse loamy sands and
sandy loams. The rock outcrops range from smal1, scattered rocks to large
areas covering several acres. These outcrops range from smal1, scattered
rocks to latge areas covering serreral acres. These outcrops are largely the
result of glaciation.

A special characteristic of several of the riparian stringers is the presence
of fens. Uncommon in the Lake Tahoe Basin, these organic soils, are in this
case located around a spring.

The conclusion of the study team was that there are no outstandingly
remarkable geological or hydrological values, as characteristics are typical-
of the Sierra Nevada and the Lake Tahoe Basin.

Fisheries

Fisheries habitat is distributed between 20 miles of stream and six lakes.
The Streams are the Upper Truckee River and Big Meadow Creek. The lakes are
Dardanelles, Elbert, Four, Meiss, Round, and Showers.

The Upper Truckee, because of its large capacity and extensive length, is able
to support the greatest number of migratory and resident fish populations of
any Lake Tahoe cributary. The Upper Truckee supporcs rainbow trout, brown
lrout, eastern brook trout, and Lahontan cutthroat trout.

The Lahontarr cutthroat trout is the only native trouc to the area. Due to
habitac degradation, historical overharvesting, dam and diversion construction
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on spawning tributaries, and competition from and hybridization with non-
native trout, the Lahontan cutthroat is listed as Threatened on the Federal
list. The recovery plan developed by the US Fish and Wildlife Service and the
California State Departmenc of Fish and Game identified the Upper Truckee as
suitable for the restoration of the fish. Restoration began in 1988 with the
removal of non-native fish and continued through 1991. In the summer and fall
of 1990-91, Lahontan were reintroduced in Meiss Lake and the Upper Truckee.
There is the potential for a population of 3,000 fish to exist in the area.

There are outstandingly remarkable fisheries values within the area, including
the only self sustaining population of Lahontan cutthroat trout in the Tahoe
Bas in.

Wildlife
I

There are a wide variety of wildlife habitats within the Upper Truckee,
including habitats for black bear, wil1ow flycatchers, a Forest Service
Sensitive species, waterfowl, goshawks, pileated woodpeckers, golden eagles,
and key habitat for mule deer.

The California Department of Fish and Game has idencified a significant amounr
of "criEical fawning habitat" for mule deer. During the sprlng, hiding cover
is very imporfant to fawns, to provide protection from predators. ili11ows,
corn 1i1ies, and aspen are important components of cover ln riparian habitats
and a1l are present along the Upper Truckee.

The Carson Va1ley and Grtzzly Flat deer herds
and summer. Available forage for both herds
Loss of habitat due to increased urbanization
serious problem to maintenance of the herds.
does to be in very poor to poor condition.

use the area during the spring
has been impacted by drought.
along the winter ranges is a
Surveys by DFG have founcl the

The critical summer habitat designation for mule deer leads to an
outstandingly remarkable wildlife value for the area.

The area provides habitat for hidden-petal campion (Silene invisa), a Forest
Service Sensitive plant. There are populations elsewhere along the Sierra ancl
due to the large number of occurrences of the hidden-petal campion, its
presence does not constitute an outstandingly remarkable value for the river
corridor.
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Conclus ion '

The Upper Truckee River i.s determined to be eligible for possible
classification as a Scenic river. OutsEan<lingly rernarkable values
contributing to this determination are cultural resources, flsheries
recreation and scenic values, and the wildlife values in the area.
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APPENDIX C
Special Interest Areas

(From the Tahoe LRMP Final EIS, Special Areas)

The Tahoe National Forest evaluated a number of areas with the potential for
Special Area Designation (SiA) in the Tahoe National Forest Land and Resource
Management PIan. SIA's are a Forest Service administrative designation
designed to highlight areas with unique values. Three areas were evaluated
that are associated with the current wild and scenic river study on Sagehen
creek. Documentation of the evaluation is found in Appendix c, Final
Environment€1 Impact Statement for the Tahoe LRMP.

Management conditions in .che Sagehen Basin have changed since issuance of the
Forest Plan in 1990 as there is new infornation relating to the cultural
resources, new spotted owl requirements and a change in emphasis in researctr
in the area. Based on these changes, the Forest service is planning to
reevaluate the Sagehen Basin for possible SIA designation. The new analysis
will be completed in a separate site-specific study.

Independence Lake was also evaluated for SIA consideration, however the area
evaluated was the lake and did not include the Wild and Scenic River study
area on Upper Independence Creek. Values identified in the original study
include habitat for a geneti,cally pure strain of the threatened Lahontan
cutthroat trout and a "c1assica1" terminal and lateral glacial moraine
ccmplex. The moraines at the 1'ake is the northernmost example of Sierra
llevada glaciation and is the best preserved. Consideration of the area for
SIA status &,as dropped as only 10 percent of the area was in public ownership
at the time of the analysis.

However, recent land acquisitions above the lake and r,rithin the eligible study
river corridor suggests that with the change in land ownership and considering
the habitat values for Lahontan cutthroat, srA designation might be
appropriatei way to protect the OR values.

EXISTING SPECIAL INTEREST AREAS

SAGEHEN HEADWATERS (79 acres)

The sagehen Headwaters area is located in a glacial cirque basin
comprising the headwaters of Sagehen Creek (Section 16, T.18N., R.158.),
the Sagehen Botanical Area is an excellent example of virgin red fir,
mountain hemlock, and mountain mahogany communities in an ,'avalanche"
forest' The cirque basin is filled by an ephemera| pond containing a wide
variety of aquatic invertebrates. One hundred thirty species of plants
have been found in this area, including a species of lichen known only in
this location in the Sierra Nevada. Because of the area's botanical
uniqueness and undisturbed ecosystem, a significant opportunity exists for
research.
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Environmental- Corrsequences of SIA Designation.

a) Recreation - Opportunities for dispersed recreation would only
occur and be encouraged if public use did not affect SIA values. The
ecosystem is quite fragile and will not support heawy use. Visual
quality would be maintained and cultural resources would be protected.

b) Timber - Commercial timber land is insignificant in this area.

c) Minerals - The area would be proposed for withdrawal; however, the
mineral potential is 1ow.

d) Facilities - Roads, trails, and trailheads would be permitted if
compatible with the purpose of the SIA.

g) Sensitive Plants - Designation would provide added protection of
sensitive plants. If public use is encouraged, however, increasing
use could raise the risk of damage to plants.

UASON FEN ('30 acres)

The Mason Fen represehts the largest fen in the Sagehen Basin vieinity.
It is one of the varieties of peatland identified in California. The fen
is located near Truckee, California at the University of California
Sagehen Creek Field Station (Section 7, T.18N.,R.168.). The Mason Fen has
been the subject of research since L957. The Sagehen Creek area receives
water frorn springs. Precipitation from rain and hearry winter snowfall
penetrates the porus volcanic rocks that are characteristic of the region,
and collects on impervious bedrock, creating numerous springs (Savage
1973). About 40 plant species have been identified frorn the Mason Fen
(Erman and Erman 1975). Two carnivorous plants are common on the Mason
Fen; Drosera rotundifolia (roundleaf sundew) and Drosera anglic4 (English
sundew). This is an unusual occurrence in California.

Environmental Consequences of SIA Designation

a) - Opportunities for dispersed recreation would occur and be
encouraged if public use did not affect SIA values. The ecosystem is
quite fragile and will not support heavy use. Visual quality would be
maintained and cultural resources would be protected.

b) Timber - This area is unsuited for regulated timber production.

c) Minerals - Thi's area would be withdrawn; mineral potential is low.

d) Facilities - Due to the fragile nature of this area, no roads,
trails, or trailheads would be permitted.

e) Sensitive plants - Designation would not change the current
situation.
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UPPER INDEPENDENCE CREEK (National Forest Acres 2,089
5C6.5 for a total of 2,596 acres)

Private Land Acres

Independence Lake was evaluated for SIA designation as part of the analysis
process for the Tahoe National Forest LRMP and was not recommended primarily
because of the lirniced National Forest System lands adjacent to the 1ake.
However, Upper Independence Creek was not analyzed for potential SIA
designation in the LRMP.

A potential Special Interest Area can be described for Upper Independence
Creek which flows into Independence Lake. The stream provides critical
spawning habicac for a genetically pure strain of the threatened Lahontan
cutthroat trout. Except for the first 300 feet of stream above the lake, all
the lands are National Forest SysEem lands. The upper canyon is a classical
"Urr shaped canyon formed by glaciation and shows evidence of a terminal and
lateral glacial moraine complex which encompasses the lake. The moraines are
the northernmost example of Sierra Nevada glaciation and is the best
preserved.

Private lands on the stream above the lake have been acquired since issuance
of the LRMP in 1990. The upper canyon is a pristine and undeveloped area
supporting key fisheries habitat. The Independence Lake Lahontan cutthroat
trout is a genetically pure stain of fish, and unique for the Sierra, and has
never been artificially replanted to the best of our knowledge. In contrast,
most of the other streams supporting a Lahontan cutthroat population have been
stocked or restocked with a hatchery population.

Environmental Consequences with and without SIA Designatlon

a) Recreation - Current recreation is light and dispersed. Access to
the upper Indeperr,Cence is either by boat or foot travel along the
north and west shores of the 1ake. Recent logging and road
construction on private lands have developed logging roads along both
sides of the lake to the upper end. These roads are not open to the
public. SIA designation should not have any significant effect on
recreation or cultural resources due to the limited access to the
canyon. Recreation values are currently protected under Standards and
Guidelines in the Tahoe National Forest Land and Resource Management
Plan.

b) Timber - Timber lands on National Forest lands in the canyon are
noE suitable for regulation timber management.

c) Fisheries - The fisheries resouree would receive an addicional
Iayer of protection through designation as management direction for
the SIA would be to protect and enhance the fisheries. Basic fishery
val-ues would be protected without designation through implementation
of LR-MP Standards and Guidelines, although the area would not receive
the same 1eve1 of attention or enhancement that SIA desi.gnation would
bring.
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d) Minerals - Ttre area would be withdrawn from mineral entry, although
the area has a low mineral poCential . i,lithout designation, the area

would remain open to mineral enEry.

e) Facilities - There are no National Forest system trails in the
area. There is no anticipated effect without designation.
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TABLE C.l
Upper Independence Creek

and
Sagehen Creek (Basin)

Recommended Status by Alternative

* Independence Creek is recommended for Special Interest Area designation by
the Forest Service in Alcernatives C,D,E,F, and G. (See Map for SIA boundary)

** Sagehen Creek (Basin) is recommended to be analyzed for Special Interest
Area designation by the Forest Service in a separate site-specific study in
Alternatives D and F. (Study Area boundary is shown on map entitled
"Potential Special Interest and Research Natural Areas" dated 1989 issued with
the Environmental Statement for the Forest Land and Resource Management Plan).

** Alternative A, C, E, and G recommends that the Sagehen Basin, outside of
the Scenic River corridor, be analyzed for Special Interest Area designation
by the Forest Service in a separate site-specific study.

ABCDEFG

Independence
Creek *

llild
River

None SIA SIA SIA SIA SIA

Sagehen
Creek
(Basin) **

Scenic
River
and
study
for SIA

None Scenic
River
and
study
for SIA

Study
for
SIA

Scenic
River
and
Study
for SIA

Study
for
SIA

Scenlc
River
and
Study
for SIA
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APPENDIX D

Proposed Management Standards and
Legislative Language

for Recommended

Sagehen National Scenic River

PROPOSED I"A,ND AND RESOURC.E }IANAGEI,TENT PI.AN DTRECTION

Description: The following direction applies to the Scenie River Corridor, ora I/4 mile-wide strip on each side of the centerline of the Sagehen Creek.
The specific Scenic River boundary would be established after legislation.
The area also incorporates Management Area 043 (Sagehen Stacion) which isdescribed in the Tahoe Forest Land and Resource Management plan (LRMp).

1- Resource Management Enphasls

The objective is to manage the Scenic Corridor to protect the outstanding
remarkable values identified for the area including vegetative and
ecological values, fisheries and wildlife values, geological and
hydrological values, and the historical values forrnd in the area.

Research is considered a complementary activity providing a greater
understanding of the OR values and cheir interdependence. Rur.urch that
furthers the understanding of the ecological relationships in the Sagehen
Basin will be encouraged.

Management Area Standards and Guidellnes

a) Visual Quality obj,ectives - Retention except for the area within rtre
Sagehen Station complex or at specific research sites in the corridor
which will be managed for partial Retention.

b) Recreation Opportunicy Spectrum -

c) Transportation Management policy -
Corridor and che Sagehen Station will
vehicles, excepc the motorized access
Administrative vehicle access to the

d) Off-highway vehicle restrictions -

Available Hanagement practices

Semi -primitive motorized.

The area within the Scenic River
be closed to public motorized
to the campground will continue.

Station is permitted.

closed.

A6 Closed OHV

Land Adjuscmenrs - Limited

i
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l
!L9 Transportation Management Roads

L10 Transportation Management Roads

G2 Minerals Managemenc
G4 Minerals Management

Locatable Withdrawals
Leasable Withdrawals

Regulated Use
Closed

PROPOSED LEGISI.ATIVE I.ANGUAGE

The following language is proposed for Legislation that would incorporate
Sagehen Creek into the National Rivers System as a National Scenic River:

a) Provides that the research activities conducted by or through the
sponsorship of the University of California can continue as described in the
Principles of Protocols developed by the University of California and the
Tahoe National Forest, approved February 25,1981 as amended, and described in
rhe Appendix to the Agreement approved :f4.__Gg_l"frrpt t"d.

b) Provides that the Statement of Protocols can be amended at any time with
agreement between the US,Forest Service and the University of California.
Amendment of the protocols will comply with procedural requirements of the
National Environmental Policy Act.
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